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T~;venty-fivc samples from four bands of Ordovician ignimbrite 
expos eel near Killar-y Harbour, Eire, \vere s tudicd in de tail, yielding 
strong evidence for magnetic stability: (1) At t-v;ro collection sites, 
the natural remanent magnetization \vas significantly misaligned Hith 
the present field. At all three sites its direction \-Jas substantially 
stable against (2) a.c. demagnetizing fields up to 795 oe (peak), and 
(3) heating to 400-550°C; both treatments tended to reduce directional 
scatter. (4) A oositive fold test suggests that the stable magnetization 
is primary. Assu"G1ing a "reversed" axial dipole field, a geographic 
north pole in the Pacific Ocean (9°N, 146°~.J; dp = 12°, dm = 22°) \vas 
calculated from the resultant of the four band mean directions relative 
to bedding planes, after a.c . treatment of all samples to 540 oe. 
Allrn·ling for possible incomplete averaging of the secular variation, 
this result is compatible "l.vith the fe"tv published Ordovician poles 
relative to Europe. 
An oven for stepi.vise demagnetization, used in the present 
study, \·las calibrated. Various tests sho\•7ed that field-nulling errors 
would be Hithin 50 -lOOy during runs. Systematic directional errors 
from this cause can be greatly reduced by random specimen grouping . 
Basalts from three Lm.Jer or Hiddle Paleozoic single flmv-s in 
southern Labrador (Henley Harbour, Table Head), and at Cloud }'fountain 
in northern Ne\·Jfou.ndland, ·uere thermally tested for stability. Like 
the Irish ignimbrites> these rocks tend to be highly oxidized, Hith 
hematite partly replacing the primary titanomagnetite. The three lavas 
shm-red comparable ther1nonagnetic bchaviovr, '1:-Ti th blocking temperatures 
0 Treatment to 350-450 C 
destroyed some secondary components, yielding ne\·7 mean directions 
that \·:rere simj lar. at the three sites, though \vith poor vector 
grouping. Being ~pot readings of the ancient field, these directions 
agree broadly vTith published directions from LoHer Paleozoic rocks. 
ClL<\PTER 1 
-----
INTltODUCTION 
-----------
1.1. Purpos~ and scone. 
The subject of this thesis is a p3leomagnetic investigation 
of so:r.e volcanic rocl:s in Ireland, Ne~;.rfoundland and Labrador. Samples 
of Ordovician ignimbrites from Hestelu Eire have been subjected to 
syster0atic magnetic and therwal de-magnetization and a fold test. 
Several stability criteria "t;vere satisfied, yielding a ne~·:r, paleornag-
netically useful result which is discussed t·lith reference to some 
geophysical hypotheses. Samples from single basaltic lavas comprising 
one flmv each at tt-lo sites on the southern Labrador coast and at on-e 
site on the Great Northern_ Peninsula of NeHfoundland, were also tested 
for stability. These basalts, of Ca.rnbrian to Devonian age, 'I:·Jere 
probably cpntemporaneous at the three sites, but since only single floi.·iS 
were exposed at any one site, the data in this case represents only spot 
readings of the ancient field and cannot be used for paleomagnetic 
interpretations. However, interesting results regarding the ~agnetic 
stability of these lavas were obtained and are compared vJith the results 
of the ignimbrite study. In the course of this investigation a thermal 
demngnetization unit \·las constructed and tested. A description of the 
furnace and associated equipment is given, along Hith an account of 
sorre experiments to estimate the errors associated with the thermal 
demagnetization technique. 
1.2. Significance of pale~::>Jaagnetic studies. 
Durj_ng the last thro decades paleotrragnetic studies have been 
carried out on all continents in an attempt to shed light on certain 
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controversi.:1l geophysical hypotheses such as contincnt·al drift, expansion 
of the earth, and pol.:1r ~.>J["u·i.dering. The uo1.·d "pnlccmagnc.tism" means 
"ancient magnetism", but specifically it refers to the magnetic record 
acquired by cert:ain 1ocl::.s i.n ancient field at or since their tirr:e of 
formc:<.t1.on. Idea11y, the measurc~ent of a v~ctor rer.1anent mae;_1etization 
in rocks should provide evidence on (1) the direction of the Earth's 
magnetic field at one or more times during the his tory of the rocks; 
(2) the stl."ength of the field in 'l:vhich the remanence \•las acquired. 
Directions of remanent magnetization obtained unc1er (1) r1ay 
be interpreted in terms of geographic coordinates under certajn conditions. 
The most basic assumption is that the main geomagnetic field is, and has 
been in the geological past, dipolar cmd coaxial Hith the rotation axis 
of the earth 't·:rhen averaged over time spans of the order of the secular 
variation (10 3 years). Recently, Hide (1967) has sugeested t.hat other 
deep seated nu~chanisms, 'l:·.:ith averaging tir1e constants as large as 
5 6 10 -10 years, may be iMportant. Under favourable conditions, determination 
of the paleolocations of the pole is then capable of being used as evidence 
bearing on certain geophy8ical-geological hypotheses. 
Continental drift, first seriously considered by Taylor (1910) 
and He£2ner (1929), is defined as the horizontal displacement of pnrts of 
the Earth's crust relative to each other. Polar Handering may be defined 
as a shift of the Earth's crust as a vlhole relative to the poles, the 
spin axis remaining fixed in space. TI1c possibility of an expanding Earlh 
"l:vas studied by Egycd (1956) '1:-Jho estimated that a mean incl:ease in the 
circumference of 0. 2-0.5 em/year, "l:·,rould account for the amounts of heat 
flm·J energy, decrease in continental "l:·!ate:c level, and grO'h7 th of the core, 
inferred from other eviclencc. CAr~y's (1958) and Bcczen's (J960) estimates 
of mean c·}:pansion rnte r.::mgc from 0.5 to lf cr-·/ycar, and m:-e based on 
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\·:-orld-wlde tectonics, assunLd grm·.'th of the ocean bnshls and divergcnc:e 
of the paleomagnetic polar Hanclering paths for different continents. 
Such large rates are ruled out by the result of certain paleomagnetic 
tests in "\-:hich contemp oraneous rocks at widely separated sites in a 
single land mass were compared. Cox and Doell (1961) and Ward (1963) 
concluded from such tests, \vi th Permian and Devonian rocks, respectively, 
that expansion at Egyed's moderate rates could not be ruled out, but 
that larger rates arc incompatible with the evidence. 
Polar t·7andering, which t-7ould result in identical polar paths 
relative to all continents in the absence of relative crustal displacement, 
has not yet been found unaMbiguously in the evidence. Various authors, 
hm·:rever, have interpreted t.he observed divergence of paleomagnetic polar 
paths for different land masses as being compatible ·Hith continental 
drift. An exmnple is the postulated post--Paleozoic opening of the north 
Atlantic (Runcorn, 1965). Pig. 1.1 (Deutsch, 1969) based on the paleo-
magnetic 1i terature until 1968, shm·!S the inferred displacement of the 
north pole relative t.o North America and Europe bet"t--Teen Carboniferous 
and Triassic periods. The westward displacement of the North American 
curve relative to the· European one appears to be systemattc, and the 
separation of the tt-1o Permian poles is conpatible Hith a post-Permian 
opening of the North Atlantic (Hells and Verhoogcn, 1967), about the 
pivot near the present north pole proposed by Bullard et al (1965). , 
Some independent support for the conclusions from ualeomagnetism 
favouring continental drift has come from paleoclimatology, e.g. the 
inferred Permo-Carboniferous glaciation of Gond\•Janalancl (Holmes, 1965). 
Comparisions of the evidence from paleoclimatoloEw and paleomognetism 
100" 
C. Carboniferous 
P. Permian 
TR Triassic 
K. • Cretaceous 
£ fMean paleomagnetic} N. America 
e l.North poles for Europe 
Fig. 1.1. Apparent polar wandering curves between N.America and Europe* 
(Adopted from Deutscht 1969) 
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(Blackett, 1956; 1961; Opdyke> 1962), shm-1 that these tHo lines of evidence 
in mnny cases are mut.ually compatible in supporting some relative movement 
of the continents. 
Earlie~ episodes of continental drift have also been postulated. 
Thus, the existence of a "proto-Atlantic'' during the early Paleozoic has 
been proposed by Wilson (1966), ~~o suggests that this earlier ocean 
gradually closed during the Paleozoic, and reopened after the Paleozoic. 
Hh:i.le the paleoPw.gnetism of late Paleozoic and younger rocks is relevant 
to the problem of the opening of the present Atlantic, a test of Wilson's 
hypotheses requires paleomagnetic data from middle Paleozoic and older 
rocks. 
1.3. frocess of Nagnetization of rocks. 
The acquisition of a remanent magnetization, in the direction of 
the ambient fie} d by rocks cooling from high temperature -.;.;as first reported 
by }felloni (1853). Konigsberger (1930) introduced the concept of 
"thermoremanent magnetizationtf (TRH) in Hhich an igneous rock may acquire 
a stable, and sometimes strong, magnetic moment parallel to a tveak 
ambient field vlhile cooling belm.,r the Curie points of its magnetic constit-
uents. 
On the other hand, "isothermal remanent magnctiza tj_on 11 (IRH), is 
acquired at constnnt temperature in a steady mar;netic field. ~fd~ish and 
Johnson (1938) proposed that a "remanent magnetization of sediments' 1 or 
"cletriLal" or '!depositional" remanent magnetization (DIU·O is acquired 
v.Jhen previously mar,nctized_ grains are deposited '\-lith a preferencial 
alignment in the direction of the external field, e.g. while settling in 
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\vater. "Chemical remanent magnetization" (CRH), which can be acquired 
by the magnetic pa·rticles during their chemical change (e.g. reduction 
of Fe
2
o
3 
to Fe
3
o4 ) under the influence of a wagnetic field, was. first 
noticed by Maurain (1901). Rimbert (1956) has shm-m that the remanent 
magnet:i zation of a rock can be modified isotherrr.ally by the action of 
a magnetic field for a sufficiently long period; this process is knmvn 
as "viscous remanent magnetization" ("VRH). 
Remanence may· be acquired by one of the above processes either 
at the time the rocks are formed (nprimary" magnetiZf!t:ion) , or at a 
geologically significant time aften..rarcb (' 1sccondary ' ' magnetization). 
1.4. Lower Paleozoic paleomagnetism. 
Extensive, but far from ey..haustive data are nmv- available from 
paleonagnE~tic studies from all continents, representing much of the 
geological columns. Several authors, notably Cox and roell (1960), 
and Irving (196L~), have discussed the physical basis of rock magnetism 
in terms of its applicahility to a description of the ancient geomagnetic 
field, and have summarized the published \vork leading to inferred pole 
positions for different geological periods and continents. Ho~Jever, 
Lmv-er Paleozoic rod\:s have not yet been extensively studied, most of 
the existin3 results ( Fig. 5.6) being based on preliminary studies made 
before methods of establishing magnetic stability had been sufficiently 
developed. If more data from suitable Lm~,.er Paleozoic lava exposures, 
and particularly, more paleomagnetic comparisions betvJeen adj ace~t 
sedimentary and volcanic formation of the same age \-Jere available, the 
evidence could be areatly strcnathencd. C> C> Unfortunately, most of the fe-.;·: 
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relatj.vely reliable results for the Lm .. ""er Paleozoic (e. g. Khramov et al, 
1965; Rodionov, 1966; Roy et al, 1967) are based on sediwentary rocks. 
The present invcs tj gation is concerned "~;·lith igneous rocks, of 
Hhich the Ordovici8.n ignJ.wb rites in I:i re add a useful result to the 
literature from the Atlm1tic east coast. The single lavas from 
Labrador and Nev.7foundland proved to be only pal·tially stable and in any 
case represent a time interval too short for paleomagnetic interpretation, 
but the knmvledge gained from their study might be helpful in interpreting 
the results of future, more comprehensive v.1ork on Lower to l~iddle Paleozoic 
igneous and sedim2ntary rocks from the northHest coast of the Atlantic. One 
model to \vhich Paleozoic data from that region \-7ould be applicable is 
the proposed anticlock1-v-ise rotation of Ne-v1foundl<:md (Hegener, 19 28, p. 79) 
to \~1icl1 further reference will be made in 01apter 6. A decisive paleo-
magnetic fest of Hilson's (1966) paleogeography Hould require a subst&1tial 
increase in the volume. of evidence for the Lm·Jer to Hiddle Paleozoic 
interval, from both sides of the north Atlantic. 
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CH/-... PTER 2 
GEOLOGY AND NATUR/\.L RE1·1I\NENT HAGNETIS£.1 OF THE 
KILLARY HARBOUR IGi~IHBRITES. 
2.1. Geological Setting. 
The Lo-;.·Je r Paleozoic stratigraphy of Central Nurrisk, County 
Mayo,. has been described by De1.·1ey (1963). The ignimbrite exposures 
near Killary Harbour form part of the 1-!\v-eelrea Group of the Partry Series 
t-lbich is underlain by the Glenummera Series of possible Llanvirn age 
(Table 2 .1). 'l'hc Partry Series underlies unconformably the Silurian 
Lo"'"er Qt;.;enduff Group, and hence the age of the j_gn:i.m.brites is probably 
Hiddle to Upper Ordovician, possibly Caradocian. Six ign.imbrite bands 
are· interbedded 1.11ith the grits of the }f<..veelrea Group, forming the 
1·1\·Jcelrcasyp.cline 'i.·lhich can be traced in a roughly east-1.-lesterly dtrection 
for many miles YTith nearly zero plunge (Fig. 2.1). The six ignimbrite 
bands on the northern limb of the syncline have been correlated to the 
six bands on the southern limb by HcKerrmv and Campbell (1960), but 
DeHey (1963) regards this correlation as unjustified, because of a lack 
of diachronous behaviour. Bands 1 and 5 have been traced continuously 
over the total length of ignimbrite exposures "tvohile Band 2 thins eastward 
and disappears; this might be due to east-Hest tilting and erosion (Del.\7ey, 
1963) • 
2.2. Tectonics and petrology of the ignimbrit.es: 
Some characteristics of the ignimbrites are (De-,;.;rey , 1963): 
colmnnar and sheet jointing duP to temperature and pressure effects; and 
decrease in grain size Hi th increase in the content of dissemin0.ted 
magnetite. The s arnples co lJ.e cted are from both limbs of the N"";·Je.el rea 
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TABLE 2.1 
- -----
Lor.·;cr Pale o z oic strc:.t<l e x uoscd in Central 
Hur:t·i s k (_after Dc~-1ey Ll963) 
----------
Period Group or Fornation 
Lough Nacorra Group 
Fiddaunarinnia Group 
SILURIAN Oughty Group 
Pollanoughty Group 
////IIIII/II/II/// UNCONFORHITY 
Louer 0\.;en.duff Group 
'l 
/lll/l/////ll/lll/////// 
fi'.. 
Ul'~ CON FORHT TY 
Maurntrasna Group 
Mt.;reelrea Group 
Thickness 
(ft.) 
2000 
1500 
600 
360 
450 
Series or Age 
Creagh Patrick 
Series (Wenlock) 
l 
//ll///ll/l///l/l////l/l//l//l 
1 
0-20 (Upper Llandovery) 
~ 
////////////////////////II/// 
A\ 
8000 Partry 1series 
7000 
(4000) 
(Caradocian ?) 
J, 
. if\ 
Glenmmnera Series 
I (Llanvirn ?) 
-------------------------- ------------------------~·!_ ________ __ 
». 
ORDOVI CI.t\1'1 Dcrrylea Group 5000 
Lug-gloss Formation 350 
Crcgg,an Fo1."111ation 1750 
Cuilmore Formation 650 Hurrisk Series 
Lugacollh·ree Formation 5000 (Arenig) 
Lugalougban Forma tion 170 
Drumr ri n Formation 250 
JO 
TABLE 2.1 (Continued) 
--------- ----
Period Group OJ." Fo1.-r-w tion Thickness (ft.) 
Series or Age 
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Derrymore Group 1200 T 
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syncline, the folding of uhj_ch is considered by DcHcy to be of pre-
Llandov<"ry age, and hence to p:cedate the Silurian. He notes also that 
the beds have rcmainc d relatively undisturbed since they Here folded 
into the syncline~ Such a relatively simple tectonic history tends to 
simplify the paleomagru~tic interpretation, and in the present case it 
permits the application of a fold test of.magnetic stability (Graham, 
19Lt9). 
Dr. N. D. Hatkins of the Geology Departraent, Florida State 
University, has kindly examined polished sections from two of the 
ignimbri.te samples. His study (Appendix 3) revealed that the original 
titanomagnetite is in the highest oxidation state (Index VI in the 
notation of tv atkins and Haggerty, 1965; and \·Jilson and tv atkins, 196 7), 
as characterized by the presence of the high-temperature mineral 
Pseudob rooki te. Considering the relatively undisturbed nature of the 
folds containing the igninilirite bands, the oxidation might have plausibly 
occurred during a later stage of the sam2 Ordovician igneous activity 
which produced the ignimbrites. In that case the Earth's field responsible 
for impressing a stable chemical remanent magnetization on the rock 
during oxidation 't·7ould still be an "Ordovician" one. 
2. 3. Paleomagnet:Lc sampling at Killary Harbour: 
On petrologj_cal and tectonic grounds the ignirrbri tes thus 
promised to be useful for paleomagnetic study. Moreover, they represent 
a Lmver Paleozoic igneous formation in Hestern Europe, an area from 
\vhich fe'tv paJ_comagnctic results for that age have been reported, and 
apparently none at all relative to Ireland, from either igneous or 
sedimentary formations. 
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In the sun,mcr of 1965, 25 oriented hand samples of igni111brite 
\vcre collected by Professor E. R. Deutsch of Memoria~ University and 
Professor Harshc:.11 Kay of Columbia University, Ne1.v York, at three sites 
near Kill.:>.1.y Hnrbour (Deutsch, 1969). The lm·1est ignimbrite band, no. 1 
(Fig. 2.1; Table 2.2), \•.r<:.Js sarnpled at Sj_te A on the southern limb of the 
t.:,..rcelrca syncline, Hhile Sites B and C are on the northern limb, about 
6 miles c.?..st of Sj te A. At Site B, Bands 3 and /,_ are not necessarily 
distinct. but possibly may be distinguishable by a thin zone of \·!eathering 
(D6Jey, 1963). Band 5 is exposed at S~te C. 
2. 4. He as urement of the natural remanent magnetization of the ignimbrites. 
At the laboratory the 25 samples ,.,ere cored a:rtd cut into a 
total o£ 80 cylindrical specimens of 2.2 ems diameter and about 1.8 ems 
mean height, giving just over 3 specimens per s a!'11ple on the avernge. The 
natural remanent magnetization (Nn.H) of the rocks relative to the in-situ 
horizontal pla.L"Le at the collection sites was measured in the laboratory 
\lith the astatic magnetometer of the Physics Department (Hurty, 1966, 
Deutsch et al, 1967). This instrument has a reciprocal sensitivity of 
3.9 x 10-7 oe/wm deflection at a scale distance of 1.8 m. The measurement 
of the direction and intensj_ty of the NRN follmved standard procedures 
described by several authors (Roy, 1967, Creer, 1967). 
Table 3.2, column 4 shm·7s that the intensity of the NRH (in 
I -6 emu cc x 10 ) is in the ranges 30 - 240 for samples from Sites A and B; 
and 10 - 70 for those from Site C. The NRM intensities of 21 additional 
specimens measured one year later (Table 5.2) \·Jere higher, \·lith the 
ranges 50 - 740 at Sites A and B, and 20 - 130 at Site C (all in 
TABLE 2.2 
SDmpling data at KillaEY_Flarbour., Eire. 
Site Location Band Sample Nos. Strike* Dip* Limb of Syncline 
A 53.6°N, 9.7°H 1 1-9 263° S0!2DN southern 
B 53.6°N, 9.6°W 3-4 18-25 75° 55°S northern 
c 0 53.6 N, 9.6°W 5 10-17 75° 55°S northern 
;~Structural information at Site B and for the general area is due to Dewey (1963). Strike and 
Dip values at Sites A and C have been kindly supplied by Professor Marshall Kay of Columbia 
University, New York. 
f-l 
.r::-
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The ve·c:tor naCJ.n directions for tt·,:ro specimens each from all 25 
sarules have been plotted in rig. 3.2, and statistical data for the cite 
nean directions are l:Lst0d in Table 3.3. The vector mean clirec·tions, 
and statistical data fo ·L- the 21 specimens me<:lSured lat.er (Chapter 5) 
are shmln in Fj.g. 5. 2 and Table 5. 3. The mean directions and Fisher 
statistics \•lere obtained frorn an IBH 1620 computer progre?m. 
At Site A (mean declination, D = 138°, mean inclination, 
I = -S0 ) the mcnn sample directions mostly make large c<ngles ,;rith the 
19 65 Eart:h 's field (D == 13°H,. I = +6 8!2°) and axial dipole field (D = 0 °, 
I = +70°) relative to the sampling area. Hmvever, they show considerable 
scatter, with k = 2.2, CX = 45.8°, Hhere k is the best estimate of the 
95 
precision parameter and a
95 
the radius of the 95% circle of the 
confidence (Fisher, 1953). For Site B, the sample directions are 
tightly clustered (k = 12 7, 0 a = 4. 9 ) , and the departure of the site 95 
mean direction from the present and axial dipole field directions is 
again significru1t, though less pronounced than at Site A. In terms of 
scattering of NRH directions, Site C is intermediate (k = 54.3, 
~5 = 7.6°) between Sites A and B, but the mean site direction is no 
longer significantly different from the present or axia~ dipole field 
directions. 
After laboratory storag2 for about one year and remeasuremcnt, 
some specimen directions had significantly changed, probably due to 
superposition of a VRH \·lith short time constant. For N sc:unplcs 
remeasured at each site the neu mean directions and Fisher statistics 
were: (compare Table 3.3) 
Site A: N == 3, k = 5.1, Ci 95 61.1 
0 
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goO 0 k 43.5, ll} .. 1 ° r-; L~' D ·- I = +72 ' = a -Site B: - 0 , 95 
C: N L:, D 300 I = +75° k = 59.0~ a = 12.1° Site = .-' , , 95 
2 .. 5. St:::tl-:d.lit.y Criteri a _;n the pres e nt stu~y. 
The lar~e deviation of the mean direction at Site A from the present 
field and dipoJ_e fJ .eld directions may be partly related to the small 
precision, since the presence of a msoft" VRH component in some of the 
samples tending to deflect the resultant direction towards the present 
field ( notabJ.y samples KH. 8, 9) can then be most effective in producing 
scatter of the sample directions. The mean directions at Site B also 
departs significantly from the present and dipole field directions, but ) 
with relatively close alignment of individual directions. Hence the 
NRN results from the t"~;·JO sites indicate partial magnetic stability of the 
igni. mb rj_ t es . 
Alternative meaning of magnetic "s tcbili ty" \vill be dis cussed 
in Section 3ol .. In either case, the main purpose of stability testing 
in puleomagnetic applications is to isolate a primary component of 
magnetization from other components masking it; one assumes that the 
primary component was acquired during the formation of the rock or a 
geologically insignificant time aftenvards by one of the processes 
decribcd in Sect~on 1.3. The direction of this primary magnetization 
may have remain unchanged, but the actual NRN direction tends to be 
the resultant of this primary component and one or more superposed 
secondary components that may be larger than the former and uill -
probably dj ffer in direction from it. 
Since it w-.:ts evident from the NR1"1 s tucly of the Killary Harbour 
ignimbrj.tcs that one c a nnot necessarily assume any one of the site 
mean directions of magn e tization to be of primary origin ( and hence 
J..l 
by implication to represent ths OJ..it~inal ambient field direction) it is 
iFJport~nt to car1:-y out suitab:Le laboratory or field techniques aiH'Cd 
at identifying the prir.1c11-y (presmn2-d "stablc. 11 ) component through removal 
of secondary componeuts. 
suMmarized in Chapter 3. 
The laboratoi..-y and field techniques are 
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CHAPTER 3 
------
/i.LTER.NAT:G~G-:FIELD DEi'lf.~.GNETIZATION 
OF TilE lCNI"HBIZITES 
3 1 Dcfini tions of s ·tnbi 1 ity • . - . 
The l·:ror d "stable", as defined here, refers to a magnetization 
co1•1ponent: acquired by the rock in the arnblent Ear:Lh 
1 
s field a geologically 
long tiHl.::! a~o, and essentially unchanged in direc:tion. So:·,1e authors 
~ f . . t . -- . " 1 . 11 1 I! • tl th prefer a narrouer c.e .llll 1on, equa'-.J..ng geo og1ca y ong \·!1. 1 e 
total age of the rock, in which case any component added a significant 
time aften·7ards (by one of the processes described in Section 1. 3) 
would be considered "unstable". Hmvever, such non-original corr;ponents 
arc frequently persistent in direction over long time intervals, i.e. 
"st:ab]_e" in the broader sense. An example is the Devonian Old Red 
Sandstones of Britain, 'tvhich are believed to have been remagnetized 
at tl1e time of their deformation during the late Paleozoic, acquiring 
a very mhard" component that masks the original "Devoniann magnetization 
(Chamalattn, and Creer, 196~). "Hard" is related to "stable" as defined 
here, and refers to a spectral range of relatively large coercivities. 
Conversely, a "so£t11 (or "unstc:.ble") component is one of predo111..inantly 
lmv coerciv:lty and tends to decay \vith a low time constant. In turn the 
cocrcivity of a ferromagnetic constituent is a function of size and 
shape of the grains, their spontaneous magnetization, and the temperature 
range over which the magnetization was acquired. 
Since in paleon'agnetism the originE~.l (or "primary") magnetization 
direction is generally of greatest interest, the aiPl of most derltagnetization 
procedures is to remove both "hard" and "soft" components that m.::.y have 
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been supcrir.'lJosed on a primary, stable magnetization. To recognize \·7hether 
,.rticular st2ble component is of primary or seconCiary origin one must a p.::-
apply separate tests or criteria, usually of a geological nature. 
1\.;ro enrpiricnl procedures for dcteru1ining the stage at Hhich a 
given demagnetization technique has achieved optimum effectiveness have 
been proposed~ 
(1) As and Zidjerveld (1958), and l~cElhinny and Gough (1963) use 
the criterion of rotation of the "vector magnet~zationn. The direction 
corresponding to the step in the treatment at Hhich the remanent 
magnetization vector ceases to change direction and continues to change 
only in magnitude is considered to be the "stab len direction, implying 
that the lm·.r-stability components hcve been removed. 
(2) Irving et al, (1961 a) compare the calculated dispersion in the 
magnetization directions of the speci1i1ens from a given site before and 
after every step in the treatment. The direction corresponding to that 
demagnetizing field or temperature for \·7hich the dispersion is minimum, 
is then considered to be the stable one. 
The former method is more useful for the study of individual 
specimens, \vhereas the latter is preferable when vector -groupings are 
being compared. In the present study, emphasis has been given to the 
second procedure (Irving et al, 1961 a). 
3.2. Field anj l~borat9ry procedures for assessing stability. 
1-Iagnetic staldlity can be t.es ted by field or laboratory tests, 
or a combination of both. Field tests hnve the advantage of being 
capable of relating a given magnetization to a specified geological 
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event, and hence of assigning tirr.e limits to its origin= this makes 
them potentially quite poHerful. Hm-7ever, frequently and moreover 
they c2.nnot sep::rate secondary from prim.:n:y components, for \>7hich 
purpose l8horatory procedures are necessary. 
3.2.1. Field tests. 
'1\vo classical field tests due to Grah2m (19l}9) are the 
'conglomerate test' and the 'fold test'. 
In the fold test, if the orir;inal ("pre--folding") direction 
of magnetization has not been significantly altered or masked after 
the rocks '"ere folded, then a "correction" for geological tilt (i.e. 
referring the magnetization bock to the original horizontal plane) 
should give better alignment between directions representing different 
parts of the structure, than in the absence of such a correction. 
3.2.2. Laboratory tests. 
Laboratory procedures include demagnetization by steady 
magnetic fields, and by heat treatment. The principle "magnetic11 methods 
employ respectively steady and alternating fields. Steady-field methods 
l-7ere introduced by Johnson, Hurphy and Torreson (1948) and have been 
favoured especially in Soviet laboratories (Petrova and Koroleva, 1959; 
Petrova, 1961; Lin 'l:ova, 1961). 
Thermal demagnetization procedures are based upon the addition 
law .Jf partial thermoremanent magnetization (PTPJ1) (Nagata, 1961, p. 159), 
which is given by 
T. = T 
1 c 
~--
J 
1' i-1 
T. 
J.. 
H 
ex 
To 
J 
Tc, H ex 
(T0 ) ••• (3.2.1) 
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•. 111ere T. J < T. < T , and i = 1 .•• n designates the nur.ibcr of 
" 1-- 1. c 
temperature intervals, Hex is the external field p1..·esent during cooling 
bet\vcen the tentpe.cature interval T i and Ti-l . The PTRH produced Ly 
weak-field coolil~g thruugh the range (T 2 - T1 ) is indep:::mdent of the 
magnetization acquired Hhilc the specimen cools through other temperature 
intervals. Hence all the temperature ranges have a "memory 11 given by 
the addition laH, Hhich can be removed by heating to the higher 
temperature . of the appropriate interval, and cooling in zero field. Ttv-o 
procedures are in general use: 
(i) In the s tep~;.Jise method, the specimens are heated to a specified 
temperature T1 < Tc ( ._vhere T c is the highest Curie point among the 
constituent minerals in the rocl:) , and then cooled in field-free space. 
After reri1easurement, they are reheated to a temperature T2 , Hhere 
T1 < T2 < Tc , and the procedure is repeated until any undesirable 
components are considered to have been removed . 
(ii) An alternative method is "continuous demagnetization", in tvhich 
the direction and intensity of the remanence is measured at specified 
teNperature intervals 'dhile the specilGen is being heated or cooled in 
an oven placed under the Ragnetometer . This procedure yields a complete 
demagnetization curve, with smaller risk that a chemical change occurrin8 
prior to measurement -v1ill be undetected than in the stepHise method. 
Ste.rtvise demagnetization is faster since several specimens c.an be 
treated at a tirr.c;, but this advantage is partly offset by the need to 
extend effective field-nulling to a correspondingly larger specimen-
occupied region than during continuous deraagnctization of a single 
specimen. 
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Thermal d e.m~.gnctize.tion methods •:rere introduced by Thellier 
(1933); have since been developed further (Hilson, 1962; Hilson and 
Ev~r-i tt, 1963; Cha1.~alaun, J 963, 196tl; Charnalau~1 and Creer, 1964; 
Irving et al, 1961 b; and others); and are \·:ridely used. Their main 
advantage over "magnetic11 treatme-nts is that tHo or more ':hard'~ 
components having different Curie points may be separated due to the 
addition properties of the PTRH' s. 
In alternati!.1J~:-f:i_eld derr§J!2:~£tization, the specinen is 
subjected to progressively higher peak fields that are smoothly reduced 
to zero during ench step i.n the tree.tT!'ent. In this -.;.;ay, increasingly 
"harder" magnetization components are rewoved, leaving intact those 
having the largest coerci vi ties; additional criteria might indica tc>. 
·Hhether this residual is furthermore likely to represent the priT'l_ary 
magnetization. In conmon rractice, the specimen is "tu'Tibled:' 
simultaneously about t':vO or more axes to ensure effective ranclorrization 
of ma~netization directions. A major advantage over thermal demag-
netization (above) is that no chemical alter.ntion of specimens during 
trca tmen t is involved. 
Alternating-field demagnetization ·Has intro'cluced by Thellier 
and Rimbert (1955) for paleo!'lagnetic \vork and later successfully employed 
by BrynjoJ.fsson (1957); As and Zijderveld (1958); Creer (1959); Irving et 
al, (1961 a); Doell and Cox (1964); HcElhinny (1966); and others. 
3. 3. Al tei_..tla ti_~-field demagnetization of the Killa_D"_ Harb ou~_igniDbri tes 
In the present study, the first stability treatment WGS by 
alternating field demagnetization, using the unit in the Physics Depart-
ment (Pearce, 1967). In thj_s device the specimen tun;bles about three 
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Xes !';imultan~ously, an <::rrange"nent tending to reduce significant a; - ·-
spurious and nnhysterj_c magnetization conponents compared Hith tHo-axes 
tmr.blinr;. For other details of this unit see Appendix 1. 2. 
To determine the opti"Pmm der·:agnetizing field for reHlOVing 
secondary components, it is often useful to carry out a detailed, 
initial demagnetization of a feH representative specimens only; this 
removes the need for intermediate steps in any subsequent systematic 
treatment that may involve all samples. Such a "pilot" study I.Jas 
carried out \vith five ignimbrite specimens selected from the three 
sites near Killary Harbour, using the "vector rotation" criterion to 
determine the optit:1um field (Section 3.1). Results are shoun in 
Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.1, and discussed belmv . 
3.3.1. Pilot study. 
Site A: Specirren KH 2bi. 
The NRM direction uhich differed by a large nngle from the 
present field, hardly changed during the eleven dema,gnetization steps 
up to 560 oe (peak); at the same time the intensity Jf magnetization 
progressively decreased (Table 3.1). This behaviour suggests that the 
direction at 560 oe represents a stable component po.>sibly of primary 
origin. Beyond 560 oe the direction of the vector danges through 
larger angles, but the large intensity increase after the last step 
may be due to the acquisition of a spurious magnetiz1tion. 
Specimen KH 8a. 
Though this specimen i.s from the san:c bane (no .1) as KH 2hl, 
the :t'\RN direction is not far from those of the 19G5 Ueld in \vest·ern 
rrel2nd (D = 347°, I= +6B!f) and the axial dipole field (0°, +70°). 
As der-tagnetization progressed s a su.1stant:ial, systematic change in the 
direction occurred in quite lm1 fields, accompanied at first by a sharp 
intensily increase to 25 oe, follm.red by an even sharper drop that 
levelled off belm..r 100 oe. This suggests that a relatively "soft" 
Villi component, Hhich might have been acquired fairly recently (perhaps 
even in the laboratory) has been removed. Above 100 oe, further steps 
in the treatment brought the directions progressively closer to the 
"stable" direction characteristic of speciwen KH 2bi, until the t~vo 
directions became nearly parallel after 560 oe. This is expected in 
specimens from the same band, and the conclusion that the high-field 
direction in specimen KH 2bi probably represents a stable (possibly 
primary) magnetization is thereby strengthened. 
Site B: ~ecimen KH 25aii 
The .NPJ-f is significantly different from the present field 
(though by a relatively small angle) , suggests at least partial stability . 
With increasing fields the intensity decreased smoothly without erratic 
behaviour. No systematic change in directions occurred assuming that 
the D and I values for 560 oc (Table 3.1) resulted from a measurement 
error or a spurious magnetization picked up in the laborc:tory. 
~ C: Specimen KH 13a 
The NP .. N direction is close to the 1965 field and axial dipole 
field, and the directions remain relatively undistrubed, except for the 
anornaloL~ values after the 515 oc and 670-G95 oe steps. These results 
indicate that the mag~etization is stable but was not necessarily 
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H, demagnetizing field (oersteds, peak); D, declination (degrees 
taken c1ock~,Jise from north through 360°); I, inclination (degrees, 
+ indicates north pole in the 1mver hen1isphere); J, intensity of 
magnetization (emu/cc): 
Specimen KH 2bl KH 8a 
------
- Jxlo- 6 H D I H D I Jx10~6 
------
0 120 -15 60.6 0 171 81 115 
25 114 .:...16 62.7 25 123 77 179 
50 118 -16 61.3 50 123 45 6Lt. 3 
100 120 -15 64.7 100 123 28 54-.5 
150 119 -15 .58. 6 150 134 9 56.2 
230 120 -15 55.2 230 128 11 52.9 
260 119 -14 50.6 260 129 3 46.0 
310 118 -14 45.0 310 139 13 44.9 
360 118 -15 40.2 360 132 -1 43.4 
410 1.21 -12 31.8 410 131 -11 
515 114 -12 23.2 515 ll~5 -11 32.7 
5.60 119 -13 13.9 560 107 -6 22.9 
670 120 -4 15.9 675 110 2 18.4 
795 102 7 86.3 795 135 -17 40.1 
--·---·---- ----
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TABLE ).1 (Continued) 
KH 25aii KH 13a 
----
-
H D I H D I 
0 81 67 155 0 327 77 39.5 
25 77 59 154 25 342 6L~ 31.4 
50 85 60 136 . 50 358 69 23.3 
100 95 54 129 100 337 56 14.2 
150 87 56 120 150 333 6L~ 9.9 
230 91 55 107 230 316 64 8.9 
260 86 53 103 260 332 57 12.9 
310 91 54 91.6 310 327 83 8.1 
360 85 58 80.2 360 306 66 8.5 
410 74 45 71.5 Lf10 325 56 5.0 
515 89 58 60 .l~ 515 228 30 13.7 
540 177 45 40.3 560 312 65 9.4 
670 86 67 43.2 670 50 -9 6.5 
770 81 54 23.8 770 320 61 9.2 
---- ------------~-
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TABLll_} o 1 (Continued) 
--· -------------------
KH 16b 
H D I J xlO - 6 
0 50 71 28.6 
25 36 65 25.9 
50 42 73 22.4 
100 42 64 21.7 
150 27 66 21.0 
230 33 70 20.0 
260 41 63 20 .1+ 
310 36 64 19.6 
360 18 71 19. '• 
410 37 65 18.5 
515 38 70 18.9 
560 14 73 19.8 
670 45 60 19.4 
795 21 72 17.7 
-----~~---·-~---- -----
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Caption for F'ig 3.1 . 
.;;._F..::;·i~g..:...~ _3-;;.._._l_. __ l_"'l_. J_<2_t_ al!e:r;nating _field_ demae;n~ti ze.tion of ignimbr~ te 
spc·c im2ns _fF.om Ki 1.1 ar.v- Harbour 
Directions are plotted on an equal area net, with numbers 
indicating demagnetizing fields 
11 ~ demagnetizing field (peak oersteds) 
.J /Jn, normalized intensity of magnetization (Jh is J at NRIYI) 
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acq·uired prior to folcUng, in vic\-.r of its proximity to the dipole and 
1965 field directions. Hence any separate test for demonstrating its 
prirw.ry origin Hill hnve: to be especially rigorous. The intensity 
dropped quite sharply until 150 oe, tvhich could be due to removal of 
a viscous component. 
Specir~en KH l(·b 
The URI1 is again fairly close to the present field direction, 
and the treatment causes little change in direction and only a modest 
decrease in intensity, leaving 60% of the original intensity after the 
final step. These results indicate that the magnetization of KH 16b 
is harder than that of the other four pilot specin~ns. As in the previous 
case, the dircc tion remains close to tile axial dipole and present field 
directions, necessitating the same caution in assuming that the 
magnetization is primary. 
3.3.2. Syste'11atic a.c. demagnetization. 
The directions of magnetization of all five pilot specimens 
seem to have been stabilized after the l1lO oe step. At 310 oe the 
viscous component has not been entirely removed from specimen KH Be, 
tvhereas above 700 oe some specimens shoH erratic behaviour. Hence for 
a systematic treettmcnt the follov7ing demagnetizing fields tvere chosen: 
(i) a lmv field, 310 oe; (ii) a high field, 770 oe; (iii) a field, 
Sl:O oe, having the mean value betHeen (i) and (ii). The pilot study 
results suggest that demagnetization at 540 oe constitutes the optimum 
step compared to 310 oe, 770 oe, or t1"1e NPJ:·1 itself, and this is further 
dis cttssecl hcloH on the bssis of the resnl ts of systematic demagnetization. 
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T~·TO specir.1ens from each of the 25 samples v7ere demagnetized 
\vith results sho·,yn i11 Trlhle 3.2 and Fig. 3.2. Table 3.3 lists the site 
average directimr::; ~ uith risher (19 53) s tat:i s tics, Hhich \Jere obtained 
fr.or:1 an IBl1 1620 cottputer p·rogram values for k, the best estimate of the 
precision parameter> shmv that demagnetization greatly iruproves the 
grouping for Site A, \•lith maximum precision at 540 oe, though the precision 
maxir1a for Sites B and C conform to the NHE. At both sites, the precision 
valuer; change very little bet>veen 310 e2nd 540 oe, and remain v1ell above 
the k values for Site A. Demagnetization to 770 oe has scattered the 
maeneti?.ations at all sites. No large changes of mean site directions 
occur throughout the treatment, indicating the presence of a prominent, 
stable conponent in the NR~1. This tends to mal~e it difficult to decide 
upon the optir:mm deE1agnetization step (Irving, 196l}, P. 89). One possibility 
would be to adopt different steps corresponding to k maxima for different 
sites, i.e. 540 oe for Site A, and ~.:1-e~ forB and C. This \.vould be 
undesirable, hm,;ever, since the ma;;netic petrology and the history of 
the various ignimbrite b.:mc:s is probably quite similar (see also Section 
5.6.2.). ~foreover, it is important to note that the Site A resultant 
directions tend to be far from the present field, causing k to increase 
upon the rcnoval of a VRU directed close to the present field, Hhereas 
the converse effect in the case of Sites B and C (i.e. increased scatter 
after treatment) could again be due to the removal of such a ·vmr, since 
the mean dire;c tions nt these sites are wuch closer to the p1~esen t field. 
Hence the 5lf0 oe step is lH:ely to have led to sOT!ceHhat more stable directim:.s 
tha11 found in the Hn.~-, ev<::>n at all three Sites. For this re<;.,.son the mean 
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TABLE 3 . 2 
Svstematic a.c. dem[-tgne_tizatiog _ £t_ the 
f:ilJ-aE.Y_Barbour _.i_gnin~b r:i-tf~. 
Symbols and units are as shmvn in 3.1 
(* indicates that no meas urement \-las made ) 
§iteA_2 .Band 1...>___§_amp1es KH1-9 
NRH H = 310 oe 5lf0 oe 770 oe 
·-------- ---- ----
Specimen D I Jx10-6 D I ,Jx1o-6 D I Jx1o-6 D I Jx10-6 
-·-------~- -~ - __ .. _. _ __ _____ 
KH 1a 8 -4 139 133 +17 !~3. 0 104 +25 26.2 98 +40 35.6 
1b 2 +13 83.9 118 -16 12.8 13l~ +9 22.6 113 +40 22.1 
2ai 134 -14 
* 
135 -8 ;t; 136 +16 ~'~ 123 -9 15.6 
2bl 120 -15 60.6 118 -14 4!1-. 9 119 -13 13.8 102 +7 86.2 
3a 129 -31 66.2 147 -26 · so.1 134 -22 20.2 109 -l~ 13. !+ 
3b 114 -29 63.4 119 -24 44.8 112 -15 19.5 91 0 11.9 
4a 145 -38 89.1 163 -39 32.4 168 -15 15.4 ·/; 
* * 4b 145 -47 137 151 -59 41.7 148 -19 55.5 103 -2 13. {~ 
Sb 129 -25 40.9 128 -25 29.9 136 -15 16.4 103 +5 5.9 
Sd 129 -25 37.0 135 -26 28.6 126 -26 14.8 92 --17 5.1 
6al 150 +1 7.:. 145 +43 ,~ 168 +l~3 l~3. 9 175 +45 112 
6bii 180 -5 42.0 175 +39 26.0 1/f1 +5 22.9 216 -41~ 30.1 
7ai 179 -24 47.6 157 -·2 7 37.2 170 -19 19.9 151 +9 12.5 
7bi 173 -22 34.6 156 -37 19.1 175 -17 15.0 146 +10 ll!-.1 
Sa 171 +81 116 139 +13 44.9 107 -6 22.9 135 --17 l10 .1 
8b 120 +54 103 106 +15 -;,'-:. 108 +2l} 25. q. 29 +3 31.5 
9a 169 +ll3 55.7 137 -10 48.2 128 -3 22.8 275 -18 •19. 3 
9b 151 +51 62.7 1!~ 7 -30 38.2 178 --25 16.4 138 +32 lt3. 4 
----~-------------- ----------·------ ---- ·---- ,. __ -----------
jj 
TABLL3 . 2 ( Continuc.d ) 
Band 4: 
KH 18a 71 58 119 73 55 95.7 . 75 56 68.8 75 53 54.6 
18b 67 58 122 63 55 103 68 57 70.0 67 58 63.9 
19a 70 68 68.6 81 62 62.0 73 61 61.9 73 62 59.6 
19b 73 69 46.8 78 63 39.8 84 58 39.5 81 58 40.6 
20b 66 65 156 67 62 121 65 58 85.6 68 56 6!; • 7 
20cii 65 59 146 63 61 117 64 57 84.2 65 57 73.6 
25ai 81 67 155 91 54 91.6 90 58 40.3 81 54 23.7 
25bi 93 68 163 97 62 101 101 55 64 .3 100 47 46.7 
·------- ------ ·---·- -----·----· --· 
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TABLE 3. 2 ( Continued) 
-----------
( * indicates that no measurement \ •lO-S made) 
Site C, Dand 5 , Samp l es 10 - 17 
------
-----
-NRH H = 310 oe 14Q_oe_ 770 oe 
Specinten D I J x10 - 6 D I J x10 -6 D I JxlO -6 
_6 
D I J x lO 
--------
KH lOa 351 85 16.1 34 76 10.2 t.o 73 5.2 25 74 3.6 
lObi 24 86 19.8 40 73 10.3 3!~ 76 6.1 16 73 5.2 
11b 27 63 13.1 45 47 8.8 42 37 7.4 37 41 5.3 
1lc 29 71 11.5 60 48 5.9 49 53 4.9 30 41 4.6 
12aii 358 75 23.6 18 64 7.7 357 66 ~~ . 8 328 64 [}. 5 
12b 356 81 24.8 4 45 4.2 334 38 8.8 340 34 3.6 
13a 327 78 39.4 328 83 8.1 312 65 9.4 320 61 9.2 
13b 337 68 37.7 322 67 11.3 0 56 9.4 328 51 9.5 
14a 315 85 22.7 ~'c 
* 
"4•c 3 81 6.3 359 53 7.4 
14c 324 81 19.0 3 82 7.5 349 64 5.5 6 51 6.4 
15aii 91 74 51.3 77 68 42.7 -73 66 38.4 82 67 39.3 
15b 85 76 52.2 74 70 Lf4. 3 68 70 40.9 75 73 4!•. 7 
16b 51 71 31.9 36 64 19.6 1l· 73 19.8 21 72 17.6 
16c 72 74 27.6 51 69 18.0 59 61 17.5 54 68 18.5 
17a 37 84 31.6 26 82 9.9 357 64 6.6 25 32 4.6 
17b 312 89 70.8 288 83 7.9 24 65 10.4 11 55 6.1 
-----
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Fig 3.2. Systematic alternating-field demagnetization of the Killary 
Harbour ignimbrites 
Equal area projection of mean directions of magnetization of 25 samples 
(2 specimens averaged per sample) for NRM and after demagnetization at 
310, 540, and 770 oe . (peak). 
(All symbols as in Figure 3.1) 
0 • 
• 
TABLE 3. 3 
----
'!1-' • ._ t' t' !: 'l TT' 1 l P b • • b • enn s1.~..e magnc l.Z<:' 1.on or .:: 1e ~ ... J • ..1... ary r1ar our 1~n1.m. r1.tes 
after stenwise dcr.w.gn~tizction_. 
-Site B2nd II D . I N R k C'95 
(oe, peak) 
A l 0 133 -5 9 5. 396l~ 2.2 45.8 
B 3/4 0 79 +65 n 7.9449 127 Lf. 9 w 0 0'1 
c 5 0 23 +80 n 7.8711 54.3 7.6 v 
A 1 310 136 -lLf 9 7.9189 7 .l.f 20.4 
B 3/4 310 89 +63 8 7.8309 41J 8.7 
c 5 310 32 +72 8 7. 6698 . 21.2 12.3 
A 1 5lf0 137 -5 9 8.0693 3.6 13.2 
J3 3/4 540 93 +61 ..., 7. 8Lf31 44.6 8. Lt 0 
c 5 540 18 +67 8 7.6667 21.0 12.3 
A 1 770 123 +7 S' 6.4194 3.1 35.2 
E 3/4 770 97 +69 8 7.3000 10.0 18.4 
c 5 770 9 +62 8 7. 5L 3lf 15.5 14.5 
TAZLE 3.3 (Continued) 
H demagnetizing field 
D mean declination at the site 
-I n:.ean inclination at the site (+ denotes north pole 
in low·er hemisphere) 
N number of samples averaged 
k best estimate of the precision parameter 
('195 radius of 95% cone of confidence 
R magnitude of resultant of the N unit vectors 
Directions are relative to the present horizontal plane. 
X 770 
-~ -<>)' 540 
N·R·M X X 310 
0 310 
Fig 3. h. f·J1ean d_irectt.~ of ,!!lagneti_za~ion_§l.t t_h~_ thre~_~il].ary Harbour_ 
si te_s fo.E._NR~L__andyft~J .. st~s_9f_alter~ting field 
demar!_let~_ylt~on LI..E;lati v.::_~Q__!.!]~ _.E.!:'~ sent __ horj..?_:SPtal J2..l~f::!!~ 
Numbers refer to the demagnetizing field (oe~peak) 
( All symbols as in F'ig 3.1) 
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directions and risher s.tatistics corresponding to the 5!;0 oe step have 
been adopted as representative in all cases. 
Senaration of B<:mds 3 and !: 
_ _,_._ -----------------
On the southern lirrb of the ~fueclrea syncline, iznimbrite 
Bands 3 and 4 are cle<n-ly distinct, whereas this is not the case on the 
northern liicb, \·:here Stc.nton (1960) sugc,ests that Band 4 is absent. 
Dc,;rey (1963), hm·1ever, finus Stanton's 'Band 3' to be cor,,posi tc ~ a 
3 to !~ inch \..Jec:lthcring zone separating a 2-foot 'upper unit' (Band 4 ? ) 
from the underlying Band 3 in a cmPbinec1 band thickness of 25 feet. 
He regards the ti!T1e interval represented by the. \·:eathering to be 
1 considerable'; hence if Bands 3 and Lf are really dis tinct at Site B, 
their mean directions of magnetization may be significantly different 
as a result; of secular variation. 
To test this statistically, the 8 samples from Site B Here 
divided into t:Tv-o grours of 4 samples eacZl, Sarrtples KH21-24 being 
from De\·Jey's 'lm:rer unit' (Band 3), and KH 18-20 and 25 frm'1 the 1 uppe7' 
unit' (i.e. either Band 3 or Lf). A variance-ratio test r.lay then be used 
to determine 'ahcther the mean directions of the t; .. Jo populations are 
significantly different 'Hith a given probability. 
3. 4 .1. Te_s t for_I}_on-r.:mdomness 
An initial step \vas to test, for the sinr;le and combinerl. banc:ls ~ 
the hypothesis that the N given vectors are fro~ an isotropic population. 
In Table 3.4, R is the maenitudc of the resultant of theN unit vector5>, 
and (R0 ) .Ol is the Jimiting value of the resu]tant vector for e1n isoLropic 
population at 99% ~robability level (Stephens, 1964). The hypothesis of 
TAoLE 3. 4 
------
-Bancl Treatment D N k R 
3 Nill1 36.5 +66.0 Lf 131 3.9771 3.490 L 139fJ 0.0153 
4 NRH 72.1 +64.0 L, 163 3.9816 3.490 1.1!·03 0.0123 
3+4 NRM 78.9 +65.2 8 127 7. 9'-f49 5.263 1.5096 0.0157 
3 540 110.6 +61.9 L, 72.1 3.9584 3 .lf90 1.1343 0.0277 
4 540 77.0 +57 .5 Lf 120 3.9750 3.490 1.1389 0.0167 
3+4 540 92.5 60.8 8 Mf.6 7.8431 5.263 1.4903 0. 04Lf8 
(n 0 ) .01 = limiting value of the resultcmt vector for an isotropic population at 99~~ probnbility level 
(Stenhen)964). 
-2 
8 = estimate of population varinnce 
(Other symbols as in Table 3. 3) 
~ 
0 
an i1:>otropi.c (i.e. randora) population may then be rejected 'Hith the 
specified probability ~vl1en R > R0 • The data in Table 3.t} shmv that 
this is so (i.e. the vector J.is t:ribut.ions are non·-random) '>lith greater 
than 99/~ probability in all cases , both for NRH and after 540 oe 
treatment. 
3. 4. 2. F--tes t for similar variances 
To apply the "F-tes t" for determining whether the tuo bands 
are significantly different (Sectioa 3. 4. 3, belm.;r) one must assume that 
the dispersions --2 and o2 , for the presumed different bands are 
approxj mately equal (Larochelle, 196 7) . To test this assumption, one 
compares the dispersio~ ratio uith tabul2tecl values of the "F-ratio11 , 
F2(Nl _ 1), 2(K
2 
_ 1), a, where N1 and N·2 are the number of sa111ples 
per band and 0. is the probability level. The variances are taken to 
be approxi1nately equal ·when (for 
The results in Table 3.5 shoH ~hat the assumption of approximately equal 
variances is justified at the 99% and 95% levels, both for NRH and after 
540 oe treatment. 
3.4.3. F-test for sig!}-j.fis:_Ently different band-directions 
"Bet~veen-band" and 11\.Jithin-b.::nd" variances are defined by 
n.Jatson, 1956, Larochelle, 1967): 
B-1 and 
2 (N - LR.) 
]_ 2 (LR. - R) ]_ 
N-B 
(3.4.2) 
-2 -2 
Treatment o1/o 2 
NRN 1.24 
540 oe 1.66 
TABLE 3.5 
-----
Separation of ignimbrite Bands 3 and 4 at Site B 
F6,6,.01 F6,6, .05 
8.47 L~. 28 
8.47 4.28 
-2 0 
b 
0.0258 
0.1806 
0.0139 1.86 
0.0222 8.13 
F2,12, .01 
6.93 
6.93 
T2 -2 -2 
u
1
, o2 =dispersion, o , for Bands 3 and 4, respectively (Table 3.4, last colu~~) 
F2,12, .o5 
3.89 
3. 89 
F6,6,.01, F6,6,.05 ~ F-ratio, Fz(Nl _ 1), 2(N2 _ l),a, for N1 = N2 = 4 samples at Bands 3 and 4, 
respectively, and at 99% and 95% probability levels. 
-2 -2 
6b' ow = between-band and within-band dispersion. 
Fz,l2,.01, r2,12,.05 = F-ratio, Fz(B _ 1), 2(N _ B),a, forB= 2 bands, N = N1 + N2 = 8 samples, 
and at 99% and 95% probability levels. 
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where r'-i and R are the mar;nitudcs of the unit vector resultants for the 
ith band and the N(=8) samples, respectively, and B is the number of 
Bands (2). Then if 
:r 2 --2 
u / 0 :!: 
b H 
F 2(B- 1), 2(N- B),a (3.4.3) 
it may be concluded that the mean direction"> of the B groups are not 
significantly different ~;vith probability a • 
Table 3.5 shoo:vs that this is indeed so (i.e. tvro separate 
bands cannot be distinguished) at either the 99% or 95% probability 
level in the case of r~RH, ~Jhereas after demagnetization to 5!10 oe the 
t\vO bands become distinct at both levels. Hence in further discussions 
of the results, Bands 3 and 4 ,,rill be taken to be separately exposed 
at Site B. It should be stressed, ho1.-vrever, that this is only a 
tentative result, in the absence of similar comparisons at other sites 
\vhere Bnnd 4 may, or may not, be associated Hith Band 3. 
3.5. Application of the fold test 
The stability treatment described in Section 3.3.2 has con-
firmed stable directions. To draH paleomagnetic conclusions these must 
be referred to the ancient horizontal plane, \·Jhich in turn \·Jill be 
assumed to correspond to the bedding planes of the ignimbrites. The 
correction v1as made by rotating the bedding about strike, using the 
geological data in Table 2.2. A simple rotation about strike ·uas 
justified in this case, since the axis of the ~~eelrea syncline was 
close. to horizontal over the \vhole sampling region (Chapter 2). The 
correction \vas carried out for all samples separately, and for site 
mean and band mean directions, using an JBH 1620 co:nputer program. 
The results (Fig. 3.3, Table 3.6) shmv a grouping of positive 
(north pole dm·mHard) directions in the second quadrant, relative to 
the ancient horizontal. They a-lso constitute a positive fold test 
(cssentiaJ ly a comp<1rison bctueen Site A on the southern limb~ and 
Sites J3 and C on the northern lir:ili of the syncline), since there is an 
obvious improvement in the grouping. This is reflected by an increase 
in the value of k from 2.7 to 11.7 before and after tilt correction. 
Ilouevcr, HcElhinny 's (196Lf) si?,ni ficance criterion is not strictly 
applicable in this case, since (a) the distribution before tilt 
correction is not a Fisherian one; (b) different bands are being compared 
at the t'oJo limbs of the syncline. 
On the basis of qualitatively judging the fold test> hoHever, 
it \\rill be assumed that the magnetization ~1as acquired prior to the folding, 
and hence is most prob ably of primary origin in the Ordovician. 
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Fig 3. 3. Tilt correction o~ the directions o~ magnetization ~or t he 
Killar.y Harbour ignimbrites, after demagnetization to 54 0 oe 
Equal area projections, showing (a) mean directions ~or all 25 samples, 
before and after tilt correction; (b) mean band directions ,be~ore and 
at'ter tilt correction. For strike and dip data, re~er Table 2.2. 
0 Band 1, north pole in upper hemisphere; 
8 Band 1, • Band 3, A Band 4, X Band 5 north pole in lower hemisphere; 
axial dipole; present ~ield at site. 
TABLE 3.6 
Nean site magnetization of the Killary Harbour ignimbrites after 
540 oe (peak) a.c . dema~netization and tilt correctio~. 
- -Site Band D I N R k og5 
A 1 128° +35° 9 8.074 8.6 18.6° 
B 3 141° +15° 4 3.959 72.1 10.9° 
.t:'-
B 4 128° +27° 4 3!975 120 8.Lf 0 0\ 
c 5 1L~4° +52° 8 7.667 21.0 12.4° 
All s Cli!lples 134.8° +36.2° 25 22.949 11.7 8.9° 
All bands 134.1° +32.0° 4 3.870 23.0 19.6° 
Symbols as in Table 3.3 
Lj I 
Cli_~?TER l1 
DESIGl7 l LiD Cl,LIBRATIOlJ OF Tim 
Tl1is Chapter deals "'rith the construction and results of 
performance tests of a unit for progressive thermal demagnetization. 
The latter technique ·uas briefly described in Sect:i_on 3. 2. 2, ~vhile 
reasons for its application to volcanic rocks in the present s tucly, 
along with results, will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
4.1. Magnetic environment 
The laboratory space availab1e for the thermal demagnetization 
unit ~-.ras in the baseoent of the Chemistry-Physics building, which contains 
loading areas, supply stores and a variety of fixed and moving ferro-
mar;netic objects, along \·Jith a.c. and time-varying d.c. sources. All 
these are potential causes of field distortion in the Harking space for 
the oven, in Hhich a close approach to perfect field nulling is 
essential, particularly at high temperatures. To reduce field gradients 
adequately, one might confine research time to "quiet" periods (nights, 
1;-,eekends, etc.), but most important initial step was to select a \·larking 
space combining optimum uniformity of the permanent magnetic 1ackground 
(i.e. removed from steel girders, major plumbing, etc.) with relative 
remoteness from a. c. and d. c. sources and movable ferromagnetic objects. 
Hithout costly rae1gnctic shielding such a space is usually difficult 
to find ;vlthin a general research building, but a favourably situated 
lauoratory (7.6 111 x 6.3 m) for installing the demagnetization unit uas 
finally located. 
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The next objective uas to detennine \vithin this room the 
potential Harking-space having the smalle.st magnetic gradients over a 
volune equal to that to be occupied by specir.1ens (about 0.12m x 0.12m x 
o.l2m). For this purpose a survey \vas carried out in the empty 
laboratory, using a Sharpe Instruments Ltd., model HF-100 fluxgate 
maanetometer, to obtain the vertical component of the anomaly field 
0 
relative to m1 arbitrary zero setting. Readings were taken over a 
rectangular grid of 7 x 6 stat ions spaced 1. 2 meters apart, at each 
of three elevations above the floor: 0.4~ 0.9, and 1.7 meters; the 
intermediate value is close to the altitude of the central part of 
the demagnetizing furnace. 
-5 Isoanomaly values with 1000 Y intervals (ly = 10 oe) are 
shoun in Fig. 4.1 (a) -(c). The maximum observed field variation 
is large (+SOOOy to -7000y), 'vith positive> relatively uniform field 
values predominating in central parts of the room~ while negative 
fields having larger gradients tend to be near the walls. The most 
favourable region v;as C2E2E4C4 Hhere Fig. 4.1 (d) shovJS the mean 
horizontal and vertical gradients of the vertical field over appropriate 
sides of the prism R. This corresponds to a grid at the co~uers of the 
area C3D3DftCl} (1.5 n/) and at each of the three elevations Hhere data 
had been obtained. The center of the oven \vas then specified to lie 
within this optimum region, Hhere in the absence of additional field. 
distortion the maxi.mum horizontal and vertical grauients of the total 
residual field after field nulling are estimated to be in the ranges 
1 - SY/cm, and 0.1 - Jy/cm, respectively. The field monitoring system 
(Fig. L1. 5) allmvs one also to control short-term vai~iations in the 
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Fig 4.1 Fluxgate magnetometer suryey at three levels d the laboratory 
aceomodatina the thernkJl .dMtaqnetizina unit. 
R• region finally selecNcl. 
Contour fl9urn in, 'T ( I0-8oe ). 
Horizontal spacing between grid points - I.Z m. 
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laboratory field (due to geon &gnctic field variations s stray fields 
from sources Hi thin the building) etc.), provided they originate far 
enour;h from the dem<tgnetizat:ion unit so that no auditional significDnt 
gradients are introduced. 
4. 2, Design of the therr:ml demagg_etiza_!:_ion -~-lit. 
The unit (Figs. L~.2, 4.3) closely follmvs a design by Irving 
et al, (1961 b). The principDl changes uere in the reduction of the 
size of the oven (diameter of the cylindrical heating section reduced 
from 20.3 em to 13.0 em in the present unit), use of circular helmholtz 
coils (diameter 90 - 110 em) instead of square "Parry" coils (sides 
160 - 180 em), and addition of a fluxgate monitoring assenbly as an 
aid in controlling the field nulling. 
Construction of the main parts of the oven and auxiliary 
components \vas carried out by the Technical Services Deparlment, 
of Nemorial University, wit~l the aid of the design dravTings kindly 
made available by Dr. E. Irving of the Dominion Observatory, Ot tau a. 
The smaller size of the oven reduces the available space for 
accom..'Tlodating specimens, but also shortens the time required to attain 
a specified temperature vlith a given heating current. On the other 
hand, the reduced oven size may aggravate certain difficulties due 
to the greater proximity of the heating element to the center of the 
oven: (1) any inductive effects of the element (a commercial, 
relatively non-inductive design also used in the Irving oven); (2) 
stray fields due to the ferromagnetism of the nichrome heating wire 
at tempera. tures up to its C..1ric point ( 29 8°C); ( 3) large therm<1l 
MOVABLE 
PART 
28.5 CM 
51 
31 CM 
VERTICAL ROD 
ASBESTOS ROPE 
~--- 13 CM _____ ___...,"" 
ELEMENTS 
HEATING 
16 .5 CM 
4 .5 CM 1 
10.5 c~ 
RIGID 
PART 
COPPER 
FIQ. 4.2 
COPPER PLATE 0 .3 CM 
( TO ACCOM . SPECIMENS ) 
ALUMINUM 
THERMOCOUPLE 
Cross- ae ctlon of non- mag netic oven 
Orional deslon by Irving et al ( 1961b). Dimensions shown are for 
adaptecj design at Memorial University. The figure shows only one of 
the four vertical rods along which the movable part is rested. 
.J/-
gradients in the vicinit-y of the heating Hire. 
Lt.3. Description of the unit. 
4.3.1. The oven 
With an in~ernal \vorking space of 3250 cm3 ( but in practice 
only the sr~1aller region occupied by the speciraen stand) the ov~n C&1 
accormnodateeighteen cylindrical specimens ( 2 . 2 em diameter , 1 . 8 em 
height) \vith an average separation of 1 . 6 em bet-,;.;een rock surfaces on 
the t\vO compart171ents of the copper stand ( Fig . Lf .2) . THo inlets near 
the center of the base are ( i ) for insertion of a nitrogen supply through 
a copper tube encircling the specinen stand; ( ii) to acconu:nodate the 
thenuocouple. During heating an inverted c opper pot ( not shm·m.) of 
12.5 em diameter and 14 . 5 co height , and hence occupying much of the 
\vorking space is placed over the specimen stand to achieve more uniform 
temperature distribution inside , its function is not only as a radiating 
surface , but as an enclosure from -.;.;rhich the escape of the \varmed air or 
nitrogen can be sufficiently slm..red dm·m to render thermal gradients 
due to this cause i nsignificant . The nichrome wire is uound ins i de the 
heating jacket in such a t.vay that the alten1ating current f rora the 2 20 
volts main supply -vlill produce no significant net inducing field Hi thin 
the specimen region. The j acket is surrounded by asbestos rope and an 
aluminium sheet to improve thermal insulation. Rapid cooling of the 
specime11s is brought about by lifting the jacket with a counter-Heighted 
hoist and pulley system ( rig. L~. 3) . 
4.3.2. The fieJ.d nulling and control asse~Jlies. 
Three orthogonal pairs of helmholtz coils ~-;ound llith 18 S~\fC 
Fig 4.3. The demagnetizi~g unit 
1. Helmholtz coils 
3. Specimen stand 
5. Nitrogen inlet · 
1. Counterweight 
2. Fluxgate assembly 
4 • Thermocouple 
6. Thermostat probe 
cn<.m!elled copper \·drc \·,ere mot;.nted arou:ul the oven to cancel tbe local 
field in the (i) vertical, (ii_) norlh-couth, and (iii) east-;;-Jest 
directions. For conve nience in nulling the horizontal field, the axes 
of coil pairs (ii) ~:nd (iii) uerc chosen to make small angles of a feH 
degrees \·lith the wagnetic north-south and east-w·est directions, 
respectively. The helnholtz coil constants are similar to those of 
the astatic magnctomete r (Appendix 1) . The inp'.lt is provided by t\·70 
d. c. pmver supplies (Po\·.rcr Designs Inc.) and regulated by a resistor 
control unit huil t at :Ier-.orial rni versity (~i::s. 4 .l~). To measure and 
adjust the currents required for nulling the local field, three 
orthogonally oriented fluxeate detectors were ~ounted outsirle the oven. 
(Fig. 4.5- Section 4.4). 
A platinum- platinuiT'./10% rhodiun theriTlocouple calibrated at the 
National B,esearch Council, Ot ta~.-.ra j s insertEd through the base of the 
specimen s t.:md to measure the oven temperature at a point close to the 
center of the helmholtz coils. l_ separate sensor operated a thermostat 
(Hallikainen Ins t. Co.) included in the heating circuit; this permit ted 
temperature control to ±10°C at 100 - 200~~ and ±5°C above 200~. A 
Leeds and t~orthrup Inc. potentiometer uas used \·Ji th the thermocouple, 
0 
and a calibration convertiag uncorrected -r scale readings into centigretde 
values corresponding to the N. R. C. calibration is descril;>ed in 
Appendix 2, along Hith the mcasurerrents of the thermal gradients in the 
\vor1d.ng space. The Jatter calibration (Table A 2.3, Fig. A 2.3) allm-rs 
one to convert the corrccterl tem:)crc,turc. readings into actual temperatures 
at the specinen location -;~lth COi:lbincd calibration and r1 c.:1surcmsnt errors 
0 . 0 0 
estimated to be :!: 28 - J.t: C Hl the ranges 250 - 300C, and :!: 6 - 4 C in 
in the range 350 - 750°C. This assumes that after the 20 mnute period 
allm..red to ensure the thermal equilibrium at the operating temperature, 
no si·gni ficant thermal gradients remain within the specimen volun:e 
itself. 
Raising the heating jacl~et pen1lits rapid cooling of the oven 
through contact \vith cool air~ but this !"lethod cannot be used \vl.1en the 
at111osphcre is nitrogen. In either case induction effects from the 
heating current are absent, as the current is shut off. 
4.4. The fluxg~te monitoring system. 
Up to three identical fluxgate elements (Table 4 .1), ~vere 
used for measuring residual magnetic fields inside the oven. 
The output of any fluxzate element v.ras connected to an 
oscilloscope through c.n amplifier, \vhile the input for exciting the 
primnry Hinding at 400 Hz \·las obtained from a signal generator 
(Fig. 4 ,l,.). In the absence of an exten1al magnetic field, the output 
contains harmonics due to the unavoidable instrumental noise. In the 
presence of an external field an unsymmetrical \·lave form results from 
superposition of these harmonics on the fundamental. Restoration of 
a zero field may be confirmed through a symmetry test, i.e. one assumes 
that the fundamental mode is zero, vrhens in the composite hannonics 
pat tern on the oscilloscope, corresponding amplitudes above and b-clmi 
the field axis are equal. The error in judging this symmetry by direct 
observation ~v-as es tirtlated to co1. respond to < 5 y on the Most sensitive 
scale. 
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TABLE 4.1 
Parti_culat;s of the fluxgat<~ elements 
( Data suDplie_d_~hc m~facture~: 
Smi th~;_l;_~~--~!l_g_la~g_) . 
Model no. LDC 
Overall length 3.0 
Exitation at 400 Hz 
Voltage 0.25 
Current 15.0 
Output 890 
Noise 1.1~ 
A20 
in. 
volts 
rna 
mv/ocrsted 
mv 
Fig 4.4(a) Auxiliary equipment used in ~ield nulling and field monitoring 
20v.DC 
regulated 
powe 
supply 
20v. DC 
regulated 
power 
supply 
Fig 4.4{b) Helmholtz coil circuits 
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Nulli-no of he1mho1Lz coil fields. ----~ ·------·----------
The three flu::'::gate elements Here mounted orthoeonally on a 
,..,00dcn stand close to the oven center~ \vith their axes along the 
three respect:ivc. helmholtz coil axes. The current was s-vlitched on 
for one coil pair at a time, and \·;as adjusted through a fine control 
(Fig. 4.l~ (b)) until the corresponding fluxgate element indicated 
that the appropriate field component has been nullified. The error 
in this measurement is largely confined to the symmetry - judging 
error dis cussed above, say 5 y. 
The other tuo coil pairs \Jere then adjusted individually for 
field-free space in the same manner. Hm.;rever, because of small 
departures from perfect orthogonality, the separate nulling of the 
three coil pairs did not produce zero field at the center. Starting 
v7ith the current settings determined by individual field nulling 
the previous procedure \vas therefore repeated Hith the compensating 
current flo-h7 ing in tvo of the coil pairs at a time, and finally in 
all three pairs • 
4.4.2. Calibration of the fluxgate elements. 
The measurement of small fields other than for the purpose of 
nulling required a calibration in terms of the fluxgate output amplitude. 
A knmm, small e:xternal field Has produced alor..g the axis of a centrally 
placed fluxgnt.e element, by changing the coupensating current in the 
corresponding helr;;lloltz coil pair. The resulting change from the 
symmetrical condition in the amplified output voltage \vas tl1en observed. 
For comparision. the current \vas then reduced to a value belo:v the field-
nulling value by an .:v.-~oi.~n L equal to the previous excess current, and 
corresponding vol tag2s on opposi tc sides of the balance condition 
,.,ere cornpared anc~ averaged. The measurements were repeated for the 
other tuo components, and from the knm·m dir.::c.nsions and nurrber of 
turns of the coils, the fields correspondin3 to given voltage changes 
were found (Table 4 .2). 
4. 5. Flu~&Q_t:_~ survey of the_ oven _§_reQ_. 
The fluxgate elements uere nmv set up in field-free space at 
the oven center. Since the specimens during demagnetization are 
generally placed off-center, by a fe\,' em, it \vas necessary to survey 
the entire region conceJ:-ned. A continuous-recording survey Has n•ade 
by moving each of the three fluxgate elements alternately in a 
horizontal. direction> successively in the eas t-\ves t and north-south 
planes, and at different levels (3 em above to 3 em bcl<A·l a horizon tal 
plane through the oven center).. This r,ave coverage both inside and 
outside the \·..Torking spnce, after the oven head had been raised 23.5 em 
nbove the "closed" position. Recordings of the fluxgate output 
(not reproducible for inclusion here) shm·1ed that the maximum change 
from the central field v7as 'l:vithin 10 y up to 8 em from the oven center 
in the case of all three components, but at greater distances 
anomalous field variations of the order of 100 y Here observed, the largest 
effect being in the vertical component. From the localized nature of 
these anomalies (a 50 y - 100 y change occuring over a fm·l em distance) 
their likely source was suspected to be in the oven itself. 
The anomalous field ,,7 aS at first thought to be clue to s orne 
ferromagnetic material pr0scnt in t:hc base of the oven. Since the 
Fluxgate 
components 
North-South 
Eas t-Hest 
TABLE 4.2 
Calibration of the fluxgate elements (for horizontal field comoonents) 
current for 
field nulling 
(rna) 
201 
36 
change in 
current 
(rna) 
+ 1.00 
± 5.00 
Mean)·~ 
voltage 
(volts) 
2.0 
2.5 
Helm..l·101 tz coils 
---No. of turns 
single coil 
50 
15 
Rnd:.us 
(en) 
50.2 
55.1 
corresponding;'~ 
field (gamma/volt) 
q.9. 9 
)'•Th:i_s refers to the amplified output voltage observed on the oscilloscope (accuracy ± 0.05 volt); 
avQra~e values, corresponding to the mean positive and negative current changes in column 3, 
are quoted. 
()\ 
0 
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oven can be raised only to a limited height (28.5 em), it \vas necessBry 
to check this as \vell as the possibility that the nichrome 'Hire in the 
heating elcm2nt might introduce a r.1ar,netic gradient into the space 
occupied by the specimcms. f ... ccordingly, the field variation at the 
oven center· ( vertical component) \vas checked \vltile the oven Has 
loHered from its highest position to the closed position . 
The correspcnding field anm"laly values ranged from + 50 y 
to - 80 y, passing through a "zero 11 value. Direct examination of 
nichrome vdre coufirmecl that this uas consiC:.crably ferromagnetic and 
accounted for the bulk o f the anomalous variation observed. 
Raising the· oven at the start of the cooling stage was 
therefore found inadequate in rer::oving equipment-induced fields. To 
co·rrect this fault, it was decided to preface each actual den:agnetization 
run by an " empty" run (\.ri t hout specimens ) , in Hhich the oven in the 
closed position is heated t o a teMperature of 750°C at i ts center , so 
that the \vire ter.1perature \·:auld be Y.Jell above the Curie points not only 
of the nichrome ( 298°C), but of cmy other ferrowagnetic components in 
the oven ( e.g . i ron present at some '>·lire terminals ) . The oven '>-Jas then 
allm·Jed to cool in '' zero" field , so that all ferromagnetic materials present 
should be nearly demagnetized ( complete demagnetization being difficult 
to achieve in vim-1 of the small finite fields existing off-center ~.;hen 
the field is perfectly nulled at the center). 
The fluxgate survey of the Parking space uas repeated ~vith the 
oven raised, after several such "empty" runs had been performed. The 
anomalous field va:Liation HCl.S nm·T found to be absent in the caf.;e of all 
three co1 ~poncn ts, leaving only the "normnl' 1 ± lOy variaUons observed 
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previously. Hence the "cl.tpty-run tr dctPagnct.ization pr o::e.du re has been 
successful in reducing stray magnetic fields typically of 100 y by 
an order of magn1 tuc1e. J:xpresscd as the mean r,radient (vertico.l or 
horizontal) of the field over the \wrldng-spuce (up to 7. 5 em diagonally 
fron the oven center), this field variation was estimated to be 
1 - 2 y I em. 
Assuming that the ew.pty run has been performed, it is then 
possible to estimate the maxiwum field acting on a specimen during 
demagnetization, taking 2 y I em as the mean gradient inside the 'Hiring 
section the greatest departure from a zero field at tltc center would 
be about 30 y. Adding t!1e 5 y uncertainty (Section t,. 4) in measuring 
the fluxgate output one obt.::dns 35 y. Houever) a ch~mgi1:g lai:>oratory 
field requirinrs adjustr:.ent of the field-nulling currents impose u 
tiree-lag until adjus trr.ents cc>n be effectively made. The error due 
to this is difficult to estimate, but a change of 100 - 200 y in, 
say, then minutes is perhaps of the right order, end if the rest oration 
of nulling takes one minute, then a 10 - 20 y imbalc:mce might build 
up. ~oughly, therefore the actual field in parts of the surveyec 
region may be as much as 50 y. 
On the other hand the specimens occupy a more confined space, 
vdth a maximum radial distance of 4. 5 em from the oven center. 11ence 
the maximum error clue to the field gradient need not. exceed 15 y or so, 
so that the maximum estimated uncertainty in the field acting on a specimen 
during denagnetization is very rouzhly 30 -- 40 y. The corrcspo n(:Lng 
maximum field variation existing at a given time bct\lecn any b!O points 
in the rezion to be: occupicc! by spccirP~ns is 15 y. Thcrcfo~-e the largest 
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net fields and fieJd differences estimated to exist in tl1e working 
space of the oven are < 0.1% of the present Earth's field. \-lhile 
further reduction of the field nulling error 'I:Wuld be desirable 1 , it 
Has concluded thnt the pre.sence of fields of the above maenitude 
probably has only an unimportant effect on the results of the 
demagnetizations described in Chapters 5 and 6. (See also Irving et 
al, 1961 b; Chama1aun and Creer, 1964; Jones and HcElhinny, 1967; 
Vincenz, 1968). Hmvevcr, this assumption Has subjected to a direct 
test, with results described in Sections 4.8- 4.9. 
4.6. Fie:ld monitoring outside the oven. 
The field variation could not be monitored at the oven center 
itself, because the fluxgate elements \JOuld then be heated. They were 
therefore mounted outside the oven, thouzh still lJithin the region 
enclosed by a particular pair of helmholtz coils ( F'jb . 4.3, 4.5). This 
required that for each component an external position be found at which 
the compensating field due to the helnhol tz coils 'l:·wuld be equal to 
the corresponding field component at the coil center. Accordingly b.vo 
1After completion of the i:·JOrk described in this thesis, the present 
helmholtz coils uere replacecl by Parry coils of about b<Jice the 
linear dimcmsions of the former, thus reducing tl1e gradients in 
. the 'dorl~ing space. Noreover, ferromagnetic components in the oven 
(pC~rticularly the nichrcT11P ,~ire) \·~ere repl0ced Hitb ess('rti:1lly 
non--n~.n:nct:ic one:;; t1:Lis eliminated the et~?k':v<Jrd 11 CFpty run" procedure 
to reduce stray fielcs. 
fluxgate elemsuts Here nountcd vertically~ the first at the oven center 
and the second in various oui..side positions, until one was found at 
tvhich both elcm::mts registered the same field for different compensating 
currents in the helmholtz coils, including the 11nulling" current. The 
outside element ~vas then permanently attached to the helrol1oltz coil frame 
in the final calibrating position, and the procedure repeated, 1:..rith the 
tHo elements placed first north-southwards and finally east-,.;restwarcls. 
The two horizontal fluxgate elements lvere then mounted in their 
appropriate external positions near the vertical elEment (Fig . 4.5). 
The estimated erro"J..~ in comparing the centrally mounted and external 
elements for a given component when the fields 'vere judged to be equal, 
\vas ± 10 y. A corresponding figure must then be added to the rnaximvm 
zero field error estimated in Section 4.5 raising lhe total uncertainty 
from 40 y to 50 y. Hm-1ever, a large error could be produced if a 
magnetic disturbance originating in the neighbourhood of the demagnetizing 
unit should distort the magnetic flux differentially at the oven center 
and at the external locality Hhere the field is being monitored. This 
means that large sources of stray fields close to the laboratory must 
be especially avoided. 
4.7. Procedure for demagnetization. 
The follmving sequence \vas adopted for stepwise thermal 
demagnetization: 
1. The remanent magnetization directions and intensities of the 
specimens are measured -.;.Ji th the astatic magnetometer. 
2. 20 - 25 minutes before £tarting the experiment, the d.c. 
pmver supplies for field compensation, and electronic units for field 
monitoring, arc sHitched on to ensure stabilizing. 
Fig 4.5. Fluxgate assemblY for field monitoring 
The three elements are attached outside the oven (Fig 4.3) 
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3. 
0 
The "e.npt:y run" to 7 SOC is performed. 
4. The specime ns are arranged on the tuo copper shelves in 
"random" positions (see Section 4. 8), \vith 1.6 em minimum separation 
betuccn their surfaces. 
5. The specimens are covered \·rith the inverted copper pot to 
reduce temperature gradients. 
6. The oven is closed, and the thermostat adjusted to the 
desired maximum temperature. 
7. The currents in the coils are monitored ~;rith the fluxgate 
system, and adjusted separately for nulling each field component. 
8. If the demagnetization is to be carried out in inert 
atmosph~re, nitrogen is alloHed slm,rly to enter the specimen region 
through the nitrogen inlet at the · oven base. The rate of inflm.:r of 
nitrogen is adjusted to compensate for its ' gradual escape across the 
rim of the inverted copper pot. 
9. The heating current is mvitched on~ and w-hen the set 
temperature has been approximately reached, it is measured and 
maintained constant for at least 20 - 25 minutes, during \vhich 
time the field is monitored again. This is an important step, 
particularly at temperatures close to the highest Curie point of 
the ferromagnetic constituents of the rock, since even small stray 
fields may then introduce significant TRH's that could dominate 
its remanence spectrum. Departures from zero reading in any component 
must be corrected by hand-adjusting the current in the appropriate 
pair of hel~1oltz coils. Also during thls period, the temperature is 
remeasurf!d. 
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10. The heating current is switched off and the oven raised to 
the highest positiolL (unles s nitrogen is used, in Hhich case it remains 
closed). The thxee field components are carefully monitored throughout 
the cooling period, a•1d any nccess ary adjus tm~nts in the helmholtz 
coil currents are mode. 
11. Hhen the specimens have cooled dmm to the laboratory 
temperature they are quickly transferred into a magnetic-shielding 
can (Appendix 5), inside Hhich the magnetic field is seven~l orders 
of magnitude less than the surrounding laboratory field. This 
greatly reduces the risk that the specimens may acquire a significant 
VRH in the laboratory. 
12. The remanent directions and intensities of magnetization 
are re-measured. 
4.8. First test of the oven 
Before proceeding Hith the actual demagnetization programme, 
it \vas necessary to evaluate the performance of the oven, and to 
establish that it \vas randomizing the field directions without. 
introducing field com-ponents in a preferred direction. The follmving 
procedu~e was adopted: 
Ten specimens (nos. 1-9 and 16 in Table 4. 3) from the Killary 
Harbour ignirnbri te.s (Chapters 2, 3), and six (nos. 10-15) from the Henley 
Harbour basalts (Chapter 6), were selected for the test. Previous 
measurements on these rocks (Chapter 3; and }iurty, 1966) had slto,.m 
them to satisfy at least minimum stability criteria. The ignimbrite 
specimens used for the present test had been previously demagne~i%ed 
in alternating fields to 770 oe (peak), \·rhile the basalt specimens 
had receive'-(} no stability treatJ<tent. All exceot one of the NPJ-1 
directions (Fig. 1~.6; Table 4.3) had steep inclinations, vJhile 
declinations ranged over all four quadrants. 
Follo"Jing an "empty run" (Sections Lf.S, L~.7), the specimens 
,.;ere arranged on the specimen stand in the oven uith the directions 
of their remanent magnetization vectors as shm·m in Fig. L~. 7 .1. This 
resulted from the inversion of half of the specimens (thus changing 
the inclination of their vectors from positive in Fig. 4.6 to negative), 
and their reposi.tioning, so that four horizon tal vector components 
each pointed tm·1ards magnetic north, east, south, and "~.·Jest Hith 
respect to the laboratory. In this manner the vector sum of the 16 
unit rer:-~anence vectors "I.•Jas substantially reduced, though not to zero. 
Half the specimens (nos. 1-8) ~.,rere arrcmved on the up1)er compartment 
of the specil!len stand, and. the other half (nos. 9-16) on the lm:rer 
compartiPent; in all cases the center of the specimen '"as 5.0 em aHay 
from the vertical axis through the oven center. 
The specimens Here nmv heated to 730°C and cooled in zero 
field, as described in Section !~. 7. The directions of magnetization 
after this treatment are plotted in Fig . !•. 7. 2 relative to the oven 
coordinates, a~d in Fig. 4.7.3 relative to the sampling sites. · In 
the former· case, the directions after treatment sho<:v a tendency 
towards shallm·.1er inclinations in the upper hemisphere, suggcs ting 
the presence o[ some swall, uncancelled field COPlponent during cooling. 
Hm,rever, the scattering is considerable; cor1pare also the lo~·l l_)recision 
(k= 1.60 in T.1.ble 4.1,). The fact that the scatter is even greater 
TL\.BLE 1<.3 
~-- -----·-·--
(compare rigs~ /f •. 6; ~~. 7.1-4.12. 3) 
Specimen nos. 1-9, 16: J~illary Harbour ignimbrites: 
Specimen nos: 10-15: Henley Harbour basalts. 
H =field, excluding error, in y(ly = 10- 5 oe), applied during 
cooling from te-;rrpe rature T in the direction sllO'·Til . 
D = declination (deg .), I = inclination (deg·." positive dm~m,Tards); 
relative to laboratory or sampling site coordinates. 
Specimen positioning in the oven, pri<:_?r to treat. men t: 
N, E, S, H = arbitrary orientation of declination of the remanence 
vector relfltive to the laboratory; 
u = specimen upright, i = inverted; both u and i are relative to the 
oven positioning in the previous demagnetization step (thus, \·Thile 
repositioning leaves the m§!;g__T}j._tud~ of the inclination unchanged, 
its ser~se is reversed after inverting the speci1rren). 
_§_p_~i~1cn in the rolling no~ition_ (T- == 750°C, H = 19,000y north, only): 
the previous vertical plane containing the magnetization vee tor nm.;r 
lies horizontally (i.e. I = 0 relative to laboratory), ~vith declinations 
arbitrarily oriented as shm.;rn. 
For total labor2.to!]1_ field (final treatrr.ent), H = L~9, OOOy, acting 
approximately tm-rards labora.tory north, and inclined 6 7. 5° dm·rm,Tards . 
I Specimen I 
I 
I 2 
I 
l 3 
I : 
! 
I 6 
! 
I 
! 7 
l
i 8 
I 9 
I 
110 
1-11 0 I 
.. . l 
ill 
112 
13 
TABLE 4.3 
First test of the oven: Directions of magnetization after repeated demagnetiz.~.tion 
Nr-M 
Rel.Site 
D I 
36 
101 
53 
43 
99 
268 
63 
160 
237 
331 
326 
66 
+59 
+74 
+61 
+53 
+SO 
+72 
+68 
+74 
I 
+88 I I 
I 
+70 
+65 
+72 
+47 
I 
I 
I 
l 
l 
I 
' 
'l 
i 
J 
after T = 730°C, H a 0 
Rel.Lab. Rel. Site 
Position D I D I 
N u 147 +15 183 +15 
s i 14 -72 267 +72 
E u 204 -35 167 -35 
226 -46 87 +46 
s u 183 -32 102 -32 
"1..1 • 
1\ ~ 147 -32 121 +32 
\·J u 173 +65 326 +65 
E i 147 -53 337 +53 
N i 294 -25 226 +25 
s u 105 -12 162 -12 
E i 128 -41 293 +41 
w u 288 -30 344 -30 
s i 24 -44 222 +44 
I o 
• after T = 800 C, H = 0 
I Rel.Lab. Rel.Site 
I Position D I D I 
r 
I N u 317 +30 140 +30 
I 
+5 
+82 
190 +5 278 s u 
280 +82 358 E i 
w u 171 -15 349 -15 
s i 87 +43 10 +43 
N u 137 -29 258 -29 
w u 135 +52 191 +52 
E u 170 +5 58 +5 
N u 263 -2 130 -2 
s i 167 +43 149 +43 
E u 114 -16 318 -16 
w i 246 +69 320 +69 
s u 83 -37 125 -37 
0 
after T = 760 C, H = lOOyNorth 
Rel.Lab. Rcl.Site 
Position D I J) l. 
N u +19 1 ,.'1~ 00 +19 
s i 350 -62 107 +62 
E u 64 +14 332 +14 
w u 185 - 35 74 +35 
s u 325 -27 155 -27 
N u 279 -32 339 +32 
\.J u 216 +33 137 -1-33 
E i 115 -72 33 +72 
N u 12 -32 117 +32 
s u 187 +33 157 +33 · 
E u 122 -8 287 +8 
w u 230 -15 280 -15 
s u 71 -3 23l~ +3 
--·---·---·-··--------------------------·---
I· 
I 
l 
t 
I 
I 
• i 
I 
I 
Is . 1 peclmen1 i No. I 
NRH 
?e1.Site 
D I 
TABLE 4.3 (Continued) 
0 
after R = 730 C, H = 0 
0 
after T = 800 C, H = 0 
Re1.Lab. Rel .Site Be1.Lab. Re1.Site 
Position D I D I Position D I D I 
after T = 760°C, H ~ lOOyNorth I 
I 
Rel.Lab. Rel.Sitc 
Position D I D I 
I ! :======~==========~========================+=======================~=========================; 
I 
114 216 +66 N u 65 -37 281 -37 N i 355 +37 276 +37 N u 299 +14 215 +14 
!15 121 +72 w i 260 -55 131 +55 w u 132 -23 353 -23 w u 211 -34 53 +34 
I 
320 -31 E u 76 +12 306 +12 E i 94 -43 302 +43 E u 150 -41 2 -41 
-.....J 
·-------'- )--1 
TABLE l~. 3 (Continued) 
Specimen 0 after 760 C, 0 after T=750 C, H=500ySouth after T=750°C, H=19000yNorth after T=750°C, Total Lab.field 
No. .100yNorth 
Rel. Site Re1.Lab. Rel.Site Rel.Lab. Rel. Site Re1.Lab. Rel.Sitc 
I I 
D I Position D I D I Position D I D I 1 Position D I D I 
I_ 
1 I 
1 188 +19 s u 171 +5 .179 +5 N 184 +5 175 +4 N u 359 +67 174 +67 
2 107 +62 N i 192 -15 276 +15 s 161 -20 158 +18 s i 2 +68 336 -68 
I 3 332 +14 E u 119 +2 1 +2 E 359 -1 337 +88 E u 297 +71 185 +71 
4 74 +35 H i 194 -12 150 +12 T:J 3 -5 151 -84 w u 79 +71 342 -7"1. 
5 I 155 -27 s u 145 +5 190 -5 s 11 -33 33 +9 N u 322 +72 355 +72 
I ! I I 6 339 +32 N u 136 +2 116 +2 N 179 +27 152 -1 s u 110 +70 222 -70 
7 137 +33 ~~ i 327 -31 80 +31 E 166 -1 85 -76 E i 176 +68 . 172 +68 I 
I I 
8 33 +72 E u 124 +9 67 +9 H 85 +1 89 -5 't\T U 65 +66 294 -66 I 
I I 9 117 +32 N u 124 -13 241 -13 s 47 -60 68 +21 I N u 67 +81 135 +81 I I 
10 . 157 +33 s i 165 -33 171 +33 N 174 -1 181 -6 s u 43 +63 317 +63· l 
11 287 +8 E u 168 -4 5 -4 E 167 +1 95 -77 E i 186 +69 191 +69 I 
I 
I 
12 280 -15 w u 194 +1 355 -1 w 173 -3 110 +82 Ttl i 276 +63 1.04 -63 
13 234 +3 s u 167 -8 221 -8 s 111 -88 90 I 1 N u 75 +67 165 +67 I '- ! 
I 
I 
TABLE 4.3 (Continued) 
I 
Specimen after 760°C, l after T=750°C, H=500ySouth I after T=750°C, H=l9000yNorth \ after T=750°C, Total Lab.fiel~ f 
No . .100yNorth I I 
F.el. Lab. Rel. Site I I I Rel . Site I Rel.Lab. Bel. Site I Rel.L~b. Rel. Site I I I D I 1 Position D I D I 1 Position D I D I Posi tion D K D I I I I 
~+14 --1. Ill~ N i 196 -8 19 +8 N 183 -79 259 +1 s i 224 +60 215 -60 I I ! I f jl5 53 -l-3Lf H u 169 -1 312 -1 E 4 -19 11 +70 E u 238 +69 ~'"a +69 I ..L) .; I 
16 
I 
2 -41 E u 225 -29 227 +29 H 7 -1 94 -83 H u 6 +74 353 -74 r 
I 
l 
-
7 
N 
4·6 
s s 
N 
5 
2 
10 
13 
16 
4 ·7 · 1 
North pole in e lower hemisphere 
o upper 
Figs 4.6. 24.7.1. Testing of the oven: NRM directions before heating to 0 730 C and cooling in zero field 
Fig 4.6. NRM directions relative to the sampling sites 
Equal area projection, with the circumference corresponding 
to the horizontal plane at the sampling site 
Fig 4.7.1.NRM directions relocated relative to the laboratory 
Specimens have been rotated about the vertical to place the 
NRM declinations into N,E,S, or W directions; eight o~ the 
specimens have been placed upside down 
North pole: e in lower hemisphere: 0 in upper hemisphere 
Numbers refer to specimens: 
Killary Harbour ignimbrite: Nos. 1-9 16 
Henley Harbour basalt: NOS .10-1.5. 
Figs 4.7.2_.- 4.7.3. Testing o~ the oven: Directions o~ remanent m netization 
~lab~:tory (4.7 .~); and ii relative to the s~~in.~g~..;;:..;...::.;;;.._.:..,_~~..:... 
after heating to 730 C and cooling in zero field 
The specimens are positioned as in Fig 4.7.1. The directions of the magnetization 
vector relative to orientation marks on the specimen are identical to those in -
Fig 4.7.2. 
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relative to saP1pling sites (k = 1. 38) results from the inversion of 
half the specimens s and illustrated the advantage of randomizing 
· n o:r·ienlations in the oven prior to treatment to average out spec:u'1e ~ 
directional errors due to stray fields. Hm·7ever, the magnetization 
vectors for some of the specimens (nos. Lt- , 7, 8, 11, 15) have not 
moved fal~ after treatment, suggesting that the Curie point -.;vas not 
reached in these cases. 
The specimens tv-ere rearranged on the specimen stand 
(Fig. lf.8.1; Table 4.3, columns 10, 11), and the treatment repeated 
in zero field, but Hith the temperature being raised to 800°C; it 
was hoped that this t.vould rcsul t in complete demagnetization. The 
directions again became well-scattered (Fig. 4.8.2; k = 1.50 in 
Table 4.4) \vith little evidence for a "memory" on the part of 
individual specimens (except possibly no. 16). Most declinations 
are in the range from east to south, suggesting again the presence 
of a small field vlhile the specimens cooled. As in the previous 
treatment, the vector grouping became more nearly random •·:hen 
referred to the sampling sites (Fig. 4.8.3, Table 4.4, k = 1.30). 
To estimate the loweT limit of any spurious field component 
in the oven that \·JOuld significantly change the direction of magnetization 
of these specimens, the following procedure was adopted (Figs. 4.9.1-4.12.3): 
The 16 specimens were arranged in. the oven Hi th approximately random 
arrangemcnt of de.clinations, but Hith all except two inclinations dm-mward 
(Fig . 4 • 9 . 1) . (i) Field nulling in the north-south pair of helmholtz coils 
Has then adjusted to be undercompensatcd by lOGy. i.e. a lOOy field 
directed ·northu2.rd ~....-as present. "Hi th the t"~JO other components nulled, 
.. 
Ti\.BLE 4. L~ 
First test of the oven: Mean directions of magnetization and 
ftirectiona1 scatter of the te~~pecJ~ 
Relative _t:,9~P1ing site ReJ.ati ve to 1aborato!Y_ 
T H N D I k D I _( 
Lnb. 0 15 47 +80 12.7 
730°C 0 16 212 +61 1.38 149 -56 1.60 
800°C 0 16 323 +62 1.30 146 +26 1.50 
760°C 100y(N) 16 181 +76 1.34 17Lf -75 1.23 
750°C 500y(S) 16 210 +68 1.07 166 -10 3. 79 
750°C 19,000y(N) 16 114 +29 1.21 122 -48 1.34 
750°C 49,000y 
Total lab. 16 208 +53 1.1() 19 +87 12.9 
field 
H = field, excluding error, applied during cooling from temperature T in the direction shown 
(1y = 10-5 oe) 
N = number of specimens averaged 
D =declination (deg.), I= inclination (deg., positive downward) 
k = best estimate of the precision parnmcter 
....... 
....... 
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£ig_~~8_.1--4.8.3._ Testing of tl]e_g_yen: _Before _aE_q_ 
after heat_ing~_o___§_Q_0°t:;;: and cooling in zero fielcl 
Fig. 4.8.1 
Fig. 4. 8. 2 
Fig. 4.8.3 
Directions of remanent magnetization (Fig. 4.7.3) relocated 
relative to the laboratory, prior to heat treatment 
Specimens have been rotated about the vertical and, in one 
case placed upside dm·m (compare Fig. L}.7.1) 
Directions of remanent magnetization relative to the 
laboratory after heating to 800°C and cooling in zero 
field 
The specimens are positioned as in Fig. 4.8.1 
Directions of remanent magnetization relative to the sampling 
sites, after heating to 800°C and cooling in zero field 
The directions of magnetization relative to orientation marks 
on the specimens are identical to those in Fig. 4.8.2 
Figs. 4. 9.1-4 ~-9. 3. Te_~_~ing of the _ _9v_en: Bef9re and 
after 0_e_att_~g__!2_}_6_')o_c __ an_sl cooJ:_ir:!_:;!; :!-n_1_00y 
horizontal field, actiDq northHard 
Fig. 4.9.1 
Fig. 4. 9. 2 
rig. 4. 9. 3 
Fig. 4.9.3 
------ --~--------- --......:..,.___ _ ---
Directions of remanent magnetization (Fig. 4.8.3) relocated 
relative to the laboratory, prior to heat treatment 
Specimens have been rotated about the vertical and, in sowe 
cases, placed upside dO'~vn(cor.1pare Fig. 4.7.1) 
Directions of re~anent magnetization relative to the 
laboratory after heating to 760°C and cooling in 100 
horizontal field, acting northHard 
The specimens are positioned as in Fig. 4.9.1 
Directions of renanent magnetization relative to the sampling 
sites, after heating to 7600C and cooling in lOOy horizontal 
fi~lcls acting nortln·n:lrd 
The directions of the magnetization relative to the 
orientation rNuks on the speci1:1cns are identical t:o those 
in Fig. 4.9.2 
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Figs 4.9.1.-4.9.3. Tes~ing of the oven: Be~ore and after _heating to 
760 C and cooling in 100y_horizonta1 field, 
~ing northward 
(refer caption) 
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. 0 
the specimens ':ere clcmngnct1zcd to 760 C. The procedure \•Tas repeated 
three tir2e:s, ~rith demaenetization to 7 50°C in each case, and vi th the 
follo~d.ng fields applied during cooling,: (ii) 500 y southwards; 
( iii) 19,000 y nortln-!ards (about equivalent to the horizontal cornponen t 
of the Earth's field); ( iv) 49,000 y, declination~ 0°, inclination 
+67. 5o; "l:,•hlch is the to tal laboratory (~ Earth 1 s) field, obtained by 
51•7itching off the field-nulling currents. 
Prior to step ( iii) (19,000 y) only, the specimens were 
placed side\,'ays, in "rolling11 positions, to allou the reP1anence vectors 
to be placed into N, E, S, or W, directions horizontally ( Fig . 4 . 11.1 ) . 
Results of steps ( i ) - ( i v) are shm-m in Figs. 4. 9. 2, 3; 4 . 10 . 2, 3; 
4.11.2, 3; L~.12 . 2 , 3; and Tables 4.3 and 4 . L~. Hith the 500 y southHard 
field actine , there is a clear tendency tm,Tards lo-Her inclinations 
relative to the laboratory, aligned tmvards south after treatment. 
The 19,000 y field, acting northward during cooling, aligned the 
directions tTtos tly along the north-south meridian relative to the 
lnboratory (Fig . 4.11.2) . This spread of directions cannot easily 
be reconciled with the presence of a uniform inducing field 6f 
19,000 y , when a 500 y field ( i . e. only 2~% as large) resulted in 
the generally better alignment shm-;rn in Fig . l~ .10. 2. 
Table 4. 4 shmvs the directional scatter relative to the 
laboratory, ~-vi.th k remaining < 2 (except for H = 500 y south), even 
after the II = 19,000 y step. Only after the final step (full 
laboratory field) does the grouping become tight (k = 12. 9) , with 
steep doum-1ard inclinations as one 'Hould expect. The corresponding 
precision relative to sampling sites is agAin low (k = 1.10), because 
Fig. 4.10.1 
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Directio s of remanent magnetization (Fig. 1~.9.3) relocated 
rel'"'tivc to the laboratory (prior to heating to 750oc and 
coolin in 500y horizontal field, acting southqard) 
Speci1Pens have been rotated about the vertical and, in some 
ca3es, nlaced ups ide doHn (compare Fig. L~. 7 .1) 
Fig. 4.10.2 Directions of rerr.anent magnetization relative to the 
laboratory, after heating to 750°C and cooling in 500y 
horizontal field, actir[; soutln·Jard 
Fig . l~ • l 0 . 3 
The specimens are positioned as in Fig. 4.10.1 
Directions of remanent magnetization relative to the 
sampling site, after heating to 750°C and cooling in 
500y horizontal field acting southward 
Tile circctions of t~1e magnetization relative to the 
orientation narks on the spccil'1en are identical to those 
in Fig. 4.10.2 
Fi~.-~11.1-L~ .11. 3. Testjn__g_C2.f_ th~ov~~y~ore_ anc! 
after heating to 7 sooc c:nd cooling_~p __ t .s2._t;al 
horizontal field _ ___?_ct:!::!J? n.orthHard. 
Fig. ~~.11.1 Directions of remanent mar;netization (Fig. 4.10.3) 
relocated relative to the laboratory (prior to heating 
to 750°C and cooling in total horizontal field) 
Specimens are placed side1.vays, ':·lith previously vertical 
plane containing the magnetization vector nm..;r lying 
horizontally and the vector pointing N. E. S. or H., as 
shown; i.e. all vectors have zero inclination relative 
to the laboratory. 
Fig. 4.11.2 Directions of remanent magnetization relative to the 
laboratory, after heating to 750°C and cooling in total 
horizontal field (19,000y), acting northuard 
The specimens are positioned as in Fig. 4.11.1 
Fip,. 4.11.3 )irections of remr1ncnt uagnetization relative to the 
s2mpling site, after heating to 750°C and cooling in 
total horizoil tal field, (19, OOOy) acting northHarJ 
The directions of the magnetization relative to the 
oricn tation narks on the specimen arc identical to those 
in Fig. L~ .lJ . 2 
Figs 4.10.1.-4.10.3. 
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4·10·2 
Testing of the oven: Before and after heating to 
0 750 C and coo11ng in 500y horizonta1 fie1d, 
acting southward 
(refer caption) 
Figs 4.11.1.-4.11.3. 
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Testing of the oven: Be :fore and a:fter beating to 
0 750 C and coo11ng in tota1 horizonta1 ~ie1d, 
acting northward 
(re:rer caption) 
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Fig. 4.12.1 DirectionG of remanent magnetization (Pig. 4.11.3) 
relocated relative to the laboratory (prior to heating 
to 7 50°C and cooling in to tal laboratory field) 
Specimens have been rotated ah out the vertical and, in 
some cases, placed upside dm;rn (compare Fig. L~. 7 .1) 
Fig. 4.12.2 Directions of renanent magnetization relative to the 
laboratory, after heating to 750°C and cooling in total 
laboratory field (49,000y) 
The specimens are positioned as in Fig. 4.12.1 
Fig. 4.12.3 Directions of remenei.lt IT!agnetization relative to the 
sampling site, after heating to 750°C and cooling in 
total laboratOl."Y field (Lt9, OOOy} 
The directions of the ruagnetization relative to the 
orientation marks on the specirren are identical to those 
in Fig. 4.12.2 
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Figs 4.12.1.-4.12.3. Testins Of the oven: Before and after heating 
to 750 C and cooling in total laboratory field 
{refer caption) 
0/ 
sonc of the specimens had been inverted as before. 
The follo:-::ing cvnclusions \vere draHn from these oven tests: 
(1) As the departures fr()m com]_)let:e randomization 
(k -v 1 for large N) "l:·lere similar in t:he nagnitude after the second and 
third demagnetizations (T = 800°C, H = 0; T = 760°C, H = 100 y) it is 
possible that fields up to about 100 y Here in fact present also in the 
former case, though the field -.;.:as then completely "nulled11 • This \·Jould 
be an "error'1 field corresponding to more than t\\..,ice the field nulling 
error estimated in Section 4.5. 
(2) '\Thilst the tendency tm·7ards systematic vector 
alignment Has quite small after the treatments in H = 0 or 100 y 
under (1)., it became pronounced in fields of 500 y or more. To 
avoid causing signi.ficant errors in the remanence direction of any 
one speciro1en after treatment, the presence of fields exceeding 100 y 
during cooling should be avoided. In the case of specimens having 
prominent 11soft" components, the maximum error fields to be tolerated 
may be less than 100 y. 
(3) The effect of errors under (2) on the nean direction 
of N vectors subjected to simultaneous dcr1agnetization can be largely 
(though not entirely) elil'linated by suital1le random posi tionin[' of 
remanence directions prior to treatment, provided N is sufficiently 
large. 
4.9. Second test of the oven. 
---------------------
Ten specirr12ns (nos. 17 - 26) from the Henley Harbour basalts 
(Chapter 6) \\Thich had received no previous stability treatrr:ent, \·.'ere 
selected for the test. The !\PJT directions (Table Lf.5, Fir;. LL13) had 
TAI3LE l1. 5 
Second test of the oven 
I 
. 
--
Specimen Direction of magnetization Intensity o . 
rJ'DJI I T=515°C, II=400yl~ T=800°C ~ H=O (emu/cc x 1 
No. I 
I 
D I D I D I J J1 n 
. 
----··-
I - ----·---· 
f magnetization 
0-:4 I (Ratio) 
32 Jz/J1 
=====~=::j::_j ___ _ 
17 334 +46 36 +1 321 -87 13.8 61.4 1.37 0.022 
18 326 +82 39 +13 21ll +43 14 .ll 22.9 2 .ltO 0.105 
I 
19 359 +32 l11 +12 I 11 +16 32.9 110 
20 315 +68 326 +LI ! 304 +55 32.3 104 I 
16.5 0.150 
4.32 0.042 
21 99 +66 286 +11+ I 188 -12 16.0 36.4 5.77 0.159 
22 I 119 +77 305 +1 13 +7 16.6 78.6 5.41 0.070 
ZJ 20 +57 I 13 -1 56 -1 15 .9 121 13.0 0.107 
24 359 +62 49 +3 98 +31 17.7 85.4 6.83 0.080 
25 68 +73 230 +7 247 +36 16.9 95.2 12.3 0.129 
26 89 +66 335 +2 173 +32 11.3 60.6 0.48 0.008 
----
:Henn 19 +76 353 +8 95 +81 18.7 77.6 6.83 0.088 
k 14.5 2.22 1.17 
1112 specimens are from basalt at Henley Harbour, Labrador (Chal_)ter 6). 
D =declination (deg.), I= inclinntion (deg., nositive dm·mward); D ~nd I are quoted relative to the 
s<:mpling site. H = a?plied field during cooling from temrerature T. Jn, J1, Jz = intensity of 
mnmetization of NRM. and after first and second dcmaonctizat:Lon: k ==best estimnte of nrecision 
~ 
0') 
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a steep inclination, while declinations ranged over three quadrants. 
After the. 11 c.rnnty run" (Sections 4.5, 4.7) the specimens 
-vere arranged ou the speci~en stand in the oven, five each on the 
urper (17 - 21) and louer (22 - 26) compartment, with their. remanent 
directions pointing to laboratory north. The specimens v7ere nmv 
0 heated to 515 C nnd cooled in an uncm'lpensated field directed 
north~..rard. The directions after treatment (Figs. 4.14, Table 4.5), 
shm·;r a tendency tmvards shallm.;r inclinations in the lov1er hemisphere 
(except specimen 23) ~vith a precision of k = 2.22 relative to the 
sampling sites. The declinations shm·! a relatively Hide distribution 
in the first and fourth quadrants (except no. 25), though the mean 
direction (D = 353°, I = ~8°) is close to that of the applied field. 
The scatter may be at least partly due to the presence of PTPJ-1 
components that \vcre not randomized by the treatment, since the 
demagnetizing temperature (515°C) was belo":·' the highest Curie points 
associated with these specimens. 
Once again the speciBens vJere arranged ~·7ith their declination 
pointing north> heated to 800°C and cooled in zero field. After this 
treatment, the scatter of dire-ctions relative to the sampling sites 
(Fip.,. fr .• l.S) had increased (k = 1.17) ,.Jith a full range of positive 
and negative inclinations, and ~.Ji th declinations in all four quadrants. 
Directions and intensities of maenetization of the specimens 
after the t\vO heat treatments arc tabulated in Table l~. 5. Intensities 
-
(J1) after the first treatnent (T = 515°C, H = 400 y, N) ranged from 
20 - 125 x 10-4 cmu/cc. After the second demagnetization (T = 800°C, 
H = 0) the intensities were reduced to 0.5 - 16.5 x 10-4 e~u/cc, 
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Caption for Firo:s h.13.,4.11~.~4.15. Second test of the oven 
F'ie: h .13. NRI·-1 directions relative to the sampling sites 
Fie: l1.15. 
Equal area projection~ with the circumference corresponding 
to the horizontal plane at the sarr:.pling site 
Direc·tions of remanent magnetization relative to the srunpling 
sites !I after heating to 515°C and cooling in l100y horizontal 
field, acting northvrard 
Direct ions of remanent magnetization relative to the sanrpling 
sites .. after heating to 800°C and cooling in zero field 
North pole : 0 in lo-vrer hemisphere: 0 in upper hemisphere: 
Numbers refer to S!1e cimens from Henley Harbour 
\... 
N 
+ 
17~ 
0 North pole upper hemlapbere 
• • • lower " 
s 
Figs 4.13. ,h.l.4 •• 4.15. Second test o~ the oven: 
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cquivD.lcnt to an averDge d.cr,!.:."'.~~nei:ization of the specimens by 90% 
since the first step. 
The result of the treatr:ent \·lith H = l:-00 y N (1.:-ig. L~.14, 
Table 4. 5) is not dissir1ilar to that obtained in a corr.parable field 
(H = 500 y S) during t~e first oven tests (Figs. 4.10.2, 4.10.3; 
Table L:.4); in both cases the resulting inclinations are systernatically 
lmv, 'ilhilc there is a -v:ide range of declinations. Comparison of the 
500 y results vlith those of other steps of the first oven tests 
(Section l~. 8) hc:d led to the conclusion that fields up to 100 y may 
have been present in some ~ases Hhen the field Has "nulled''; hov1ever, 
in the case of the specimens actually used, such fields seemed to be 
insufficient to prevent almost complete randomization of directions 
\·7hen the speci!Jl_ens \·:ere cooled fror.1 above their Curie points. 
These conclusions seem to be confirmed by the results of the 
second oven test. If one assumes that the intensity J 1 is mainly due 
to the magnetization acquired in the 400 y field ,.;rhen the specimens 
cooled from 515°C, the mean vaJ.ue of J 2 /J1 <~ 0.1) suggests that a 
field roughly one order of magnitude smaller than 400 y (say, 50 
100 y) Has present during the second step (T = 800°C, H = 11 0rr). 
1-lo-t·rever, the latter step succeeded in randomizing the directions almost 
completely, despite the fact that absolute values of J 2 remained 
relatively high (several tjr1es 10-~ emu/cc). 
From the results of the tvo oven tests, it -..:.; as concluded that 
the unit was capable of performing satisfactory thermal demagnetization 
of rock spec~ii11\:!ns Hithout: introducing significant errors, provided a 
careful p roccJ.ure \~ras f o llo•·7Cu. The trea tr1en t of very -..:·Je<lkly rnc:1gne ti zed 
or largely t.mstable specimens Hould require a furthe:;:- improvement in 
the apparatus. 
CHAPTI:r. 5 
--------
5.1. Intro9uction 
Results of alternating-field demognetization of the igninbrites 
from I~illary Harbour, Eire (Chapter 3) shoued th2.t a stable component uas 
responsible for nost of t:1e XRY in nearly all specimens. Hm-;ever, a. c. 
der>1agnetizations is not necessarily capable of removing stc:blc secondary 
components (h1ilson, 1961; Irvins et al, 1965). Hith a sufficiently 
Hide distribution- of blocl::.in[; tem?er.?tures, thermal demagnetization 
could then succeed Hhcn a. c. treatment has faile.d. Hare generally, 
thermal demagnetization is useful in providing an additional stability 
criterion by its unique ability of distinguishins different components 
through differences in blocking temperature. 
Thermal analysis Ylay be useful in separating th~ nthermally 
dis crete" cowponents of the remanent magn.etization, in Hhich the 
blod~ing temperatures are confined to a narrmv temperature interval in 
the neighl)ourhood of 100°C beloH the Curie temperature, from the 
"thermally distributed" components, in 'I:·Jhich tlle blocl::.ing teM!)eratures 
may range fro::.n roor:1 temperature to, say S00°C (Roy et al) 1967). 
Hence in volcanic roc1cs having, one or more cornponen ts of partinl 
therrwremancnt (PTP-l1) orizin in addition to a (presumed primary) TRH 
component~ thermal demagnetization is likely to provide a useful 
supplen1entary , if not superior technique to altern2.ting or a. c. 
der,'agnetj _zation , particularly if the b lo ckinr; te1'1pcrntures of the 
f ren
t compon@:::!!nts 0.ore \·lclidiffcrentiatcd. 
dif c 
s.z. 
Dr. N. D. i·!<"ntkins o Florida State University has kindly 
· ~d c~ polic:,.. u ccl SC..~ction e ch from tF'O ignimbrite samples (KJI2, exr.:'nnc . - ~ ~ 
IJ{ Zl; Sites A a~d B ::respccti1ely). Details are given in Appendix 3. 
111cse sections r .evcalc- ed the prominent presence of hematite, in the 
forn of relic s t n-uctutre or as intergroHths \•:-ith the original 
titanomagnetitc ~ and c.even psetdobrookite, \·lhich is characteristic of 
an advanced oxi. dtoation state. ...6 ... ccordingly, Dr. ~vatkins classified 
thes e specimens --l1l.lncler "Oxidation Index VI" (Hilson et al, 1968), 
corresponding ten the bh.ighes t degree of oxidation. 'Ihe oxidation 
might have accorm nr> anietJJ soiT~ tectonic and volcanic activity occuring 
a geologically , flonz t i i me afte:: the ignirr:.brites Here formed, or 
altcrnctively in the l.Jatc star;cs of the original vocanic activity 
(r-latkins cul.d 1-Iac.zcrty :~ 1965). The latter interpretation is favoured 
here, since the _simp~e folding of the ?-1\:Jeelrea syncline indicates 
that the forma t:::::ii. fons \·:(l_ere not greatly a£ fcc ted by post--Ordovician 
tectonic mover1er-uts ( C' apter 2). 
All t:li-uermal demagnetizations \v-ere carried out in air, since 
in the case of .. ighly oxidized rocks an oxygen-bearing atmosphere 
prob ably has l:i. tt::: tle etf fect in changing the remanent magnetization 
(Vinccnz, 1968) _ On t :he other hand, heating in a reducing atmosphere 
such as nitrogenn mig1.~:: have resulted in chemical changes lil:-.ely to 
destroy nny pr:i_E1n<lry r ~,;ggnetization component, thus making the specifllen 
uselc:ss. 
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Six ignimb r.i. tc specimens representing the three Ki11ary 
Harbonr sites lJcre chosen for a pilot progressive demagnE:tization. 
They Here arranged in the oven ~;-Ji th rnndornly oriented NRH directions, 
three specimens each being placed on the upper aad loHer compartment; 
the separation bet\vecn specimens 't·Jas 4-5 ems. The demagnetization 
procedure was as described in Section 4.7. The aim of the pilot 
study '~Tas to determine some optimum demagnetization temperature. 
The san·e procedure as in the a.c. demagnetization (Section 3.1.) 'tvas 
adopted, i.e. the temperature above \·lhich further treatment produced 
no systematic chDnges in the remanence direction of the pilot specimens 
'\vas tentatively regarded as the optimum one. P.esults are shm·m in 
Table 5.1. and Figures 5.1.1. - 5.1.6. 
Site A, Specimen KH 7 all. 
The NRl-1 direction of this specimen (Fig. 5.1.1.) differed by 
a large angle from the present and dipole fields, but \Jas typical of 
NJ-tN directions found in other specimens from Site A (Fig. 3.1.). This, 
comhined 'l;vith the fact that the direction changed very little after 
dentagnetization, is indicative of at least partial stability. The 
_relatively large intensity increase observed after the first demag-
0 
netization step (lSOC) may be due to removal o£ an unstable component 
di rcc ted nenrly a.Tltiparallel to the principal component responsible 
for the NRt-1. The (J I Jn) -T graph sugges ls that the latter component 
has a blocking temperature above l~ooCC, \·Jbere there i.s a sharp fall of 
intensity~ accowpanied by a change to both smaller inclination and 
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TABLE 5 .1 
-----·---
T Site A nand 1 Site C Bnnd 5 
~---------------------r-----------------·-
KH 7aii KH 8a KH 15ai 
D I D I D I Jxlo- 5 
=====-r-===-==-========== 
NRH 166 -23 96 -63 22.5 
l==--=-=-=--=--=-=-=-=---=-= 
I 81 +75 12.7 
150 161 -27 no rr:easurenent i 87 +68 12.6 
275 159 -23 6.9 so +12 13.2 74 +67 11.4 
300 163 -25 6.7 45 +2 13.4 82 +68 11.5 
L:OO 162 -20 35 +32 22.0 78 +65 11.3 
500 131 0 2.9 38 10.0 76 +6L, 10 .L: 
550 103 -18 3.0 13 -5 25.7 80 +63 9.3 
600 46 +21 5.1 13 -1 26.3 358 +60 3.0 
650 82 -24 19.9 300 -53 27.2 350 +68 1.5 
6 701_ ~: ____ +-19 ____ 8_._6 _ ___J_ __ 3_8--+-4 7 12.4 39 +59 0.9 
D declination (degrees, tal::.en clocbvise from north through 360°) 
I inclination (degrees, + indicates north pole in lmver hcrdsphere) 
J inte11sity of n1c-tgnetization in emu/cc 
Values of D, I, nncl J quo t£cl a.re after de1,1agn ti~a tion in zero field, 
and in air, to tl1c temperatures (T°C) indicated. 
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TABLE_2~l (Continued) 
150 94 +66 56.8 62 49 31.6 103 6L~ 48.4 
275 95 +66 53.1 6lr 58 38.1 110 61 46.6 
300 102 +62 47.0 62 56 35.8 98 57 L~4. 4 
400 98 +62 53.5 59 58 37.0 100 56 39.1 
500 95 +65 29.2 63 55 23.5 101 56 39.7 
550 203 +66 L~.7 51 45 10.2 88 62 8.9 
600 205 -31 3.2 76 74 5.6 350 67 8.9 
650 115 -46 20.8 50 -47 8.7 297 58 38.0 
670 149 -78 2.9 113 -23 5.4 18 62 21.2 
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smaller declination at 500°C. A sim:ilar directional change occurred in 
the a. c. demagnetization of pilot specim2.n KH 2a ( also Site A) bet1:1cen 
the 560 and 795 oc str:!pS (Fig. 3.1) but tv-as not observed in the 
specim~ns from other sites; hence it may indicate in the rocks at 
Site A the presence of a small, slable component \·.rith blocking 
temperature above 500°C. Bettvecn 550°C and 6 70°C, the declinations 
became eastuard to northeastuard, vJith erratic alterations of polarity. 
This ~vas accompanied by a sharp increase in intensity above 550°C. 
Opdyke (196Ll) observed a similar anomalous intensity rise during 
demagnetization of partially stable red sediments above 550°C, and 
suggests that the cause may be a chemical change during heat treatment 
of unknmm nature, though unlikely to be due to magnetite formation, 
as the specimens Here heated in air (as in the present study). 
KH 8C. 
---
This specimen responded erratically to heat treatment v.ri th 
respect to both direction and intensity of map,netization ( Fig . 5.1.2). 
The NRN changed into shallm·J positive inclination at 275°C and 300°C, 
accompanied by a fall in intensity. The directions corresponding to 
these and all but one of the remaining steps in the heat treatment lie 
in the first quadrant and diverge '.videly from the presumed "stable" 
directions in the second quadrant found in the previous case (specimen 
KH 7aii) at steps up to 500°C, and \•:rhich in turn are· similar to the 
directions of most Site A samples after a. c. demagnetization to 5Lf0 oe 
(Fig. 3.2, Table 3.2). The thermal results for KH 8C suggest the 
domin.:mt presence of an unstable component. This may be compared to 
Fig~_2.:bl.-5.1.2_~ filot demagnetiza!-ion of specimens KH 7aii, _KH 8sSit~, Band 1 
Equal area plot of directions of magnetization after cooling from the temperature shown (in°C) 
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..., c. dsma~net:tzation of pilot specimen KH Sa (from the saQe san:J>le), thC .... .. u -
• nre fields of the orccr of 100 oe \,7 ere sufficient to remove a prominent 
~·Jll v 
(ur·s table) NTU1 corrmon~n t directed close to the present Earth's field, 
leavin.g a component in the second quadrant '.:·lith direction close to the 
"stable'; directions of specimen KH 7aii &l.d KH 2a (Fig. 3.1). 
It may therefore be concluded that, ,,!hereas specimens 
KH Sa and KH 8C both exhibited dominant unstabJ.e NRH components, thermal 
demagnetization of the latter, unli1:e a. c. treat!'lent of the former, 
,.;ras unsuccessful in isolating a stable component. 
Site n, Specimens KH 20a, 22a, 25ai. 
The three specimens, having similar N~1 directions, also 
responded in a fairly sirrdlar mru1ner to heat treatment (Figs. 5.1.3. -
5 .1. 5) . As- ·Has pointed out in connection \vi th the a. c. treatment 
(Chapter 3) the results of stability studies are especially important 
in the case of specimens such as these, there the NRH directions lie 
fairly close to the present field and axial dipole directions. Except 
for an increase in intensity up to 275°C in the case of specimen 
KH 20a, the three (J I LTn) -T curves are similar, exhibiting minima in 
the ranges 300 - !~00°C and 550 - 600°C. The former minimum (also found 
in the case of Specimens KH 8C and, less prominently, KH 7aii and lSa) 
probab 1 y results from the removal of a relatively small seconda~~ 
component. The high-temperature minimum in each case follm·JS a sharp 
drop in intensity suggesting that tlte principal blocking temperature 
ranre is 400 - 600°C, but that a small component -,;vith Curie point above 
600°C has not been removed at 600°C. Since the directions above 550°C 
seem to change erratically in the case of all three specimens, 't.rhcrcas 
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Figs 5.1.3.-5:J.4. Pilot demagnetization o~ecimens KH 22aii Site~, Band 3, KH 20ai, Site B,Band 4 
Notation as in figs 5.1.1-5.1.2. 
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r emain 't·Tell-~rotqJec.i up to that temperature, it is probably safe theY 
0 
to conclude that the directions for the NRH and steps up to 550 C 
correspond m<='ill~-Y to ~ stable component. This conclusion is reinforced 
by the results of a.c. demagnetization of specimens from Site B (e.g. 
pilot Specimen KH 25aii, Fig. 3.1). For these, the directions after 
demagnetization to Sl~O oe or higher ~..rere mostly stable and similar to 
the directions of the present specimens (KH 20a, 22a, 25al) up to 550°C. 
Site C, Specimen K~I lSa. 
The directions before and after demagnetization to 550°C 
(Fig. 5~1.6) appear to be stable up to 550°C, and similar to Site B 
directions. At 600° to 670°C the direction has changed tm-vards that of 
the present field. The (J/Jn) -T curve, except for the small suggested 
0 
minimum at 300 C, shm-1s the simple trend typical of single-·component 
ferromagnetics "tllith a dominant "thermally discrete" component (Irving 
and Opdyke, 1965) in the fairly narrm-7 blocking temperature range of 
500°C - 600°C, though a smaller component is apparently still present 
above 600°C. Both the observed directional stability up to 550°C and the 
trend of the (J I LTn) -T curve "tvould be cons is tent with the behaviour of 
a high-coercivity component. This may correspond also to the "hard" 
component revealed in specimen KH 16b from the same Site (C), 'tvhich 
retained over 60% of its NRH after a.c. demagnetization to 795 oe 
(Fig. 3 .1). 
In sum..11a1--y, specimen KH. 8C, gave no evidence of stability, 
Hhercas the five other. pilot specimens had well-grouped directions over 
the range NP.l1 - 400°C. In SpecimE!ns 22aii, 20a, 25ai, and 15a, the 
.L 
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}1inrr con tinned to be close up to the 500°C 01:. 550° C steps, ~Jhercas Jf', rou · a 
case of KH 7aTI t:he 500°C direction is removed from the close 
::)..n the 
wccto r grouping over th~ NR11 - 400°C range. Comparison '\vith the results 
tO £ 8 • c. dernagne tization (Chapter 3) suggests ho":·Jever that the 500°C result 
.r.nY be as representative of a "stable" direction for Site A as are the 
.,ncs up to L•00°C. The (.J/Jn) - T curves of the five "stable'! specinens 
:indicate the presence of "therntally dis tribut..ed" components in the range 
.-mH - 400°C or higher, and a more or less prominent "thermally dis crete" 
.-cor ponent \,Tith blocking temperatures bett·:reen 400°C and 600°C. The 
~elfJOVal of a srrall component suggested by the trend of the curves 
ibet.:Heen 300°C and Lt00°C "~'Tas not accompanied by a signified directional 
change. 
The d irections of the five "sta.ble11 specimens Here fairly 
close to those from representative samples at corresponding sites 
sftcr a.c. demagnetization to 540 oc (Table 3.1, Fig. 3.1). To confirm 
and extend the pilot results, thermal treatment of additional samples 
from the three sites "~:vas desirable. From the pilot study it appeared 
that the best results "\.vould be achieved by demagnetization to 
temperatures in the L~OO - 500°C region. Results of this further study 
are dis cussed belm·7. 
A total of 15 s pecirnens ( 5y 6 and t~ from Sites A, l3 and C, 
respectively ) "t·Tere thermally demagnetized at L~00°, 450°, 500° and 670°C. 
Since the pilot: study 'tvas not carried out at 450°C, results shm·7n for 
that temperature (Fig. 5.2.3) are based on the 15 specimens of the 
TABLE 5.2 
Extended demagnetization of igE_imbri tc specimens from Killarv Harbour. 
(Symbols as in Table 5.1) 
I Lr00°C Lr50°C 500°C 
I 
Site Bt.md Specimen NRN I 
I 
670°C 
I JxlO~ -(KH) D I Jxlo-s D I Jxlo-s D I Jx1o-s D I Jxlo-s 
-30 13.1 134 
I 
I 
I 
fA 1:'1 I Sal 138 -17 16.1 139 -27 13.9 I 161 -28 2.1 332 +29 2.6 I I I 7di 176 -25 12,. 2 175 -3Lr 12.9 I 173 -37 11.7 164 -17 0.7 239 -52 5.2 7ei 171 -29 11.1 173 -33 10.8 172 -33 10.5 177 -9 1.8 336 +29 5.4 
A 1 I \ 1 ~ 9c 187 +65 38.9 
I 
167 +73 6.6 I 176 +20 13.4 207 +23 9.8 262 +55 34.6 9d 140 -2 15.1 129 +4 22.1 114 -1 20.1 97 +55 8.3 106 +79 12.4 
i i i 1346 23ai 103 +59 57.7 102 +62 48.6 95 +61 51.2 99 +58 45.6 -37 25.1 23bi 114 +63 50.7 117 +67 Lr4. 0 120 +67 44.8 110 +61 39.6 : 260 -41 12.5 
I3 3 I 
~ 24bii 90 +73 74.6 30 +69 43.8 ' Lr3 +72 t.o .1 57 +72 38.6 I 5 -Lr1 1.0 2L~cii 319 +78 67.2 36 +7B 67.8 85 +63 39.0 87 +6L, lrO. 3 50 -76 1/f. 7 l 
i 21aii 88 +79 53.3 81 +64 !+6. 3 81 +71 42.6 66 +58 44.6 I too «eak to 
n 4 j measure. 
J ~ 25aiii 105 +66 52.6 92 +61 42.7 95 +61 37.1 82 +56 40.5 I 77 -42 19 .4 
I It, 10bii +82 4.5 +80 3.6 35 +78 3.5 14 +87 352 -26 29 31 1.1 0.7 11a 58 +63 2.2 M:. +54 1.1 48 +60 1.2 42 +69 0.7 69 +87 0.9 
c 5 
l 1ltb 359 +72 4.1 16 +79 2.2 12 +81 2.8 346 +83 1.2 312 +72 2.0 16a 61 +71 7.7 93 +72 5.3 77 +69 5 .lf 66 +68 5.2 too -cveek to 
measure. 
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Figs 5.2.1. 5.2.3. Extended progressive therma-l demagnetization of the 
Killary Harbour ignimbrites 
Equal area projections ~ showing 5.2.1. NRM directions of 21 specimens; 
5.2.2. directions after demagnetization to 400°C (21 specimens); and 5.2.3. 
directions after demagnetization to 450°C (15 specimens~ excluding 
6 pilot stu~ specimens). 
(All symbols as in Figure 3.1) 
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Figs 5.2.4.- 5.2.5. Extended progressive thermal demagnetization of 
the Killary Harbour ignimbrites 
Equal area projections, showing 5.2.4. directions after demagnetization 
to 500°C (21 specimens); and 5.2.5. directions after demagnetization 
to 670°C (19 specimens, excluding two weakly magnetized specime~s), 
relative to the present horizontal plane. 
0 Band 5, North pole in upper hemisphere 
(All symbols as in Fig 3.1) 
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extended s t;:udy, Hhereas they include data from the six pilot specimens 
in the cas~ of NRH and other steps in lhe treatment (Figs. 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 
5 2 4 5 2 5) Directions and intensities of r!lagnetization for the . -. ' . . . 
lS specimer--s are te1bulated in Table 5.2. Table 5.3 shoHs the site mean 
directions and statistical parameters for NR1:1 and the various 
dem~gneti z&~-tion steps. 
he NRM directions for Site A (Fig. 5.2.J) make large angles 
~dth the present and axial dipole fields, but are quite scattered 
(k- 5.1, ~able 5.3). The Site B and C directions are well-grouped 
(k- !}3.5, 59.0, respectively), but are much Plore closely aligned with 
the axial c1ipole and present field directions, particularly in the 
case of Sit-e C. The NRN intensities of Site A, B and C specimens 
· h c 1 lo-5) , L: (Table 5.2) are 1n t e ranges emu cc x 10 - ·0 , SO - 75, 
and 2 - 8 teespectively; this is sirtilar to the NT'J-t intensity values 
for the specimens used later in a. c. demagnetization (Tabl_e 3. 2). 
Thermal cleaning at 1~00 and 450°C ( vigs. 5 . 2 . 2, 5 . 2.3, 
5.3; Tables 5 . 2 , 5 . 3) caused l ittle change in the mean si~e directions 
C01'1pared ,,d.th NRt1; hm·;rever, relative to all sites the scatter had 
0 increased (i.e. k decreased) after the 400 C step; it decreased again 
after 450°C. For Sites A and 13 , the precision l,ras largest after L,S0°C 
(k..,. 7.1 m1d 99 . 2) , \vhereas relative to Site C the maximum precision 
t7as at NRH ( k -= 59.0), compared -.;,rj_ th k == 45 . 1 and L~ 7 . 2 at 450°C and 
S00°c, respectively. The 450°C der'lagnetization step was nstitutcd 
after the pilot study had indicated that the Site A specimens were quite 
0 
stable to /,OQ C, , .. dth a small, posstbly systematic, d:trec:t:ional cha'1gc 
occuring at: S00°C; it Has therefore useful to subject all specirrens to 
110 
D (deg.), I (deg.) =mean declination and inclination (+values in lo~v-er 
hemisphc r) for N samples per site, one or t'l:'lO specimens 
being averaged per sample (Table 5.2). 
T (°C) = temperature to '1:·7hich specimens have hecn demagnetized in zero 
field, and in air. 
R,k, o: (deg.): Fisher (1953) statistics, as in Table 3.3. 
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F'ig 5. 3. 
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(All symbols as in F'ig 3.1) 
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a further, intermediate step l>et'l:.·;reen L~OO and 500°C. 
After the 670°C step, the directions at all the three sites 
exhibit a large scatter, indicating that the main components responsible 
for the NRN at all sites have been demagnetized. These results are 
similar to the ones obtained from the pilot specimens, and the 
conclusions of Section 5.3 apply here as well. 
Hhereas the various demagnetization steps up to 500°C have 
made relatively little difference to the site mean directions ( Fig . 5.3) 
and their precision, the directional groupings after the L:50°C step have 
been preferred over the others in analyzing the results of the thermal 
treatment. This is partly because !+50°C j_s intermediate in the blocking 
temperature range (400 - 500°C) above \·:rhich the directions begin to be 
scattered and partly because at Site A, Hhere the grouping is poor 
throughout the treatment , k attains its maximum value at 450°C. Even 
here k is relatively lmv (7. 1) . 
5.5. Fold test. 
It ·Has necessary to refer the l'1.ean site directions to the 
bedding planes by unfolding the structure about the strike (Table 2.2). 
This yields a folcl test (Graham, 1949) corresponding to the one applied 
after al ter."Dating-field demagnetization (Section 3.5), Hhere it gave 
positive evidence for a stable, possibly primary magnetization of the 
ignimbrites. 
All but one of the specimen declinations in Fig. 5. 4 are- nm.., 
grouped in the second quadrant, Hith all inclinations do":lnHard, givi.ng 
a mean di rcc tion for 11 sa'llple t.mit vectors (one or tHo specimens averaged 
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F'ig 5.5. 
Figs 5.4. 25.5. Tilt correction of the directions of magnetization for 
the Killa.ry Harbour ignimbrites..2-afi.er demagnetization 
to 450°C 
Equal area projections~ showing 5.4. directions of magnetization of 15 
specimens, before and after tilt correction; 5.5. mean site directions 
before and after tilt correction. For strike and dip data~ refer to 
Table 2.2. 
(All symbols as in Fig 3.1) 
m ~lc·) of }) = lh3.~0 • -I = 32.1°, lr = per s a 1- , -' ~ .. 22.0, in Table 5.4. The 
corresponding mean direction taking N = 3 sites as units is almost 
identical, but \·lith inc.P"ascd precision (k == 98.4). Hhile NcElhirmy's 
(1964) performance criterion for the fold test is not applicable for 
the reasons stated in Section 3.5, Fig. 5.5 shows clearly the striking 
improvement in grouping brought about by the tilt correction. Hence 
the result of the fold test is regarded to be positive as in the case 
of the samples subjected to a.c. demagnetization, and the conclusions 
of Section 3 .salsa apply here. 
5. 6. Comparision of al terna_ting-field Hith thermal dema~etiz_?.tion. 
It is interesting to compare the response of the ignimbrites 
to the t'\vO types of demagnetizations performed. The results are based 
on 50 specimens (2 from each sample) in the a .c . treatment (Chapter 3), 
plus 21 specimens (rep resenting 15 sa:r1ples) in the more res trictecl 
thermal treatment (this Chapter). 
5.6.1. Co~aris on of pilot studies. 
Pilot a.c. demagnetization results (Table 3.1) show that 
scattering tends to increase. above 5!}0 oe, 'Hith relatively little 
directional change (Fig. 3.1). Also the site mean directions ( Fig. 3.4) 
shm·7 relatively little change up to 770 oe. The five (J/Jn) -H curves 
(Fig. 3.1) indi.cate the presence of a high-coercivity component, Hith 
20% or ~ore of the NRM intensity still remaining after 700 oe treatment) 
and over 60% remaining in the case of KH 16b from Site C. 
For thermal treatincnt, scatter tends to increase nhove 450 -
0 . 0 500 C becoming extreme at 670 C, as shoun by pilot spec.imens (Figs. 5.1.1 -
115 
TABLE 5 .l~ 
Hcan site Jn::gnet5-~atio~- of the Ki11ary Harbour ignimh~-i te_§_, 
Fisher statistics 
---·-----
(Fisher 1953) 
-
Site Band D I N R k ~5 
1 147° +28° 3 2.716 7.1 0 A 50 .Lt 
B 3/4 139° +26° l~ 3.970 100 9.1° 
c 5 144° +40° 4 3. 9 3l~ 45 .L~ 13.8° 
All samples 143.5° +32.1° 11 10.526 22.0 10.2° 
All sites 143.6° +31.6° 3 2.979 9 8. 7 12.7° 
(Symbols as in Tab 1es 3. 6, 5. 3) 
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5.1.6) and Site n·,~an cJirectjons (T'ig. 5.3). The (J/Jn) - T curves for 
pilot specimens shm<T a shcrp drop in J above L100°C: they also tend to 
level off above 500 - 600°C, except for the erratic specimen KH 8c, 
and KH 7 aii, \vhi ch showed Bbnormal J incre~.s cs above 500°C. The results 
are consistent u:ith the main blocking temperattlre range being 400 -
6Q0°C, thour,h a small "tail" \vi th J usuallj;.T le~s than 20% of Jn persists 
above 600°C. 
Intensity maxima Here attained by pilot specimens KH 8a and 
2hi after treatment to 25 oe and 100 oe respectively, and by 7aii after 
150°C; all three specimens are from Site A, but the Site B specimen 
KH 20a also shm>1ed maxima at relatively lo\v te:uperat ure (2 7 5° C) • Hhile 
Kll 7aii and 20a both shm1 stable directions \•Jell above the temperatures 
concerned, the stable directjons of the latter differs from those of 
the former by 110 - 120 degrees of arc. To aecoun t for these maxima 
by invoking a lor:;-coercivity, antiparallel con,ponent that is removed, 
is therefore doubtful, as these unstable compcnents, to be antiparallel, 
\vould have to have entirely different directions in the tHo specimens 
concerned. Again in the case of KH 8a, an anti parallel component \•lould 
be consistent ":ith the large directional changes resulting from removal 
in low fields of a VRN roughly in the recent Earth 's field direction, 
\\rhereas for KH 2b I, \vhich shmved great directional stability throughout, 
an antiparallel component Hould have to be of loH inclination and 
quite different in direction from that invokfd to 1e KH 8a. Hence the 
intensity increases noted in pilot specionens are difficult to explain. 
Sintilari ty of trends on the thermal curves (Ttotahly Kll 20a and 22a) 
1 f 11 e t at 3) <"~°C ~ th1· s . ·1 1 l suggests rcmova o. a sma er compon n 'J • 1s poss1) y t1e 
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same component as th(~ one 1:\""hose L-err:ovBl is less distinctly suggested in 
1 de.,.,.,aa'1et~Z'"'tJ·on of ~~orne ~~"l·l.-ot sp·"'Cl.Jn0nr.: to 350- 400 oe t 6 a.c. -1n'-o'-·· .... c --- ;:::. Ll -~ ~ ~
(Fig. 3.1). 
The pilot results suggest that a fairly 11hard' 1 coruponent 
acquired bct,..rcen L100 and 600°C, Hhich dominates the l RH of these 
0 
speciwens, becomes som2uhat better j_solated nfter the2.1nal treatment to 450 C, 
and particularly, a.c. treatment to 5lt0 oe (peak). Thermal demagnetization 
allmvs one to distinguish another component ( possibly also of high coercivity 
with Curie point above 600°C. ·The· tw·o treatrnents differ in that thermal 
demagnetization has effectively demagnetized the main component at the 
latter temperature, whereas alternating fields to nearly 800 oe are 
insufficient to do so . }foreover the drop of J with temperature in the 
thermal demagnetization of pilot specimens begins to be appreciable only 
above Lt00°C; i.e. the blocking teiP.perature distribution, ·Hi th some 
exceptions, may be said to be "discrete' 1 ,,1ithin the 400 - 600°C range 
(Irving and Opdyke, 196 5) rather than thermally "distributed' ' over the 
entire NRH - 600°C range. The results dipicted in both sets of J / Jn 
curves ( a.c. and thermal) are evidence for high stability in most specimensc 
5.6.2. Comparis on of extended demaznetiz~tions . 
The demagnetization results after optimum a.c. or thermal steps 
at all 3 sites, shmv-cd little direction change due to treatment. The site 
mean changes betu~en J.JRl-1 and 540 oe N = 9, 8, 8 samples, at Sites A, B, C, 
respectively; Fig. 3.4), and betlveen NRH and 450°C (N = 3.)4, 4 samples; 
Fig. 5.3) were abvays less than 10° of arc after treatment. Also the 
final me.::m dir.ections (equnl ·ucight for N= 3 sites or 4 bands) after tilt 
correction changed by less than 10° of arc, bctHeen NRl-1 and 540 oe, as Hell 
118· 
as bcLuecn NI;.H and 1;-50°C. At intcrmedi.ate steps in the treatment (i.e. 
bet\,rcen NRH and 5ff0 oe and l}50°C respectively) changes in individual 
specimen directions are mostly small (Figs. 3.2, 5.2.1- 5.2.5; Tnbles 
3. 2 and 5. 2), and the samE! can be said for changes in r.1ean direction 
of larger units (s amples, bands, sites). These results give partial 
indication of relatively high stability, alon[S t·:rith another partial 
stability criterion, discussed previously, i.e. the divergence by 
large angles of most of the Site A NRl-: directions from the present 
or axial dipole fields, and the divergence by much smaller but still 
significant angles of most Site B NRH directions from these fields. 
5.6.3. Optjmum demagnetizc:t_tion. 
The above observations might explain \·7hy the optimum 
demagnetization steps decidedupon after the pilot study (a.c. or thermal) 
are not sharply defined. The t\vO sets of pilot intensity curves, i.e. 
(J I Jn) - H (Fig. 3 .1) and (J I Jn) -T (Figs. 5 .1.1 - 5 .1. 6) , shmved 
considerable similarities in trend for specimens from different sites. 
One t-;rould expect this, since the specimens w·ere all ignimbrites of 
contemporaneous origin, and hence should have compositions that differ 
little from band to band. This justified demagnetizing all samples to 
the field or temperature chosen to be optimum (5!~0 or 450°C), rather 
than makine an artificial distinction on the basis of site differences. 
In the.ory, by comparing dispersions as the treatr.1ent proceeded, the 
optimum step could then be chosen on the basis of maximum k. 
Hm·Jever., for a.c. dema~netization (Table 3.3) k 
L' B (i.e. the 
precision for the Site B mean direct:ion) is largest at NPJ'-1 and also 
slightly larger at 540 oe than 310 oc; Hhercas kA :increases from a very 
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8.6, this represents 
still p:reater s c u tter th a!.1. after 540 oe at Si tcs B an.d C (kB =-= 44.6; 
kc = 21. 0). k.C incre a sed from NRI·l to about equal values at 310 and 
540 oe, deciding v1heth c r to adopt NF11 or 540 oe directions for sar~ples 
(the former based on kB values, the lat·ter on kA and kc values) one should 
take· into account the actual directional change for Site B bet\•Teen NRH 
anc1 540 oe Has <5°, several specimens from Site A ( e.g. KH 8a) gave 
evidence that lmv-coercivi ty components caused some of the NRM directions 
to differ by large angles from the ''stable 1 ', lmoT-dip NRH c!irections 
from that site, causing the lm·7 k; here considerEJble directjon changes 
and improved precision of the mean Here brought about by the treatm2.nt 
to 540 oe. On the other hand, the Site B and C directions shmved 
little change in the range NP!·~ - 540 oe . Hence in considering the overall 
treatment, demRgnetization to 540 oe is clearly preferable to using the 
NFJ·f eli rections. 
I n the case of therr:1al treatment the NRN grouping at Site 
0 C is better than Lhat after L~50 C ( Table 5 . 3) , \vhereas for Sites A and 
B the former is \vorse . Ho\,~ever, the poor grouping, particularly after 
treatment, at Site A, is largely due to one sample ( KH 9). The samples 
as a \vhole (N = 11) are better grouped at NB .. E than after lf50°C ( though 
the precision again could have been improved in the absence of sample 
KH 9), ~;rhereas if the 3 sites are given equal Height in determining 
the TJ12an direction, the grouping becomes someHhat closer after demagnet-
ization to 450°C. The actual k values for the latter case (NRM: k = 100; 
450°C: k == 98. ~), ~vhich are not greatly affected hy non--conforming in--
dividual sample directions, are quite hip;h comnared "!;·!ith the mean results 
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for N = 4 bands in thP a. c. treatrtent (k = 23 for 540 oe). 
In Figs. 5.1.1 - 5.1.6, the sharp drop of J/Jn below 600°C 
suggests that the Curie point of the main compon nt is less than that 
temperature and consistent \vith magnetite or titanomagnetitc. The 
"tail'. above 600°C could be due to hematite. The fairly high 
coercivities suggested by the J/Jn - 11 curves (Fig. 3.1) might be 
consistent \vith titanom3gnetite or the presence of both t.itanomagnetite 
and hematite. These results are compatiable Hith those of the 
polished-specii'len examination hy Dr. N. D. Hatkins (Section 5.2). 
Hm·Jever , the absolute NRH intensities of magnetization are in the 
range Jn = 1-70 (x 10-5 ern.u/ cc) , vJhich is intermediate between typical 
intensities found in basic igneous rocks and in paleomagnetically 
useful sedimentary rocks (N2gata , 1961), so that it is difficult to 
associate the intcnsi ties of these igni1nbrites \vith a uarticular 
mineral composition. 
5.7. The fold test and secular variation. 
----
.Both thermal and a.c. treatment gave evidence for stability, 
with similar site mean directions after 540 oe or 450°C; moreover, the 
overall grouping \·Jas r.1uch improved by the tilt correction , using band, 
site or sawple means for coinparision. Systematic differences in the 
direction of magnetization for different bands are then probably clue 
to secular variation, because of differences in field directions at 
the (slightly ?) different times of orie;in of the four bands. In 
concluding that the fold test ·Has "successful", it has been assum2d 
that the secular variation in this case involved significantly smaller 
direct:tonaJ dif fcrcnces bet\Jcen clifferen t sites than the geometrical 
differences bet\vecn different lhnhs of the syncline. 
The assumption t.hat the secular variation during Ordovician 
Has not drastic.:tlly greater than Recent times has not been proven, 
but is plausible (Khrmt,OV ct al, 1965). Thus a modest amount of 
secular variation Hould be consistent ,,7 ith the interpretation that 
the fold test ·Has successful , and this has been assumed here. In turn, 
the positive result of the fold test is strong evidence that the mean 
direction of magnetization of the ignimbrites is pre-Silurian 
(Chapter 2) ~ and hence is either primm_·y or toJas acquired tvi thin the 
Ordovician a relatively short time after the rocks ucre laid dm·m. 
5.8. 0~1~~ician pole positions . 
Adopting the wean north pole direction of ma8netization for 
N = 4 bands. after the 540 oe (peak) a . c. treatment and tilt correction 
- 0 -(D = 134.1 , I = +32.0, Table 3.6), the corresponding pole position 
t-ms calculated (Table 5. 5, second row) . Since the a. c. demagnetization 
involved all 25 samples this pole position (9°S, 34°E) is here 
considered to be more reliable than the pole (13°S, 26°E) corresponding 
to N = 3 sites after 450°C treatment, though the tuo poles are very 
close. The pole corresponding to the mean (first rm;-;, is sho~:vn for 
comparision) , is quite close the other poles, illustrating that the 
laboratory treatment, '\Thile confirming stability in the NRH directions, 
did not make much difference in the final results. Pole positions 
correspon.cling to mean directions in Hhich samples Here g;i ven unit l;·reight 
are shown in rows 4 and 5, and while these are close to the other three 
results, it is generally more reliable to adopt a pole position based 
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TABLE 5.5 
--· ---
Paleomaj@_~tic pole _J:ositiog_s for the l:illary Harbour ignimbrites, 
from the mean directions of maJZ.netization after laboratory 
treatment and tilt correction. 
(Tables 3.6, 5.4) 
Unit Treatment N Pole positioj Antipole position 
I 
-
Bands NIDf ~~ 9°S 30°E 9°N 150°\V 
Bands 540 oe 4 9°S 34°E 9°N 1 46 °1\' 
Sites 450°C 3 13°S 26°E l3°N 154°H 
Samples 540 o e 25 7°s 33°E 7°N llt7°H 
Samples 450°C 11 13°5 26°E 13°N 154 °\i! 
-
N number of units averaeed 
dp, dm semi-axes of the 95% oval of confidence 
Pole ( antipole ) positions correspond to mean north ( south) 
pole directions for the rock units concerned. 
dp 
go 
12° 
80 
60 
70 
dm 
15° 
22° 
14° 
10° 
11° 
upon directions in which bands or sites~ rather than samples have been 
given unit Height (lrvinp:~ 1964, p. GL~). Although the error assigned 
to the a.:.' opted pole position (Table 5. 5, second roH, dP = 12°, dm = 22°) 
is lc:trr;er than for the other four poles listcd,itisprobnbly the most 
realistic.. 
~fuile the inferred pole is considered to be a "geographical" 
one, in accordance Hi th the axial dipole assumption (Chapter 1), it 
should be noted that the total number of bands on 'tvhich it is based 
(N = 4) is rather small, and may have been insufficient to average 
out the secular variation. 
Comparison ~,-rith published polar "'7andering curves relative 
to Europe (Irving, 1964, p. 137) suggest that in Table 5.5 the 
antipoles rather than the pole c.orresponds to an Ordovician 
geoeraphic.al north pole; this implies that the Earth's field 
responsible for the stable magnetization of the ignin1brites \las 
11 reversed" cornp a red vli th the present field. 
The tt..;o antipole positions corresponding to alternative 
laboratory treatment (2A: 9°N, 146~-7; 2D: 13°N, 154°U) are compared 
in Fig . 5. 6 t·7ith published Ordovic.ian pole positions inferred from 
sites in North .America, Europe and Siberia, most of ·Hhich are in 
the present Pacific Ocean. The present poles are located between 
Poles 3, 4, based on Ordovician volcanic rocks in Britain (Nesbitt, 
196 7), and Poles 5, 6, inferred from Lower anC: Upper Ordovic.i<l>''l. 
sediments in Bohemia (Bucha, 1965). 
Despite the small numher of sa!1lples and bcinds in the present 
s 
4 
3 -e2B 
2 
()s 
Fig 5.6. Paleomagnetic pole positions from rocks in N.America and northern Eurasia 
(caption on next page) 
J../.J 
Caption fol.:' __ Fiv. 5.6 
Sampling sites in: 
.6 }~ainland North luuerica; 
-o Ireland; 0 Britain; 
I 
0 Europe VTest of 25°E· ) 
D Europe east of 25°E· ; 
0- Siberi a 
Poles shm·Jn correspond to the follmving polarities in the rock: 
Open synbols: "Normal11 polarity (i.e. the rcm.:men t magnetization is 
believed to have the same sense as the present field. 
Solid symbols: "Reversed" polarity, 
Half~solid syrnbols: " hixed 11 (i.e. alternately noraal and reversed) 
polarity. 
Num!Jers refer to results of paleomagnetic surveys (numbers in brackets 
are from the Labulation by Irving, 1964): 
1. Juniata Formation, U.S.A. (3.06); 
2A. Killary Harbour ignimbrites (present study), 4 bands after a. c. 
demagnetization; 
2B. Present study, 3 sites after thermal demagnetization; 
3. Borrmidale volcanics (~esbitt, 1967); 
4. Builth volcanics (Nesbitt, 1967); 
5. Central Boher1ian sediment~s, LoHer Ordovician (Eucha, 1965); 
6. Central Bohemian sediments, Upper Ordovician (Bucha, 1965); 
7. Tremadocian Sediments, U.S.S.R. (3.01); 
8. Asha Stage, U.S.S.R. (3.0LJ); 
9. South Urals and Baltic sediments (Khramov et al, 1965); 
10. Lugov Suite, U.S.S.R. (3.10); 
11. Sediments from Siberian Platform (Khramov et al, 1965; Rodionov, 1966). 
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study, giving rlse t:o sorr,e uncertainty as noted above, a fair measm:e 
of confidence in the pole position reJative to Villary Harbo1..1r is 
justified by the excellent evidence for stability, compared \·lith lTl.ost 
of the earlier results depicted in rigurc 5.6. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DElL.\GNETIZATIO~~ STtiUY OF SINGLE LAVAS rROH 
HE\-!r01...i"NDLAND AND LABRADOR. 
6.1. Previous vork. 
The first paleomagnetic results from Ne~;rfoundland ~vere 
ohtnincd from late Precambrian sandstones on the Avalon Peninsula 
by Nairn et al, (1959). Comparing the pole positions with those 
obtained fro~ Precanilirian paleom~gnetic results in Arizona, they 
inferred a 20° anti clocluvise rotation of Ne·v1foundland; houever, 
the significance of this conclusion Has questioned by DuBois (1959). 
Later, a 30° anticlock\·!ise rotation [similar ·to that proposed by 
Hegener (1929; Transl. 1966)] \,las inferred by Black (19GL,) from 
comparison$ of Cambrian and Devonian paleomagnetic results in 
Ncufoundland and Ne\v Bruns~·lick, as well as a comparison of 
Carboniferous rocks in Ne~·;rfound1and and on the eastern Canad5_a.Tl 
mainland. Black concluded that the rotation occurred in the Devonian, 
and had been completed by the Carboniferous. Black's data appears 
to be inconclusive, as the Cmnbrian nagnetic directions in NeHfouncland 
and NeH BrunS\·Tick are not significcu1.tJy different at the 95/~ level, 
while the fields responsible for the "Devonian n direction in the t\vo 
sampling regions Here not necessarily contemporaneous ( Robertson et 
al, 196 8 ) . Hence the rotation of Ne\.Jfoundland c annot be regarded as 
established, nnd further paleomagnetic data from Paleozoic rocks in 
Newfoundland 2nd the North American mainland are necessary to test 
this hypothesis. In th.Cs context it is interesting to compare 
contemporaneous rocks fro:n the Lm-:rer PClleozoic on the tuo sides of the 
Strait of Delle Isle. 
6.2. Gcol2£i~al E?~t ~il:tz.· 
During the summer of 1966, Dr. E . R. Deutsch and Dr. P. S. Rao 
of the Physics Dc.pQ.rtmcnt collected 33 o1.ie.nted hancl samples of basalt 
fron a single flm·J exposed on Cloud ~tountain near Rodclickton on the 
Great Northern Peninsula of ~·1c\·:rfoundlan d (T'ig. 6 .1) and also sampled 
the nearby exposures of red a.-1d Lrcy scc~j.n entary rocks of the Cloud 
Hountain a~.Hl Devil' s Cove formations, Hhich are of k.nm-rn Cambrian age. 
A furt;hcr collection of a single basalt flm·l, along with underlying 
red sediments s \·7as mo.de at Table Pead along the Labrador coast north 
of the Strait of Belle Isle. This co:,1pleted a collection begun durinr; 
the su1.:nner· of 1965 C·Iurty, 1966) at Table }]ead a.'l.d at llenley Harbour, 
10 miles south of Table Eead, uhere an 8C-foot section of basalt 
probably represe!.1.ting a single flmv is exposed at t\,7 0 offshore islands 
(Christie, 1951; Douglas, 1953; I'ade, 19G2). The num1 er of basalt 
hand samples collected at Henley Harbour and Table Heac: is 33 and 
26 respectively. The baso.lts of Labrador and Cloud ~fountain are 
regarded as conter."por~neous and probably post-Precambrian (Clifford:. 
1965) sinc.e in L.:1h r3dor they rest upon red sedimentary rocks believed 
to be equivalent to the Lo•.-Jcr CaL·tbrian Bradore formation (Christies 
J:951) Vlhich is exposed further south alonz the Labrador coast, \vhereas 
at Cloud Hountain they are associntcd ':Jith the aforeJi:cntioned sedi1::cntary 
formations of C.::.mbrian age. Horeovcr, the flo':lS at all three sites fon·l 
the upper member!:.'> of a structurally similar gneiss--red sediment - baso.lt 
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association, mtd in all cases the flo~TS h.:1vc 1m·r c&stuard dips (Fig. 6.1 
and SectioPs6J:.l,2)6.5). \Jhile t.he 2bovc consi<.lcrntions \·lould suggest a 
likely Ca:nbrian ori.gi.l fer the Labrador and Cloud Hountain flo1·1s, this 
disagre:::s \·lith the Dcvonien ages obtained by tl:u:! Geological Survey of 
Canada fron one 1~-.t\r determination e<:::.ch on basalt at Ta'Llc IIead (3Lt5 m.y . ) 
and Cloud :-:ountain (JJf,, n.y. ), respectively. The former date is fro!n 
l-Janlcss et al, (1965), 'l;vhile the latter is quoted by Clifford (1965). 
Hho concludes that the age of the Labrador and Cloud ~-'fountain flm·JS 
is an)l\·1:1ere in the rc::.nge from LO\-Jer Cambrian to Devonian. 
Preliminary NHJ'-1 Tl'easurcrn:::.nts c::md some a. c. clema::_;netiz.:-ttion 
data from t-::·!O Hen] cy Pc;rbour sites c:md Table :Icad arc reported by 
c-1urty(1966 ), and sur~rrnarized in Table .~4-1. In the current llork on 
these sin2le lavas, Henley Ec:.rbour \vill be treated as a single site, 
uith Table Head and Cloud Hountnin cons titnting the other t-::vo sites; 
studies on the sedimentary samples collected at these sites \·:rill not be 
discussed here. The single lava studies n:ay yj_eld a useful co111parison 
rcgarc1ing the stability and thcnnoDagnetic properties of these superficially 
similar but -v,ridely separated exposures. As in the case of the Killary 
Harbour ignirtcbrites, the basalts are stroEgly oxidized (Oxidation Index 
VI: Hilson et al, 1968) so that the present study should also enable 
one to compare the same magnetic behaviour of t\·70 types (ip;nimbri tc, 
basalt) of Lm.;rer to Niddle Paleozoic oxidized volcanic rocks, exposed 
at opposite sides of the. North Atlantic. Since only one flmv j s represented 
at each site in the present investigation, the results are unsuitable for 
paleoE11.gnetic intcr~'lrctatjon, but mir;ht give an initial inea about the 
direction of the Louer to l'·lic1dle Paleozoic field. 
57r>w 56r>w 55°50'W 
/. Table Head 
52~ 3"!20 Henley Harbour 
/ Labrador mainland 
Cloud Mountain ~Mile 
9 Miles 
Northern Newfoundland 
57<>w 
Fig 6.1. Sites for collections of single basalt flows at Table Head and Henley Harbour, 
Labrador, and Cloud Mountain, Northern Newfoundland. 
1-' 
w 
0 
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6. 3. Earlie1: P~c_3S1~~C::il8llt_s of J:.h~- _1_ah_~ac!or_J_)_c:_s_alts_. 
The prir1.nry study of the single l2vas from Henley Earbour 
and Table Head (?furty, 1966; P. 96--110) shoucd tlwt the NP1-f intensities 
of magnetizaticn rnnged mostly from 10-4 to several tirnes 10-3 emu/ cm3 , 
\·lhich is typical of nany bas.nl ts. 1be mean directions of magnetization 
at the t~·70 sites, both before and after tilt correction, have relatively 
steep inclinations tending touards the east. These. NP2·1 directions are 
close to, but (at the 95% confidence level) still significantly different 
from the present direction and axial dipole direction of the Earth's 
field. \·rnile the poles correspondine to these sites represent spot 
readings of a Paleozoic field and have little paleomagnetic significance, 
one HouTd expect (on the unproven b1.1t perhaps reasonable ~ssumption that 
the magni t':Jde of the secular variation uas not drc::.s tic ally greater than 
today), that paleorr..aznetic poles of Cambrian to Devonian age should be 
closer to pole positions for· that time span reported in the literature 
than the ''virtual' ' poles (Cox and Doell, 1960) actually obtained from the 
Labrador flm·:s. The latter are in the present location of \·Jestern Europe 
(Hurty, 1966) and far from the published polar Handering curves relative 
to North America (e.g. Runcorn, 1965). 
The Cloud Nountain basalts are also quite strongly magnetic} 
having their intensities betT.-Jeen 1 x 10-3 to 7 x 10-3 eTllu/cc 1:1ith a fe\v 
exceptions (Table 6.3). The steep positive (dmm·~Iard) magnetizations 
found \·lith respect to i'lll three sites (except Samples C·1 2, 4, 13) may 
reflect the presence of a superimposed co.nponent relatively close to the 
present earth 1 s field. Possiblq causes of the steep up1.vard directions 
in Samples CII 2, 4 and 13, \vill be discussed in Section 6.5. In any case, 
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it appears liJ:c ly that signi f:ic a. t unstable c.omponen ts are con tribui:.ing 
to the obse.rved m.e.gnetization, a all three sites, and hence it is 
necessary to provicle sorne indepetdent s tahility tests before dra\·ling 
conclusions from the. NFJ·1 measurelc.nts. 
Four speci111ens from HcJlley II arb our and tuo from Table Head \vere 
demagnetized at successively hir'her fields by G. H. Pearce ( 196 7) . The 
mcaTl NPJ·1 directions of the six specimens are closely aligned ( k = 486; 
Table A4-2 ) Hith some•-.rhat diminished but still excellent grouping in 
fields up to 324 oe peak. These a.c. demagnetization resulted ( Pearce, 
1967) in a relatively little diiectional change, confinuing at least 
partial stability of the basalt, and indicating the presence of a hard 
component that may or may not h,lve been of primary origin. 
Studies of thin sectivns from Henley Harbour and from Table 
Head indicate the presence of altered hematite in local concentrations , 
often in association \vith magnetite (1-rurty, 1966); in some cases 
secondary hematite is found replacing olivine. Polished section studies 
by Dr . N. D. \{atkins of Florida State University ( Appendix 3) made on 
fjve basalt specimens from Henley Harbour and one each from Table Head 
and Cloud :1oun tain, revealed t11e common occurrence of secondary hematite 
replacing part of the olivine C?r titanomagnetite, the latter being the 
probable carrier of the primary magnetization. Three of the Henley 
Harbour specimens \vere in the pighes t oxidation state ( Index VI ) according 
to the notation of Hatkins (l·.Ji:!lson et al, 1968). This oxidation may 
have been produced during the jlate stages of the cooling of the lava. 
The alternative explanation of heating caused by subsequent metamorphism 
is perhaps less likely, since he gentle folding of the lavas at all th rcc 
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sites suggests the absence of major tectonic events affecting these 
rocks since they Here laid dm·m in the Lmver to lliddle Paleozoic. 
The presence of significant magnetization components residing 
in secondary hematite, 'l:-1hich one \·70uld expect to occupy a high range 
in the coercivity spectrum, is consistent with the evidence for relatively 
high stability from the a.c. denagnetization (Table A4-2). Since this 
stability is associated 'ivith secondary components, the isolation of any 
primary component was likely to be accomplished, if at all, only through 
application of thermal demagnetization, requiring that the primary 
component be associated 'ivith significantly higher blocking t er.1peratures 
than the high-stability seconc1ary components. Progressive thermal 
demagnetization on some selected sai-r,ples from all the sites 'ivas undertaken. 
It Has hoped that these measurcrr:ents might give some useful results 
regarding stability. Such data, hm-:ever, could not be expected to lead 
to final paleomagnetic conclusions, in vieH of the small number of 
samples involved, and the fact that the collections involved single 
lava flm-1s. 
6.4. The bRsalts from Southern Labrador. 
Nine lli"Ld six samples from Table Head and Henley Harbour 
respectively, were selected for thermal demagnetization. The specimens 
\vere randomly arranged inside the oven as dis cussed in Section 4. 8. 
All NRN directions (Tables 6.1, 6.2; Fig. 6.2) had positive (dmvw;.;rarcl ) 
inclinations, and all declinations except for TH 4al and TH 20c \.Jere in 
the first or second quadrants. The NRH vectors generally made small 
angles ,-,dth the present field or axial dipole directions, Hith some 
6~Q. ~0 
0 
AOQ ~~ ~ b 
b. 
Fig_ 6. 2. Eq~]-__ ~c;_~p]-ot _of N~t-1 dir.~s._:tio!]~__!_elati ~e to the gescnt 
p.o~i 2!ont8:l-~.Elle a!_!.he _§_CE_nJ?ling __ site:~- 13 Table Head 
and _ _§ __ ]i~nl~L~i_arbolJ!_~-~_s!-meQ._~_%ro~!l_l~abra~.2I.· 
North pole in: Lo-..,rer hemisphere Upper hemisphere 
Table Head •• 
Henley HArbour 0 
-¢- Axial di:pole field 
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exceptions (rainly EH 2/~diJ 1h SciV, TH 18a, TH 18b). At both sites 
0 
the intensities tend to fa;u fairly sharply up to 350 - 400 C and then 
level off ( see also Fig. 6. 7); for Henley Harbour, the arithmetic mean 
of the normalized intensity (N = 6 spcciiTens) is J 7 /Jn = 0.2 in the 
range T 350 - 500°C, 'i.-lith a mi ninum value of 0.18 at 500°C . For Table 
Head (N 1 2 ) the corresponding rrdnimum is J1~so/Jn ;:: 0 .l•l at '•50°C. 
At bo tlt sites the intensity i ncreased again after further 
demagnetization, this being accomp&J.ied by an increase in t he directional 
scatter . Thus, in Table 6.4 the grouping is seen to be far closer before 
treatment (k.NRN = 7.5 and 29 for Table Head and Henley Harbour , 
respectively ) til&'"l aften.;ards, though smaller precision maxima 1 are 
reached at intermediate steps, i. e. k 450 = 3.3 and k 350 = 3.0 at the 
respective sites . Since the latter temperatures (L}50 and 350°C) 'i.vere 
also associated -.;,1ith intensity values close to their Irinir:w at the 
respective sites ( Tables 6.1, 6.2), it is rc.:~.sonahle to suppose that 
the NRH ma::;netizations may have i ncorporated a strong viscous component, 
perhaps acquired in quite recent geological tine, t.-Tllich has been removed 
by the trentr.:ent to 450 or 350°C. That this Hould not be a "soft 11 
component (e. g . of laboratory origin) is indicated by lhe results of 
the previously quoted a .c. treatment ( Pearce, 1967). 
lvery smalJ values of the precision rarnmeter ( say, k ~ 3 ), apart from 
indi catin8 very large scatter, have lit tlc s tal is tical significance, 
s~1ce the require~ent of a vector distribution corr2sponding to a 
noruwl population then tenJs to be violated ( e.g. Lnrochelle, 19G8). 
~,!hcreas the values of k = 3. 3 a..'ld 3. 0 quoted here may be taken to represent 
real maxim2$ the k value betuecn 1 and 3 quoted for most of the other 
teml?eraturcs in Tables 6.4, 6.5 are listed onJy ns rougl1 indic<1tors of a 
laree scatter, and their use in quantitative comparisons 1s not justified. 
TABLE 6.1 
Systematic thermal demagnetization of the Table Head basalts . 
----·-'-----t-- I I
! NRH I L~oo0 c 450°C 
Specir.ten 1 o I Jx1o-4 o I Jxlo-4 o r -~~10_·;;-r-;---r 
I 
I .Jxlo-4 I D 
. I 
I Jxlo-4 I D 
TH 4ai 269 +56 
Sci 73 +75 
5ciV 70 +36 
+69 
+83 
6nii~ 26 
60II 1 28 
16aVIi 145 +76 
17b ! 119 +54 
lSa 135 +28 
18b 120 +4 7 
62 
51 
30 
29 
38 
11 
13 
l9a 
19b 
81 +69 13 
72 +54 55 
20c 337 +68 56 
21a 103 +57 41 
Sy~~o1s as in Ta~1e 3.1 
194 +79 60 
103 +51 
11;: :;: 
15 
17 
0. 7 
1 
l 132 +42 
155 +Lf6 
134 +37 
86 +36 
122 +53 j .4 180 
[
129 -26 
- 14 
6. 2 175 
oo weak to measur~ 125 
116 -66 5 .5 121 
- 67 
+15 
+3 
2lf 
21 
26 
;'c 
15 
3. 6 
3. 5 
12 
138 +54 8.4 154 +68 12 
99 +80 27 185 +35 14 
;'c .... 
" 
101 +24 ll~ 
275 +72 11 
''<In eli cates no measurement v.rns made . 
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1 2.66 
179 
I 
I 242 
I 
185 
-1 
+9 
+7 
-J.O 
+3 
-4 
-2 
174. +13 
112 -5 
31 
35 
20 
23 
39 
13 
9. 7 
6 . 9 
16 
1113 
I 
-9 
I 
62 - 31 
3lfl - 19 
! 219 -lt. 
I 18Lf +21 
152 +31 
268 +59 
25 
29 
23 
35 
27 
9.1 
20 
17 
144 +7 0.4 234 +12 20 
164 +28 16 184 -33 13 
163 +38 17 
211 +34 19 157 +45 42 
I 
I 109 
I 228 I 
1313 
1 13 
197 
I 
I 
230 
-23 
+56 
1'"(' 
-.J C) 
-49 
126 +70 
125 +77 
32 
36 
19 
62 
30 
15 
16 
17 
14 
166 -36 13 
196 -47 31 
236 +33 33 
81 +82 24 
TABLE 6.1 (Continued) 
119 -87 6.5 
214 +31 13 
130 -77 5n 
,_. 
87 -lf5 1Lf w 
---.1 
343 -29 15 
203 -78 11 
179 +lf7 7.1 
169 _,_..., .. ,.).) 18 
180 +33 11 
170 +20 5.7 
214 +79 3.5 
98 +3lf 20 
243 +lf8 23 
TABLE 6.2 
Systematic thermal demagnetization of the Henley Harbour basalts. 
Specimen 1Wu'1 100°C 
I 
250°C I 295°C 
Jxl0-4 Jxl0-4 ! Jxl0- 4 D I D I Jxlo-'' I D I D I ! 
-1. 
I I HH 3CII 116 +83 8.5 129 +73 6.8 I 123 +62 3.6 136 +G2 ·+. 8 
12di 9 . +73 19 "#'\ ,~ * 273 +88 2.1 262 +50 2.2 
16biV 66 +74 27 200 +87 14 227 +84 8. ~~ ,·~ ,•c "j·~ !-' w 
co 
17bi 30 +67 18 ll~ +32 8. 8 l~2 +11 !+. 2 79 •O TU 3.6 
24di 64 +48 15 174 +73 6.2 153 -32 4.1 154 -20 3.9 
25bii 50 +77 15 21 +75 9.2 14 +49 5.8 350 +52 6.5 
Symbols as in Table 3.1. 
*Indicates no measurement \vas made. 
TABLE 6.2 (Continued) 
Specimen I 350°C 450°C · 500°C I 590°C I 
I D I Jx1o- 4 D I Jx1o-4 D I J-~1o- 4 _j D I Jxl0-4 
.. :=:::;,..__ 
---r" -. . - ---
I 
I 
Hll 3cii 19ft +5Lf 2 . 2 90 +70 2. 8 8L~ +61 1 .9 l 209 -25 5.1 
I 
l2di 62 +65 0. 9 241 +63 2. 1 I 229 +56 0 . 4 I 137 -82 7.1 
16biV +76 6. 9 I -63 4.0 I 12G 5. 8 236 +87 I 301 -90 19 I 
I I 1--' ' I w 17bi 84. +21 3. 3 66 +3 2. 9 I 189 -70 5. 3 
I 261 -54- 7.2 \.0 
I 2L~di 151 - 9 4. 6 153 -18 If . 9 I 125 -55 5 . 3 165 -L~l 6.3 
I 
I 
25bii 10 +65 3. Lt 352 +77 2. 9 262 -20 2.0 289 -72 6.1 
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G.l;.l. Table lkacl. 
Tlle mean d~clino.tion for T<:tble llead (Table 6.1+; see also 
Figs. 6. 3.1 - 6. 3. 3) ~ changed from east to south upon heating Lo 
680°C, \vhile the nccm inclination gra.:.ually decreased fron its lnrge 
rm.H value (+70°) to lmJ values. The mean direction at L~S0°C 
(D = 143°, I= +33°, k = 3.3, N == 12, specimens) may be compared 
Hith the E,ean Henley Harbour directior:.s (Table 6.Lf) at 350°C 
(D = 114°, I= +61°, k == 3.0, ~=G); these directions are quoted 
prior to the tilt correction, \vhich brought the t;;,;o mean vectors 
some·hrhat close~· together (Table 6. 5). The ter:peratures for which 
the above site mean directions arc quoted correspond to near-m.inir.1a 
of the respective arithmetic-mean intensities and to sligi1tly 
improved (though still very poor) vector grouping, as discussed 
under Section 6.4. For the respective temperatures, before or 
after tilt correction, the declinations are roughly compar2l.:ile 
at the t·uo sites, though the ~{enley Harbour incJ.ination is steeper. 
The direction for t~so 0c at Table Ileac t:!ay be interpreted in the 
smne \lay as the 3:)0°C direction at Henley Harbour, i.e. as pro':Jably 
representative of a partially stable component ·vJith blocking 
0 
temperatures belo-:J 450 C. Directional cha..rtges for one rcpresentati ve 
specimen is plotted in Fig. 6.5.1. 
Intensity values for Table Head (Table 6 .1; Fig. 6. 7) tead 
to rise again sharply betueen LJ50 - G50°C, ·Hith the ariti:1nctic mean 
intensity finally dropping again to just belm·J 50% of the mean of 
J at 680°C. Even at minimum (lf50°Cj, the mean intensity ~·1as still 
n 
JAl 
TABLE 6.4 
~Tean mar;nctizati.op of hasal t Sl)ecil .. ens from Table Head and 
He~ Harbour, L<Jln.-<:1c1cr after s tgp~visc d_cmagnctiza~ion. 
(T .. Cie111agnetiz at ion te~:-tperature. . Other 
symbols as in Table 3. 3) 
Site T TJ I N k 
Table Head ~RN 92° +70° 13 7.5 
400°C 117° +51 ° 11 2.1 
450°C 143° +33° 12 3.3 
550°C 188° +13° 13 2.9 
600°C 18.3° +70 13 1.6 
650°C 183° --10° 13 1.3 
680°C 171° +11° 13 l.l: 
Henley Harbour l1Pl-1 50° +72° 6 29 
100°C 4!~0 +80° 5 7.3 
250°C 79° +66° 6 2.1 
295°C 115° +64° 5 1.6 
350°C 111.;0 +61° 6 3.0 
450°C 108° +69° 6 2.3 
500°C 223° -46° 6 1.2 
590°C 213° -68° 6 6.1 
.. ! 
N 
0 
400 c 
A 
saooc 
~ 
---PrA w 
""' 
• 
• • 
• • • ... 
... 
• 
A 
6·3·3 
s 
Figs 6.3.1.- 6.3.3. Systematic thermal. de~g~etization.£f_basalt 
speci~s f'rom Table Head, Labrador 
0 
450C 
• 
• 
Equal area projections, showing 6.3.1. directions after demagnetization 
to 4oo0 c (10 specimens); 6.3.2. directions after demagnetization to 450°C 
(12 specimens); 6.3.3. directions after demagnetization to 680°C 
(13 specimens), relative to the present horizontal plane at the sampling 
site. 
~ North pole in upper hemisphere 
(Symbols as in Fig 6.2) 
6·3·1 
• 
Fig 6.5.1. Directions of magnetization o~ specimen TH 2la, after 
stepwise demagnetization 
Equal area plot. Numbers re~er to the demagnetizing temperature (°C) 
·(Symbols as in Fig 6. 2) 
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It is puzzling uhy heat tre;:~t:~':!<1t to 680°C failed so conpletely to 
dcJ:·az,nctize the Table IIead specin:ens. E.o\Jever, \.'hile the (JT/Jn) - T 
cur:ves for Henley Harbour nt first tcncl to drop cmch more sharply 
~-lith incr.ca3ing terperaturc than the T.:1blc r"!:ead curves (Fig. 6. 7), 
the trend in boti1 cA.sef: is broc::dly similar, indicating the presence 
of conponents having ,.;ridely distributed blocking temperatures beloH 
350 to 450°C. The intensity increase above 450 - 500°C is again 
corrmon to both se:.ts of curves, though at Table Head there is only a 
gradu.al chwige in mean direction up to 680°C (D == 171°, I = +11 ° in 
Table 6.1~, compared-r;-;ith D = 213°, I 
Harbour). At both si 1:cs the scatter \vas extreme at the highest 
tenperatures, and no further discussicn of the origin of the 
magnetizations above Lr50°C -v;ill be attempted. 
At Table Head the flm·l and underlying sed.inents are nearly 
horizontal necessitating only a small tilt correction (3~0SE; E. R. 
Deutsch and P. S. P 8.0; unpublished field notes, 1966) . Corrected 
mean directions for NIU'1~ L~OO, 450, and 680°C, are given in Table 6.5. 
6 .L~. 2. Henley Jlarb our. 
The Henley Hnrbour specimens (N == 6) retained a fairly steep 
dm·ln\·lard inclination up to L~50°C, but their mean :-:IHlf declination, 
Hhich \vas in the first quadrant, changed to a direction in the second 
quadrant (Table 6.4; see also Fizs. 6.2, 6.4.1 - 6.L}.3) that Has 
nearly constant over the range 295- 450°C. At 350°C, where k attains 
its small ma:-;:imum 1 , the mean direction is D = 114°, I = +61 °. Hence 
the latter values may be rcpres~~nto.t:Lve of a partially stable corrponcnt 
145 
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&4·1 
0 
0 
s 
Fip;s 6~ .1.- 6. 4~..=-. §.1'~~emat_!c~ ,:the~al_dept~J?eti~a:t:~o;t_o1' B~sall!_ 
specimens from Henley Ha_~bour ~ Labrador 
• 
8·4·2 
Equal ~rea projections., shoving 6. 4 .1. directions after demagnetizatiog 
to 350 C (6 specimens); 6.4.2. directions after demagnetization to 450 C 
(6 specimens); 6.4.3. directions a:rter demagnetization to 600°C 
(6 specimens)~ relative to the present horizontal plane at the ·sampling 
site. 
0 North pole in up:ter hemisphere 
( Al.l symbols as in F'ig 6. 2) 
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Nean ma,..,.nctization of Table Heacl c.nd Henley Harbour b2salts, 
after s tep-;-;lsc_ dcr. nr.;nc.tization ond tilt cor ... :ec tion. 
(Sy:ubols as in Ta~) 1es 3. 3, 6. 4) 
Site T· D I ~~ k 
Table Ik.ad NPJ.I 97° +67° 13 7.5 
400°C 117° +48° 11 2.1 
450°C 143° +29° 12 3.3 
600°C 171° +So 13 1.4 
Henley Harbour NR?I 74° +62° 6 28 
350°C 113° +47° 6 3.1 
450°C 109° +55° 6 2.3 
590°C 239° -61° 6 6.0 
with blocking tenperatures belo~·l 450°C. Hhethcr this represents a 
primary magneti?.ation is cliff:tcult to dctermir,e from these lirrtited 
0 data~ above L~SO C, a ?regressive up't·7ard change of the inclinations 
~vhich is complet2d o.t 590°C (al.l inclinations negative), appears 
to be sys tev.a tic. Directional changes for one specin<en is plot ted 
in Fig. 6.6.1. 
Since most of the temperature range 450 - 590°C is belm·I 
the Curie point of magnetite, it is possible that these up'.•7ard-
directed vectors reside in n1agnetite or titanmnagnetite, and represent 
a stable component pre-dating the one that Has prorr.inent at 295 
450°C. HoT.·Iever, the intensities of all specimens had increased 
sharply after the final step, the mean value (N = 6) of J590/Jn 
being 0.5 (see also Fig. 6.7). Hence it is alternatively possible 
0 that the 1naj or directional changes above L~SO C are due to a chemical 
modification during heating (compare Section 5. 3) > or possibly they 
Here caused by sor.1e spurious field present in the oven, resulting 
from incomplete field cancellation. In the latter case!) it had been 
estimated from the oven calibration that the value of any stray field 
in the region occupied by specimens is ahrays within 50 - 100 y in 
a properly conducted demagnetization run (Chapter L}). Even smaller 
fields, hm·Jever, "\vould be capah le of inducing stable PTRN components 
into a spec~men above the temperatures at "\·Jhich its NRH has been 
effectively de~agnetized. 
A correction for the sn!all geological dip (14 °ESE; J"1urty, 
1966), obtained by rotDting the mean direction about strike (20°) is 
shm·.rn in Table 6. 5 for the cases: NfJ.-1, 350, !150, and 590 °C. At . both 
6.6.1. 
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Equa1 ea plot. N ibers ret r to the deme~etiz1n 
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Labrador sites, as \·7ell as Cloud l!ountcd_n, a simple rotation about strike 
is probably sufficient for rcfeTring the magnetic directions to the 
ancient horizoatal plane, since the geological. deformation of the lavas 
and underlying sediments seens to be confined to a gentle, east\·7ard 
tilt of the beds at all three sites. In making the tilt correction 
one implies, hm·!c.ver, that the lavas Here laid dm-m on a perfectly 
horizontal surface, an assumption which may be in error by a fcvl degrees. 
6 . 5. Cloud Hountain.. 
Hhereas the NR~1 directions of all Table Head and Henley Harbour 
specimens ( Tables 6.1, 6 . 2) had positive polarities (north pole dmvn:c:vards ) , 
the 17 Cloud JI'Iountain specimens included six having intermediate to 
steep negative inclinations , compared \vith the (mostly steep) positive 
ones of the remainder ( Table 6.3; Fig. 6.8.1) . An unstable VRN, such 
as might have bC!cn acquired during laboratory storage, can be ruled out 
as a significant factor in causing these negative polarities , since the 
polarity grouping persisted to 450°C for all specimens ( Figs. 6 . 8.2 
6 . 8 . 4 ) . Uoreovcr, in either polarity group the agreement bct·v7een the 
mean NPJ·I directions of different samples tended to be poorer than the 
\olithin-sample agreement in those cases where t\·JO specimens had been 
cut from the sa:ne sanple: e.g. the two specit'ten directions in each 
11negative'' sample (CH 2~ lf• and 13) >·rere T'loderately well aligned. 
0 W1ile this \·Jithin-snmplc a.liemnent tended to become poorer at 450 C~ 
the directional differences bet\·7een specir.Jens froB opposite polarity 
groups clearly remained sys ten.atic, and it seens improba1le that a 
spurious laboratory field \-JOuld lwse rem3~neti7.ed both specimens in 
Tl'illLE 6. 3 
-, __ j·_m_H ____ --;.-- 100°C I %0°C . --- r--- 450~c __ j 525°c J 
Speci.11'en i D I Jxl0- 4 ~·====I ~..=:=J=x1=0=-=4 +1 ==D====I J:l0--41-:-=I JxlO~~:~L D --~---~~1~-4 ~-1-) --.L---v-;x_l_0_-4-
C:'i ln 2 3 6 + L1 5 0 . 6 ! 2 3 5 7 5 0 . 2 I .,, 7t ~~ I 2/t 1 + 16 0 . 1 2 3 0 - 61 0 . 1 ! ;': -J~ " 
lb 2/f3 +G9 0.3 j :'\ ~r ,.( I 7 +lrO 0 .1 1 137 +17 0 . 2 148 +35 0.3 
1 
158 +50 0.6 
2a 
2c 
13::. 
13b 
16n 
19b 
26o. 
28n 
28c 
32n 
32c 
33n 
283 -50 
300 - LL5 
220 -72 
253 -71 
211 - 69 
248 -55 
3 +~~.] 
217 +88 
182 +80 
65 +63 
112 +€6 
104 +89 
1 +37 
338 +72 
1 l I 1 67 212 -47 48 1 240 +55 16 1 141 - 36 10 157 -46 21 
1 
30Lf -37 
316 +69 63 301 -43 54 I 309 -51 14 168 -54 6.3 85 -21 14 II 
l 
42 213 -7/f 
79 251 -71 
11 208 -63 
11 223 - 70 
17 1l~3 +~3 
29 210 +88 
43 185 +62 
17 141 +66 
24 133 +7Lf 
21 11fC +68 
14 
1/f 
297 +88 
344 +67 
35 
65 
15 
13 
22 
20 
28 
12 
21 
17 
'9 .4 
10 
207 
251 
-63 
-70 
218 -57 
2lf8 -57 
10 
6.3 
44 -61 6. 3 55 +17 ~.6 I 4 +66 
272 -56 9 .1 273 -24 3.4 1 * 
258 
283 
-33 
-31 
10 
5.6 
273 -22 il ! 299 
279 -r3G 9 . 9 ! 291;. 
-66 
+50 
226 +65 s.9 260 +45 9.9 313 +18 19 1 * 
::: ::: 1:.5 ::: ::: 1: .6 ::: +:: :: I :9 
1s6 +54 s.9 243 +28 2. 9 295 -37 14 I 166 +77 
159 +48 
149 
238 +36 
307 +L~J 
15 
1 .2 
5. 1 
2. 9 
154 
163 
242 +49 
302 +37 
18 
3.7 
2.2 
159 +31 23 ! 
98 +1~2 12 I 
313 -12 
302 - 13 
5 .1 
10 
-37 
+t;5 
193 -'-7Lr 
85 +I~ 2 
2J +71~ 63 146 +80 36 223 +41 6.7 242 +25 8.9 277 +5 22 176 -75 
I 
-----------·-·----·-- ----
Syml1ols as in Table 3.1 
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Fi~s__§.:..8 .1 .. !.::§.J!_~ ._§ys~emati~ .. the~~!_ dema.gnetization_£f basalt s ecimer;!L__ 
from Qlo_!l~--~9'lmtain .,.J:lorther!! _ _!lewf'o¥Id.f.and 
Equal area projections., shoving 6.8.1. NRM directions of 17 specimens; 
6.8.2. directions after demagnetization to 340°C {17 specimens)~ 
6.8.3. directions after demagnetization to 450°C {17 specimens); 
6.8.4. directions after demagnetization to 600°C (13 specimens~ 
excluding weak1y magnetized specimens). relative to the present 
horizontal plane at the sampling site. 
North pole in: e Lower hemisphere ~ Axial dipole field 
0 Upper hemisphere 
6·8·2 
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some of the samples in drcwtically different: directions from those of 
the remaining smnples (Storctvedt~ 1968). 
It could still be arguc -1 that if the nncgativen samples Here 
very different petrologically frotn the others, they "I;;'Ould have been 
capable of ar::quiring t11C observed discordant magnetization either in 
situ or in the laboratory before the specimens were cut. One polished 
section (Specimen C!:f 20CI, ui th positive NP.J-1 polarity), examined by 
Dr. N. D. l.Jatkins of Florida State University (Appendix 3), gave 
evidence of partial oxidation of titanomagnetite grains to hematite, 
with Oxidation Index IV (Wilson et al, 1968). This agrees qualitatively 
\vith the observed occurrence of lmv to extre.me oxidation states 
(Indices II - VI) in the 6 polished sections from basalt at Table Head 
and Henley_ Earbour (Section 6. 3; Appendix 3). 
Hhile no further petrological study of the Cloud l--fountain 
basalts w·as made, a comparison of the thermal demagnetization curves 
for different sets o[ specimens can often lead to useful inferences 
regarding petrological relationships between the sets as it affects 
magnetic behaviour. In Fig. 6. 9, the ari thrnetic mean of N specimen 
intensities has 1Jecn plotted (in normalized units, JT/Jn) against 
ten1perature T, for (l) all Cloud Hountain specimens; (2) positive NRf-1 
polarities only; (3) negative pola~ities only. 
The three curves nearly coincide up to 340°C, \.Jhere t\\ro-thirds 
of the -NT'H has been destroyed> and \vhere the curve (2) shm·7S mininum 
relative intensity. l\etVJeen 340 and 450°C, this curve rises slightly, 
\vhereas curves ( 1) and ( 3) continue to drop, reaching their minj ma 
1 54 
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H0\\7 evcr, at this temperaturE., the JT/Jno:[ the nncgativcn 
specir.1ens (0.17) js about half th3t of the !;positive11 o~1.cs (0.35)) 
and since the arithmetic mean of the a~1solute intensities at hr~r Has 
about twice as large for the "negative" set (JT = 46.3 x 10-4 emu/ cm3) 
as for the "positive" one (22.2 x 10-4), this implies that any "excess" 
magneti?;.'ltion imposed on the former set has been effectively removed 
at L~50°C. Above that temperature, the trend of the three curves is 
again similar, the absolute mean intensities of the t\vo polcrity sets 
being comparable up to 600°C. All the above findings strongly support 
the supposition that the samples exhibiting opposite polarities have 
a very similar ferromagaetic petrology. Horeover a comparison of the 
combined Cloud :1ountain curve (1) \·Jith the selected JT/ Jn curves for 
the other two sites (Fig. 6.7) again reveals close similarities in 
trend, the intensity miniiT!a of these curves again occurrinr.; mostly at 
or near 
Self-reversal is unlikely to explain the negative NP.l:i: 
polarities at Cloud Mountain, partly in view of the suggested petrological 
similarities v.Ji th the "positive 11 group, and also because self-reversal 
,.1ould not be likely to occur in basalts _(Hilson a:Ld Hatkins, J967). 
That the opposite polarities reflect a reversal of the Earth's field 
is also unlikely, since a11 Cloud Eountain ser,lples are from a single 
flmv-. A rnore plausible cause of the discord<2.1---:. t (-· ) polarities r.1igh t be 
magnetization by lightning, ClS samples C11 2 and 4 had been collected 
from the top of Cloud r-.iountain. (though CH 13, along tvith some positively 
polarized samples tlas collected 200 feet belo~·: t1 Je top). The ohscrved 
]56 
lc:n·~c. intensiLies of "negative" San ple s Cl 2 and 4 (at t<:dning 8 x lo-· 3 
') 
emu/ em.:; in the case of Se.pci-;:1en 4 C) , along vii th the pcrsis tence of the 
polarity grouping of all six specimens up to 450°C 1 would be consistent 
\vith the imposition of a fairly st.:tolc, strong IRU by lightning~ as 
observed by several workers. 
Regardless of the cause of the polarity difference, it was 
convenient to divide the Cloud l~untain specimens into b~o sets based 
on their polarity at NPJL For the "positive" speciH~ens only the 1aean 
directions and precision constants are given in Tal..~le 6 . 6 for !:\B1·1 
and after treatment~ Direction changes for single npositive" and 
"negative11 specimens (a t ~;_u,:) are siwYTn in Figs. 6.10.1 - 6.10.2. 
The n:ean declination of the positive Cloud 11ountain specimens 
c hanged from ~Jest to southeast upon heating to 600°C> \7hile the ucan 
inclination gradually decreased fro:n its large KR::~ value (+87°). 
The me&! direction before tilt correction after 450°C ( D == 214 °, 
0 I = +L;6 , k = 3.4, l~ = 11 specimens) rr~ay be compared \·lith the 1-:1ean 
directions after Lt-50°C for Table Head ar!.d 350°C for Henley Harbour 
(Table 6.4). Hhereas the above mean directions for these Labrador 
sites correspond to minima of the arithmetic intensities and to small 
precision rr..axima (Sections 6.<',, 6.4.1, 6.4.2), the mean intensities 
of the positive. Cloud l:ountain specinens has a Iriniuum at 3<'r0°C (see 
this Section), \-:hercas k continuously decreases bctuce.n 100 and 525°C, 
so that k 340 (1~.6) is larr;cr than kt+SO (3.L1). Hence the most 
appropriate cor:-,parison of t:1e uem1. directions at the three sites 
( • t t • I' t • II r•11 • ) 0:-Jl Jug ·nega J .V€ v~ speClf,1'211S is lik.ely to correspond to the 
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Hean magn::;tization of hasa1L--specimcns fro11. 
(symbols as in T ob1es 3. 3 ~ 6 .1~) 
T D I k 
~~Rli 272° +87° 11 18.7 
100°C 162° +82° 10 2Lf. 8 
3l~0°C 201° +71° 10 4.6 
!+50° c 21Lf 0 +46° 11 3.<'1 
525°C 258° +1L; 0 11 1.LJ 
600°C ll~l 0 +L~6° 8 1.9 
*Six speciT.cns uith negative :H'..J:i polarity have 
been excJ ude.d. 
Figs 6.10.1.-6.10.2. Directions of magnetization of specimens CM 26a, and CM 2c~fter stepwise 
demagnetization 
Equal area plot. Numbers refer to the demagnetizing temperature (in °C) 
N 
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-- -~ -;n !SU 
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s • 
0 
Fig 6 .10 .1. <) 
CM 2c 
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Fig 6.10.2. 
(Synbols as in Figs 6.8.1.-6.8.4) 
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0 350, 450 ~ ar1d 3l}O C steps at Henley Harbour, Table He au, and Cloud 
Hountain respectiv2ly. 
A correction for the geolosical dip (22.5°E; Clifford~ 1965), 
is shmvn in Table 6. 7 for the cases: NHJ.o..l, 340, /t50, and 600°C. The mean 
direction corresponding to 340°C is D = 140°, I= +66°, compared \vith 
0 0 0 0 0 D = 113 , I = +4 7 and D = lL~3 , I = +29 , for Henley Harbour (350 C) 
and Table Head (450°C) respectively. Despite the large difference in 
I values and lo\v precision in all cases, the three site mean directions 
sh.ot:l some similarities, all declinalions being in the second quadrant. 
From the above mean directions, the "virtual" pole positions 
for the three sites \'Jere calculated and are shm·m in Table 6. 8. These 
"virtual" poles · have no paleomagnetic significance because of the reasons 
stated in ?ection 6. 3, and are only quoted to indicate roughly \•7hether 
these heat-treated specimens fro m single lava flo"t·JS give directions 
anY1·7here near those one might expect from Lov1er to Hi dole Paleozoic rocks. 
A comparison of Table 6.8 v.Tith Fig. 5.6 shm-.rs that there is indeed some 
rough correlation uhich may, or may not, be fortuitous. 
Further paleomagnetic collections from suitable exposures of 
sediments or multiple flcr.vs of that age a..'l.d from similar area might 
give promising results; ultimately such data could prove useful in 
providing evidence on 11pre-Hegeneri nn " drift. 
The present \·:ork \-Vas confined to thermal demaenetization of 
the single-flm-7s specin1ens under study. Future paleomagnetic \·70rk on 
basnlts and contemporaneous sedimeills should be accompanied by 
additional a.c. demagnetizations, petrological examination, susceptibility 
and coercivi ty studies, along -,;v-ith ext:cusi ve thermal demagnetization. 
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Tl'.BLE 6. 7 
------
:-1e2.n ma:.;nctizati.on_of Cloud ~iountain 1::.ns<Jlts after stepHisc::_ 
(Sy;,,'ools as in Tnbles 3.3, 6.4.) 
T D I l~··: k 
NRli 90° +70° 11 18.5 
340°C 140° +66° 10 /l. 6 
t~so0 c 188° +54° 11 3.L~ 
600°c 129° +30° 8 1.9 
--------·-------
* Six specimens v.'ith negative NRH polarity have 
been excluded. 
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TJ\BLF. 6.8 
---- --,·--
and tilt correction 
--~--··--- .. ·- ·---
Virtual Pole Positions 
Unit Treatment Pole A."'1ti pole 
-~- - ··----- .. _.  ..... _______ ____ .. ________  ... __ . ___ --~------
--------------------------··---- -- ---------... - ____ ......,. _ 
Table Head 450°C 12 15°8 19 °\-T 15°N 161°E 
Henley Harbour 350°C 6 9°N l 0 H 9°8 179°E 
Cloud f·1ountain 340°C 10 15°N 30°\-7 15°8 l50°E 
Henley Harbolu~* NRl'~ 15 56°N 2°E 56°8 178°H 
--~-~- - ---- -- ---· ------- ---.... ----· --
~'"Virtua.l pole position f'rom NPJ'l measurement and a:fter tilt 
( Murthy ~ 1966) . 
1G2 
L\PPENDIX 1 
-------
E::ISTii7G APPARATUS 
Al. 1. As t.a tic '·;agnot oT!'etc r. 
Heasurements of the 1~1agnetization before and after each 
dcmDgnetization step were carried out with the astatic magnetometer 
at the Physics Department (Hurty, 1966; Deutsch et &1, 19G7), the 
characteristics of ·which are gi vcn in Tal>le Al.l; the sensi ti vi ty 
figure qu.oted corresponds to the use of a suspension used until 
1967. A recalibration of the instrument constants by the present 
author (Table A1.2), undertaken prior to the neasurements c.lescribed 
in this t:1esis, gave a reciprocal scnsitivi ty 1. 65 x 10-7 oe per mm 
deflection, compared '"Ji th 3. 9 x 10- 7 oe/rrm deflection originally 
obtained by liurty (1966) for the same ndrror-scale distance (180 em). 
The improvement resulted from substitution of a new gold ribbon 
suspension for the original suspension of the s ar.:e material, having 
about the sarr.e length (10 en) and quoted cross-section (0. 002 em x 
0. 0002 em). PresUin2bly the ncu suspension ·Has in fact thinner than 
the previous one, thus pro~ucing a reduced torsion constant. 
A1.2. Alternating-field demagnetization unit. 
Alternating-field clecagnetizations of the ignimbrites from 
Killary H&rbour were carried out with the unit at the Physics Departnent 
(Pearce, 1967), having the co:1sL ..mts giYen in Table Al.3. The unit 
produces a field of 257 oe (peak) per r.m.s. ampere, \\7 ith m.:L'<inum 
attainable field str2ngth of 800 oe Creak). The spccieens Pcre 
demagnetized while tumbling about three a~·:cs ui th the gear ratio 
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TADLF AJ .J 
--------
Const ani.~s of the as tat :i.e macrne toHeter 
-----___ c_ -----
------
Haterial 
Hagnetization 
Height h (em) 
Length 1 (em) 
s = 1/h 
Dipole moment per magnet, p(cgs) 
Separation bet\-.Jeen magnets L (em) 
Homcnt of Inertia per magnet, I 1 (g-cm2 ) 
Sys ter11 
Noment of Inertia of holder ,.d.thout 
magnets, I 2 (g-cm2 ) 
Homent of Inertia of system: 
I = 2I 1 + I2 (g-cm2 ) 
p/I (cgs) 
Hean reciprocal sensitivity (oe /mm 
deflection at 180 cr'1 scale distance) 
Reciprocal sensitivjty forT= 20 sec 
(oe/nm at 5.0 m), calculated 
Period, T for reciprocal sensitivity = 
1.0 x 10- 8 oe/mm at 5.0 m (sees ), calculated 
Suspension 
Hat erial 
Length (em) 
Cross-section (em x em) 
~fagnadur III 
transverse 
0.75 
0.25 
0.33 
10.1 
6.00 
0.0022 
0.0031 
0.0075 
1.35 X 10 3 
3.90 x 10-7 
0.73xlo- 8 
17.1 
Ribbon of gold alloy 
10.0 
0.002 X 0.0002 
J64 
TABLE Al.l (Continued) 
Data for t L • 1 t'l!r~h oltz coils 
-----------
Vertical c0: l~·: 
Radius (em) 45.4 
NuMber of turns/coil 50 
Resistance/ coil (ohms ) 4.8 
North-South coils: 
Radius (em) 50.2 
Number of turns/coil . 50 
Resistance/coil (ohPlS ) 5.2 
East-Hest coils~ 
Radius (em) 55.1 
Number of turns/coil 15 
Resistance/coil (ohms ) 1.6 
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Ti\BLE A 1.2 
·-- - ··------
Har;netic moment of the calibrating coil for one ampere of current~ 
H = !15.9 erp;s/oe 
Distance from cente1.· of calibrating coil to center of astatic system, 
z (em) 
Distance betHcen mirror and scale, 
D = 180.0 em ± 0.5 
S cale deflection, 
d(mm) 
Net field on wagnetomcter due to calibrating coil, 
H (oe x 10-7 ) 
\;}'here H = _3L:1 ; v1ith L = 6.00 em 
z· 
Reciprocal sensitivity, 
H/d (oe/mm deflection x 10-7 ) 
z d H 
102 46 11 X 1.66 
100 50 H X 1. 80 
98 54 H X 1.95 
96 60 11 X 2.13 
92 71 H X 2.53 
-------
(H/d) 
===·===- ··--
1.66 
1.65 
1 . 66 
1 . 63 
1.63 
Mean 1.65 ± 0.02 ~~~--------~~ 
.l. VU 
TABLE AJ..3 
---------
--------------------------~-- - ·-----·---------
Parameter 
Dimensions of wiring 
cross section, 
•vid th x height (em x em) 
NumlJer of turns 
Total inductance 
(henries ) 
Specific field (oe / peak) 
(amp . nns) 
Coil 1 
11.0 X 6. 7 
2550 
Helmholtz coils: (fo r d. c. fleld nulling) 
coils in series 
5089 
2.90 
257 
As in the set of Helnholtz coils des cribed in Table Al.l. 
Gear ratio of the ·tumblinp sys tel'1 
about t he inner, middle and outer 
axes respectively: 
Maximum speed of tur.1bling of the specimen 
1.61 
(inner tumbling axis), r.p.s. 5.0 
1.21 
Coil 2 
11.0 X 6.5 
2539 
1.00 
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shm:n. This ~·ms c:enonstratc:..: by Pc2rce (19(7) to be more effective 
than 2-axis tl-·q-,:..,lin~:, i:1. supp~-essinr, um·Janted APJI cor,ponents during 
demagnetization. Tho a.c. fielJs were snoolhly reduced by using a 
variable electrolytic resis tancc in series \\7ith tl1e derr,agnctizing 
coils. 
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1\PPE::J)IX 2 
L2.1. Thcrr.1ocoup lc:s. 
Duriilg the-;. cler ..agnclization. ex;;.e.ri:r.ents, the temperature at 
t}1e oven center Has ~-tl2&sureG. by a plaLinum--platinur:./10~~ rlwc.iun1 
thc::rr..ocouple inserted throt.tgh the base of ti1e oven C!."ig. 4. 2). The 
colL1 junction \·.J a.s placed in a de ... ,Jar £las1c containing ice at 0°C. 
The thermocouples hBc.l been calibrated at the ~·1atjonal r.csearch Council 
in Otta-:1a \vith a quoted accuracJ of ± 0.3°C (Table .42.1). 
0 A second calibration v1as required to convert F scale values 
in the direct-reading Lccds-:~orthrup ten~pera~ure potcutionctcr in to 
corrected ccn ti8racle values corrcspondin:::; to the l~. P . . C. s taD dardization. 
A Loeds-~iorti1rup K-2 pote:J.tio:·neter \:7c>.s usee Hith the arr.:mgePent and 
circuit diagram sh~1n in Fig. A2.1. 
The bot juncticn 'hTas p·laced along the oven axis, at the center 
of the region norlT'.ally occupied by specinens. The temperature \vas then 
rais ed to progressively hiehcr levels, at each of which it r..Tas n:aintained 
by a therra.os tat (A2. 2) for at least 20 :roinutes to ensure equilibrium 
conditions. At each level repeated readings l:vere taken alternately 
\·lith the K-2 po ten tiOTr.eter and the tem-perature potentiometer, the former 
readings being directly converted into true centigrade v2lues by means 
of the N.R.C. calibration. The data are shmro in Table A2. 2 anc.l the 
final calibration curve in Fig. A2.2. 
A2.2. 111ermostat. 
The temperature at each s tcp uas m2int.::d.ned at a cons L'lnt 
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'l't\DLE A2. 1 
------
Calibration of olatinum-p1P.tinum 
(hy ::-1at.ional ~esearch Council, OttaHn) 
Temperature E.m.f. 
(oc) (mv) 
0 0.000 
100 0.645 
200 1.439 
300 2.321 
t~oo 3.257 
500 4.229 
600 5.233 
700 6.271 
800 7.342 
900 8.446 
1000 9. 585 
1100 10.747 
------·---~ ---
The references junctions were held at 0°C. 
The'!. thermocouples were calibrated in a tube furnace 
by comparjson ·1:-1ith standerd platinum-platinui71/10% 
rhodium thermocouple C-6. 
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(actual data - not smoothed) 
Reading on potentiometer 
scale 
Corresponding 
oc 
122 so -
212 100 
302 150 
392 200 
482 250 
572 300 
662 350 
752 400 
1+50 
932 500 
1022 550 
1112 600 
1202 650 
1292 700 
1382 750 
-----------------------
-
Corrected teBperature 
in °C 
=== ----=-=-~ 
68 
121 
169 
218 
26l~ 
313 
360 
460 
509 
559 
609 
660 
709 
760 
Fig A2.2. 
172 
C~l~bration curve for Leeds-Northrup temperature 
·~tentiometer used with calibrated 
platinum-nlat inurn 1 O,o rhv~.~ium th~rrnocoupl.es 
(The corrected temperature corresponds to 
standards obtaine d at the National hesearch 
Council, Ottawa. Calibration data are from 
Table l\2 .2). 
Corrected temperature(°C) 
800 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
200 400 600 Coo 1').)0 1200 1 •UC 
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pre-set value for 20-2 5 mi nu t es b y a "Itesis tottol" thermos t£\t made by 
Hallikninen Instru men t s I n c. This u nit \·las capable of controlling 
the predeternine d temperature to ± 10°C at 100- 200°C and ± 5°C at 
0 200-500 C. A res is t m.1ce thermmre ter sensing elen,ent for the therroos tat 
\vas inserted through the base of the oven next to the thermocouple. 
The thennostat ,,73.S operable in the range 100-600°C, the higher temperature 
designating the limit above 1:vhich the required voltage ( 115 volts ) may 
be insufficient to cause further heating. Incorporation of the 
thermostat circuit into the beating circuit greatly increases the time 
0 
r equired to heat the oven to 500 C; hence an alternative procedure Has 
adopted for demagnetization at higher ternpcrature ranges. The heating 
coils \vere then connected directly to the 220-volt mains through a 
Variac , and the heating current was continuously controlled at the 
desired elevated temperature through manual adjustment . 
A2 . 3 . TherTr~al rrar1i~nt measure1rent_. 
Thermal gradients were r1easurecl \vith a movable platinum-platinum/ 
10% rhodium thermocouple at various fixed mean temperatures in the 
central part of the oven normally occupied by the specimen stand . During 
t hese measurements, and also during actual demagnetization runs, this 
region lvas enclosed by an inverted copper p o t acting as a secondary 
r adiator of heat; this arrangement greatly reduces the therrral gradients 
i n the Harking space , particuJarly at high temperatures. 
Results are sho\·m in Fig. A2. 3 and ( for a more detailed 
determination) in Table A2.3 The excess temperature, tiT, at a radial 
distance r from the oven center is quitQ large at tenperatur~s T
0 
up to 
Fig A2.3. 
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Horizontal temperature gradients in the central 
reglon o11.he oven, as a function of tenrperctture at 
the oven center 
(r is the radial distance from oven cent~r to 
observation point in a horizontal plane th~ough 
the oven center; T , T , : temperature at oven· 
cent(r and at dist~ncerr, respectively). 
Excess temperature, 
A T = Tr-To (°C) 
+30 
+25 
+20 / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
+15 / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
+10 / 
/ 
/ 
+ 5 / 
/ .,.,. .,.,. 
/ ..,.,.-
""' /_, ,.,., 
2 3 4 
Horizontal distance ,r(cm) 
555 
650 
685 
750 
5 
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TABLE A2 . 3 
--- - ·- ------· 
C.::libratior.l of te]'"luerature variation in 
the wcirking space of the oven 
temperature at oven center; 
temperature at radial distao."Lce r ( em) from 
oven c enter , 
r is measured in a horizontal p l ane t hrough the oven center . 
To fiT ( a ll n on-zero v a l ues are pos itive ) 
r = 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
---·--· ==:.:::-=-~~ 
250 .," 21 26 29 
* 
293 5 7 8 19 ·):. 
352 0 1 1 12 
* 
365 0 2 2 15 -]{ 
L}92 1 1 1 16 
* 
510 1 1 2 15 
* 
555 0 1 5 12 
* 
567 0 0 4 9 
* 
646 0 0 L~ 12 ;'<. 
666 0 0 2 9 'i; 
69 6 0 0 2 9 
* 
70 5 0 0 2 10 11 
750 0 0 1 7 8 
.,.,_ no mcasurcrr.ent 
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0 . 0 0 250 C and r several em; e.g. ~T = +26 C at r = 4.0 em and T = 250 C. 
0 
At 275°C, the excess tcnm e rature at that c1istance has been reduced 
to -: 8°C, ancl at higher te.mperatures all .6.T values become quite small 
at distances up to 4.0 em. 
0 
At 555 C and above, mean temperature 
0 gradients over the distance r == 0 to r~4.0 em are alHays +1 C/cm or 
less, though bet1.·1een r = 4. 0 em and 5. 0 em, the gradients tends to 
increase sharply, varying from +12°C/ em at T0 = 275°C to +6° I em at 
The gradient measurement H·as carried out at the central 
plane bet~·Jeen the t'I;·JO compartments, on either of 1.vhich specimens 
are mounted during demagnetization runs. As the separation betHeen 
the two compartments is only 4. 5 em (Fig. L~. 2) , i.e. 2. 3 em above and 
belmv the calibrated central plane, one \·Jould not expect large thermal 
gradients to exist bet\\leen the upper and lm·7er compartrr.ents; the 
absence of a significant calibration error due to such a cause ~vas 
confirmed by an additional test. 
In actual dem2.gnetizntion runs, the specimens \vere distributed 
at n:.ean distances of r = l~ . 0 or 4. 5 em from the oven center, o r at 
the center itself. Except in the latter case, all temperatures quoted 
in Chapters 4-6 incorporate at ~T correction obtained from graphs such 
as shm·m in Fig. A2. 3, and amounting to some temperature increase over 
that obtained from the centrally mounted thermocouple. 
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i\PPENDJX 3 
------
POLISHED SECTION STUDY OF KILLARY H.L\.RBOUR IG::HNBitlTES 
Al!D BASALTS FRO:·I NEHFOut\DLA:-:D ~JD LABRADOR. 
Polished sections of some ignimbrite and basalt samples used 
in the present study have been examined by Dr. N. D. Hatkins of Florida 
State University. The comments. (in quotation marks) by Dr. Watkins 
on wicrophotographs (not reproducible here) are given in Table A3 .1. 
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TA23LE Ai .1 
(Comments in quotation marks are by Dr. H. D. \·Jatkins, 
\•:rho made the analysis) 
Nicros cope field of vie\·7: 13~ x 100 microns 
Plates 1 lf: Ignimbrite fr01~ Killary Harbour, Eire 
Plates 5 10: Basalt from Henley Harbour, Labrador 
Plates 11, 12: Basalt from Table Head, Labrador 
Plates 13, 14: Basalt from Cloud 11oun tain, IsL:md of H eHfoundla':ld 
Plate 1.- KH2aii. "Hematite '>·lith darker titanohematite laths and small 
patches of pseuc1obroo1dte, both after original 
Plate 2. 
Plate 3. 
Plate 4. 
Plate 5. 
Plate 6. 
Plate 7. 
KH2a.II. 
-----
KH21al. 
-----
KH2lal. 
HR8dli. 
--... _..._ 
HH12eii. 
HH12cii. 
--- -
tit an om az.ne tit e'' . 
Similar to Plate 1. 
''Irregular her.1atite patches, probably after ilmenite 
intergro\vths in large titanomav"letite grain". 
''Regular development of vJide laths of hernatite 
partiall~7 replaced by pseudob rool i te". 
"Unoxidized titanomagnetite grain''. 
nsecondary hematite in olivine, t-Jith development 
clearly concentrated on cracks in the grain". 
"Top half shm·7s secondary heTia ti te in olivine, but 
loHer half shm-Js apparently loT-1 oxidation s t:a tc 
titanomaghemite grain". 
Plate 8. H1Jl2eJI. "Secondary hena ti tc in eli vine 'i. 
Plate 9. !1l-ll6cliii."Skeletal titanomagnetite, probably representing 
grains which are quencl1ed: that is, frozen before 
co111ple tc gro~,T tlJ possib J e, as is freguen tly the 
case in the exteriors of pillm-1 basalts". 
Plate 10. HH2?h~. 
Plate 11. TII6biil. 
-----
Plate 12. Tl-l6biii. 
Plate 13. CH20cT. 
Plate 14. CU20ci. 
----
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11 Secondary licmati te in ol:t vine, showing development 
of radial and parallel rods". 
''Very regular elongate titanonagnetite skeletal 
• II gra1ns • 
11 Another set of examples of skeletal titanomagnetite, 
but also featuring a relic olivine grain replaced 
in part by hematite (upper left center). This is 
an unusual exanple of coexisting lm,r and hieh 
oxidation states, respectively. 
"Fine lar.1ellae in ti tanoher;u'ltite host, both after 
titanomagnetite. The lamellae have been replaced 
by a dark aiT.orphous n1ineral 11 • 
nTitanohematite pseudo~orph of titanomaznetite, 
·with irregular magheillitization along conchoidal 
fractures which is replaced by a dark grey amorphous 
Fe-Ti oxide 11 • 
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APPENDIX lt 
INITIAL 1\Ti·I A.:JD DErl!~Gl·:ETI.ZA'l'ION HEASURE1•1ENTS 
01"' TilE LABP~li..DOR BASALTS 
The UF:H measurements of .21 Henley Harbour c>nd L~ Table Head 
basalts from Laor~r1or Here n~easured by. Hurty (1966). Direction and 
intensity of the mean magnetization at each of the tHo sites is quoted 
in Table A4.1. The initial a.c. demagnetizations ,_,:rere carried out on 
6 speci111ens by Pearce (19 67), using four demagnetization steps. Results 
are shown in Table ALl. 2 and Fig. A4 .1. 
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'f'ADLE Ab. • 1 
Mean natural rc~:_~~e.:_nt·_I~apnet:_i.zation of Table Head 
(from Hurthy, 1966) 
Site D r Jx10- 4 N k 095 
---
Table Head 72.6 72.8 17.89 4 5 31.9 
Henley Harbour: 
Henley Island ' 13.1 76.1 6.55 15 16 9.0 
Castle Is lend 9.3 73.9 7. L~5 6 42 8.8 
Symbols ·as used in Chapters 3-6 > with unit \veight (N = 1) given to 
samples. 
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TAHL E P./1 • 2 
-------
Nec:m direction of naE22ct:~z~~i_on_ of selected spe~imens of 
(from Pearce, 1967) 
------------ ----- ------·---
-Treatment (oe,peak) D I N k 
Before trea tTilen t 31.8 70~6 6 336 9 . 9 
108 (except HH 16ai) .;, L:.2. 5 70.7 5 40l~ 9 . 0 
243 (except TH 2bi) .,., 36 .l~ 72.6 5 8.2 
32l• (except TH 2bi) -;.\: 23.8 75.9 5 176 13.6 
The NH .. !'-1 iueasuremen ts included 4 and 2 spe cirrens from Henley Harbour 
and Table Head, respectively. (See Fig. ALf.l) 
Symbols as us cG. in Chapters 3-6, 'ili th unit vTeight (l; = 1) given to 
specimens. 
1 • 0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
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100 200 300 
HH 16ai 
TH 2bi 
HH 20a III 
HH 16bi 
TH 5aiV 
HH llaii 
400 
peak alternating field (oe) 
Fig A4.1. Variation of normalized intensity of magneti-
zation with the demagnetizing field for basalt 
specimens from Henley Harbour and Ta~le Head 
(from Pearce,l967; see also Table A4.2) 
Jn = Intensity before treatment (NRM) 
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---------
lU'...C,:I~TIC SHIELDING 
A can made of three concentric cylindrical shields of the 
highly permeable materials "Netic" and "Co-Xetic11 (Fi g. AS.l) Has 
used to store the specimens bet~,1een steps in the a. c. or thermal 
demagnetization treatment. This "~;vas to prevent the acquisition in 
the laboratory of short-period viscous components that could rn.ask 
the actual remanence obtained by the treatment. The hazards of 
adding viscous components to a specimen just after demagnetization 
in the laboratory) even ""hen the apparatus itself is entirely non-
inductive, have been noted by several authors (:Roy et al., 1967) and 
1vere also observed at the beginning of the present study before 
magnetic shielding had been acquired. As expected, this problem 
l;vas particularly serious in the case of specimens he.ving appreciable 
components in the lou-coercivity ranr;e, and in some cases where such 
coMponents dominated the resultant IT!Oment, the direction of the 
latter ·Has observed to folloH the laboratory field through large 
angles in the time of a fev-1 hours or even less (e.g. KH 17b, KH 24cii). 
The shielding cans v7ere manufactured by Perfection l'·1ica Co. s 
Chicago, Ill. from three cylindrical cans of decreasing size, mounted 
coaxially (Fig. AS.l) and made of "Netic11 (outer) and nco-Netic" 
(middle nnd inner) aaterial. Each can had a separate, rernova1Jle 
cover. For n cans, the "shielding f3ctor 11 S \\1hi ch measures the 
attenuation of a uniforr,l external field by the can assembly is a 
function of the can radii) permeabilitics, and thicknesses, and is 
proportional to the product of the n perraeability values and also of 
E 
u 
q 
~ 
NON-MAGNETIC 
HANDLES 
E 
u 
0 
. 
Spacers 
Fig A5.1. Cross section of three stage spherical shield 
11.55 em 10.18cm 
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the n thicknesses, and iuversely proportional to the product of the n 
radii. The shielding f a ctor is given by 
and the 11indivjc1ual stage shielding factor" sj, is given by 
s. = 2pj tj 
J 
3:!{j 
't·lhere for the j th shell, 
,... = magnetic J 
t. 
J 
= thickness 
R. = radius of J 
( j = 1 , 2 . • . • , n) ( P5 • 2 ) 
permeability (cgs units) 
of the material 
the shell 
He ::: uniform external field 
H1 = internal field within the inner most shell 
AS. J 
The definitions of "shielding factor:r, Sand Sj, above, are 
taken from Patton (1967), ~vho made a critical study of magnetic 
shielding with er1phasi9 on the reduction of disturbing . fields to a loH 
leve:l vJithin the \vOrking space · used for paleomaguetic research. 
The field reduction obtained by the can assembly \-las estimated 
\vi th the aid of the fluxgate e.len1ents described in Chapter 4, the total 
field (He) in the region to be occupied by the can assembly being 
obtained first. The cans \·?ere then plGcecl into the external field in 
such a position that the axis of the concentric shields Has parallel 
to the direction of He, and the internal field (Hi) "I:·!D.S rr.easured along 
the axis of the ossen~bly, first Hi th all cans being open, then after 
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successively closing the inner can, the inner and middle c2ns, and 
finally all three cans. In actual operation the lids fit closely 
upo:1. the resp-2cti ve shields, but in order to admit the fluxgate 
leads into the asse.:11bly during 1\ measurement the lids had to be 
raised soTTJ.eHhat; hence the attenuation achieved in actual operation 
may exceed slightly that obtained in the present calibration> Hith 
the lids imperfectly closed. 
Hith only the inner can capped \lith a lid, inside fields 
UI1 ) ranging from 10 y to 35 y were obtained in three separate 
measurei:..ents rFigs. A5.2- (b), (c), (d)] "\V'ith tHO different fluxgate 
elements. The laq~e difference in these values, which correspond 
to a range s ::- 1.4 X 10 3 to 5~0 }Z: 10 3 for various ncasurements, is 
probably due to the difficulty of ( a ) reproducing the fluxgate 
posit ion in the inner can ~1hen the can is closed; (b) measuring the 
noise. The lo~·:est field valueo obtained from the patterns in 
Figs. [As. 2 (e), (f) and (g), (h) J correspond to less than Sy and 
6y respectively for the r.-;o fluxga te elements, and are here quoted 
as H· l ~ 5-6y; Hhich corresponds to a range S 
The ·theoretical "shielding factor 11 calculated from equation 
AS .1 and AS. 2, using the l~nm1n values of radius, thickness, and 
permeability given in Table AS .1, ·Has S = 1.29 x 10 5 • Comparison 
'l.vith the esti111ated value of S from the above experiwents (S "' 1 x 10 4 ) 
shoHs the attenuation of \vhich the three-star,e shield is theoretically 
capable to be one order of magnitude greater than the experimental] y 
estimated attenuation. 
Figure AS.2. Oscilloscnpc pntterns from fluxgate rneasurercnt of field 
attenuatio·1 by mc?.gaetic shielding assembly ( all cases: 
1 Volt = SOy) 
(a) Total external field (no cans 
present: Probe 1) 
He = 5 x lOL~ 
Scale: 0.1 V/cm 
(c) Inside field, ,.;ri th inner lid 
att<::ched only (Probe 1) 
Scale : 0. 2 VI cr.1 
lli = 35y 
(b) Inside field. ~vith inner lid 
attached only--. -(Probe 1) __ _ 
Scale: 0.05 V/cm 
Hi = lOy 
(d) Inside field,_Ji_it~ inner lid 
.Q_ttached_ only_ (P robe 2) 
Scale: 0.2 V/cm 
Hi = 30y 
l 9 
F~gure A5.2. (Continue2) 
( e) Inside field, \·lit~ in-,"lcr and 
~ntcrr.<ediate lids attached 
only (Probe 1) 
Vertical scale: 0.01 V/cm 
Hi = 5-y 
(g) Inside fiel~-L Hith ~nner and 
intermediate lids attached 
only (!'robe 2) 
Vertical scale: 0.2 V/cffi 
II~ ~ 6y 
( f ) Inside field, Hi th all lids 
attached (Probe 1) 
Vertical scale: 0.01 V/cm 
Hi ~ 5-y 
(h) Inside field, \·Jith alJ lids 
attached -(Pr~b~-~--
Vertical scale: 0.? V/cm 
.lSIO 
T/\BLE AS .1 
--------
Dinensions anc!__phys_ical data of the 
cvJ.indricAl shields 
-------
Para.'1leter Inner (1) Niddle (2) Outer (3) 
- ----- ----- ------·----
Radius (em) 10.05 11.55 13.05 
Thickness (em) 0.086 0.127 0.166 
Permeability:': 23.8 23.8 6.67 
(cgs units X 10 3 ) 
;~The periueability values are quoted fror:1 the manual: "Netic and 
Co-Netic r.'agnetic s:.1.ielc:Lng T'lcnual 11 : Nanual 101-122; p. 20, 32p. 
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